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 Executive summary 

Executive summary 

This study presents the findings of an extensive research project that sought to determine 

stakeholder expectations regarding companies’ corporation tax practices in the UK, combining 

both qualitative and quantitative approaches.  

The qualitative approach 

The qualitative aspect employed a detailed survey of 61 representatives of four stakeholder 

groups: industry representatives, consumer bodies, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), 

and business decision-makers from FTSE 100 & 250 companies. In general, there was broad 

agreement on the majority of issues between business decision-makers and industry 

representatives (‘the business community’); there was also considerable agreement between 

NGOs and consumer bodies (‘the public bodies’). The structured survey asked respondents in 

30–60 minute telephone interviews a range of questions concerning their views on the fairness 

of the tax system, whether large UK-based companies pay an appropriate amount of tax, 

whether they believe there to be a link between corporate tax rates and competition, how they 

consider big business is perceived in society, what could be done to build trust, who should be 

involved in designing a firm’s planning process and what should such a process look like. There 

was an overwhelmingly positive response to participate in the study by all stakeholder groups, 

which demonstrates the relevance of the debate and the keen interest by all players to have 

their views heard.  

1 Perceptions of fairness of the UK tax system overall  

Overall, the UK tax system is perceived as reasonably fair, with the industry representatives being 

the most positive, followed by business decision-makers, then NGOs and consumer bodies last. 

Respondents from all stakeholder groups are almost unanimous that government and 

politicians are predominantly responsible for issues of fairness regarding tax. Voters, the tax 

office and large multinational companies are perceived to be responsible to a much lesser 

degree.  

2 Views of large UK companies  

The business community holds a much more positive view than the public body on the question 

of whether large UK companies pay an appropriate amount of tax. Many respondents believe 

that there is not a level playing field between large UK companies and multinationals and that 
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the international tax system introduces complexity and distorts competition between 

companies across countries. Representatives from both the business community and the public 

bodies recognise a number of steps that have begun to be taken in the UK and internationally to 

change the tax system, e.g. GAAR (General Anti-Abuse Rule) and BEPS (Base Erosion and Profit 

Shifting), but comments regarding the impact of such efforts are inconclusive at present.  

3 Contribution to society  

While most respondents agree that large firms operate within the law, the public body view 

again rates big companies lower than the business community on whether they contribute their 

fair share to society and operate in the best interest of society. Respondents indicate that they 

believe the UK public to be concerned about the extent of corporate contributions to society 

and trust in companies is perceived to be relatively low, particularly regarding multinationals 

operating in the UK but not domiciled here. The business community thinks that a general 

climate of negativity is based on a lack of understanding and bad press coverage, while the 

public body view is that companies have yet to engage in the tax debate in a meaningful way, 

need to listen more closely to stakeholder views and adopt more transparent communication 

about tax. 

4 Guiding approaches for companies on tax issues  

In terms of guiding approaches that companies could adopt in respect of tax, the top choice 

among business decision-makers and industry representatives is for companies to engage with 

industry bodies and politicians to develop new tax legislation. In contrast, consumer bodies 

would prefer companies to engage proactively with the general public in the UK to deliver on 

societal expectations regarding company tax, and NGOs favour companies making an effort to 

operate within the spirit and letter of the law as their top choice. While some changes in 

corporate behaviour are emerging, such as the closure of banks’ tax structured products 

divisions and public tax statements by some business leaders, the majority of respondents in this 

survey agree that businesses should work further on creating a greater degree of transparency 

and improving clarity in communication about what they are paying and their profits.  

5 A way forward  

Key differences exist in respondents’ views on who companies should engage with on tax issues 

and how future communication should be motivated and disseminated. While the business 

community looks towards government and policy makers as communication partners, viewing 

the public as recipients of information in need of education, NGOs and consumer bodies hope 
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there will be a multi-stakeholder debate on corporate tax including a process of listening and 

informing by businesses, resulting in credible, simple and transparent communication, 

distributed by companies but verified by independent bodies. For companies concerned about 

the effects of corporate tax on reputation and stakeholder relationships, this report outlines a 

process that includes internal and external dialogue to encourage tax strategies that are values 

congruent, stakeholder relevant and evidence based. 

The quantitative approach 

Turning now to the quantitative part of the study, this focused on investors as stakeholders and 

applied various empirical econometric models to a sample comprising all firms that were part of 

the FTSE All-Share Index, spanning the 1991 to 2014 period. We find that over the past 20 years, 

typical effective corporation tax rates in the UK have been at comparable levels to those in the 

US despite the statutory rates in the former having been lower and falling. We observe that post 

2006, typical cash effective tax rates in the UK collapsed from above 25% to around 6%; however, 

total (current plus deferred) tax rates remained close to statutory levels throughout the period 

investigated. Therefore, it can be argued that historically, UK firms have paid their taxes to a 

much greater degree than their US counterparts and the widespread populist view of mass tax 

avoidance among UK firms cannot be substantiated.  

We find no discernible link between tax rates and stock returns for the UK, no matter how tax 

payment/tax avoidance is measured. This is true throughout the sample period and for both 

customer-facing and non-customer-facing companies. However, allowing for industry norms 

and a host of firm characteristics, companies with lower effective tax rates have significantly 

higher levels of stock market risk. Firms that are reported in the newspapers in a negative way in 

relation to their level of corporation tax payment experience very small negative stock returns, 

which are fully reversed within a month. The initial negative effects and subsequent rebound are 

both more pronounced for smaller companies. News announcements of the involvement of a 

firm in a potentially unacceptable tax-related activity, according to the authorities, result in 

steeper and much longer-lasting falls in share prices, whereas news stories of a more general 

nature relating to a firm’s tax avoidance or tax payments have no noticeable effect at all. 
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 1 Introduction 

1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and motivation 

Interest in the amount of tax a firm pays has been expressed by an increasingly broad array of 

stakeholders, including not only shareholders and the tax authorities but also customers, 

suppliers, employees, NGOs and the public at large. It is clear that perceptions of the 

acceptability of tax avoidance have changed, perhaps permanently, so that practices that were 

previously deemed part of sensible planning are no longer socially acceptable in the UK.  

Firms that are perceived to be ‘shirking their responsibility to pay their fair share of tax’ can be 

subject to widespread opprobrium in the media. A decade and a half ago, an article in The 

Economist reported that ‘Rupert Murdoch's News Corporation, which has earned profits of 

£1.4bn ($2.3bn) in Britain since 1987 [has] paid no corporation tax there’.1 So the issue of 

multinational tax avoidance is not a new one and seems unlikely to disappear or to be resolved 

any time soon. 

More recently, perhaps the most high-profile illustrations of the extreme negative publicity that 

can result from alleged tax avoidance relate to the US companies Amazon, Google and 

Starbucks.2 The latter firm, for example, reported losses on its UK business in 14 of its first 15 

trading years in the country, despite having a market share of over 30% and, it was alleged, being 

inconsistent with its shareholder reports, which suggested high profitability in that market 

(Kleinbard, 2013). Starbucks paid £8.6m in UK corporation tax on UK revenue of £3.4bn over the 

15-year period, a situation that arose mainly from intra-group charges: royalties and licence fees; 

mark-ups on coffee and interest on a loan from the US parent company (Kleinbard, 2013, p. 

1520). When this was broadcast in the media, the company suffered significant reputational 

damage resulting in customer boycotts, which prompted it to voluntarily increase its UK 

corporation tax payments and to relocate offices to the UK (Christensen et al., 2015).  

The UK’s House of Commons Public Accounts Committee was convened in 2012 to examine the 

corporation tax payments of Amazon, Google and Starbucks, following the public outcry. The 

Committee lamented a ‘complete lack of transparency in the amount of tax paid by 

multinational companies’.3 However, despite the public grilling that these firms were subjected 

1 The mystery of the vanishing taxpayer, The Economist, 27 January 2000.  
www.economist.com/node/276945 

2 See www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/starbucks-suffers-first-uk-sales-fall-after-tax-row-
9284988.html# 

3 HMRC Annual Report and Accounts 2011–12, 28 November 2012. 
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to at the time, there were no formal investigations or further actions and trade now appears to 

be as brisk as ever. Therefore, whether firms suffer permanent or transitory damage even in the 

most severe cases of ‘getting caught’, avoiding tax is, as yet, an unresolved empirical question.  

Countless newspaper headlines show, at least superficially, an inconsistency between the total 

amount of profit UK-based companies make and their corporation tax payments to HM Revenue 

& Customs (HMRC), the UK’s tax authority. For example, in addition to the widely cited examples 

discussed above, Apple paid corporation tax of £11.4m in the UK in 2013 from UK sales of 

£10.5bn.4 Of course, such an outcome may be entirely legitimate and explicable based on the 

costs of doing business in various locations and the timing of revenues, costs and taxes, but on 

the surface they appear inconsistent with the notion that firms are paying all of the tax due on 

their UK profits.  

Although the short-term media furore over these companies has died down, corporate tax has 

become an issue that refuses to go away, partly perhaps as a result of the dawning realisation 

that fiscal austerity is set to remain for the foreseeable future. During the post-financial crisis era, 

the financial positions of many governments in Europe and worldwide have yet to establish an 

entirely stable footing, with national debts still increasing.5 There is a widespread popular belief 

that if firms paid more tax, fiscal deficits could be reduced and/or spending cuts avoided. The ‘tax 

gap’ – the difference between the amount of tax that should be obtained if all payments were 

made as expected by law and the amount that the government succeeds in collecting – was put 

at £34bn in 2012–13 by HMRC.6 A Tax Research UK report for the Public and Commercial 

Services Union put the figure much higher at close to £120bn,7 although HMRC have retorted 

that this higher estimate is ‘over-inflated, flawed and muddled’.8 

Governments themselves are involved in a game where they trade off corporation tax revenue in 

anticipation of higher employment and other taxes from additional economic activity if foreign 

direct investment is encouraged by a favourable regime. As a result, global average corporation 

tax rates have fallen year-on-year from 27.5% in 2006 to 23.6% in 2014, and average rates have 

also fallen in every continent.9 This raises the spectre of tax competition between countries in a 

‘race to the bottom’, where each individual country faces a prisoner’s dilemma situation and the 

resulting lack of co-ordination implies that over time the amount of corporation tax paid 

4 S. Varley, EY snubs Osborne’s attack on tax abuse, The Times, 2 October 2014. 
5 See www.cityam.com/1413899944/public-sector-borrowing-five-charts-perfectly-sum-up-uk-finances 

for an analysis of the UK position as at October 2014. 
6 www.gov.uk/government/statistics/measuring-tax-gaps-tables 
7 www.taxresearch.org.uk/Blog/2014/09/22/new-report-the-tax-gap-is-119-4-billion-and-rising 
8 www.accountingweb.co.uk/article/hmrc-dismisses-new-tax-gap-estimate/564454 
9 Corporate tax rates table, KPMG, 2014. 
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globally declines – see, for example, Devereux et al. (2008).10 Of course, firms make location 

decisions not only on the basis of tax rates, but also taking into account a host of other factors 

including political and economic stability, regulatory frameworks, workforce skill levels, and 

natural resourcing levels. Evidence suggests that these other variables outweigh the influence of 

tax (Rondinelli and Burpitt, 2000) and that economic success cannot be easily accomplished by 

merely establishing a low corporation tax rate. In general there is a lack of correlation between 

corporate tax rates and aggregate investment within a country over time (Hanlon and Heitzman, 

2010). But at the margin fiscal considerations may make the difference in situations where the 

other variables are similar (Morisset and Pirnia, 2000). 

The avoidance of corporation tax is often believed to be a problem primarily with large 

companies operating simultaneously in many countries. The size (however defined), scope and 

complexity of multinational corporations have increased to the point where they are bigger than 

many nation states. For instance, even by the turn of the century, the largest 100 companies in 

the world controlled assets of over £3 trillion, of which 40% were located outside their home 

countries (Sikka and Willmott, 2010, p.345). Against this backdrop, when personal taxation rates 

are increasing and government expenditure curtailed, it is perhaps unsurprising that there is 

heightened interest in ensuring that companies pay their ‘fair share’ of the tax burden.  

From the outside, it seems possible to think of the payment of corporation tax in a particular 

country as a choice variable for a multinational firm, which can opt to pay more or less as it feels 

appropriate. At the same time, the scope for firms to discreetly reduce their tax bills through 

avoidance measures while remaining under the radar is declining. Widespread use of social 

media means that any corporate transgressions, or perceived transgressions, can result in almost 

instant adverse publicity. In order to meet with societal expectations, it may be that firms need 

to not only pay any taxes that are legally required, but also act within the spirit of the relevant 

legislation and not engage in activities or create artificial structures solely for the purpose of 

avoiding tax. This view is contested, for example by Hasseldine and Morris (2013), who argue 

that any distinction between the letter and the spirit of the law is unhelpful because the spirit of 

the law may be open to various interpretations and if the lawmaker wanted a different outcome 

then they should have drafted the legislation differently or more tightly.  

The notion that corporation tax payment is essentially voluntary for multinationals in the UK is 

given further credence by the suggestion in the media that HMRC is ‘business friendly’ and 

10 Interestingly, research suggests that global corporation tax takes have been relatively stable despite 
both declining nominal tax rates and increasing income shifting to low-tax jurisdictions (Dharmapala, 
2008). 
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unwilling or unable to maximise the tax take in disputes with large corporations such as 

Goldman Sachs. Yet within the business community, more than two-thirds of large companies 

believe that the tax authorities have become more aggressive in their dealings with firms, 

perhaps as a result of the populist backlash against perceived tax avoiders.11  

Tax avoidance has also been argued to have global consequences and to impact on developing 

as well as developed countries, with the former estimated to lose three times more in tax 

revenues than they obtain in aid.12 Around half a trillion US dollars is believed to be lost by 

developing countries through tax avoidance (Baker, 2005). Developing countries typically lack 

the legal expertise and resources to further investigate cases where they believe that insufficient 

tax has been paid (Plasschaert, 1985).13 This ties in with the recent debate around the question 

of whether the appropriate payment of tax may be not just a question of law or of business, but 

also one of morality. In a recent article in The Daily Telegraph, President Obama is quoted as 

saying of firms that are relocating their headquarters overseas, ‘These firms are corporate 

deserters, guilty of gaming the system at the expense of ordinary citizens. I don’t care if it is legal. 

It’s wrong.’14 Some commentators have also argued that avoiding tax is incompatible with being 

a socially responsible company.15  

This situation has led to suggestions that firms should be required to report their financial 

results on a country-by-country basis including, among other information, details of all their 

subsidiaries, all their costs and revenues, and the amounts of tax paid in each country in which 

they operate.16 This would reduce the scope that firms have to misprice internal transfers. 

Another radical approach would be to tax a firm including all of its subsidiaries as a single entity, 

with the tax being charged where income is being generated and assessed using a broader set of 

measures such as sales or employment. 

Large multinationals are able to use a variety of means to reduce their tax payments that are not 

available to smaller, domestic firms, and thus a further key concern surrounding tax avoidance is 

that businesses of different sizes cannot compete on a level playing field. Tax avoidance by some 

but not all firms may also lead to inefficiencies at the national and global economic levels, as 

11 Bridging the divide: highlights from the 2014 tax risk and controversy survey, Ernst & Young. 
12 See: Addicted to tax havens: the secret life of the FTSE 100, ActionAid, October 2011.  
13 Recent reports by charities such as ActionAid and especially Christian Aid (Tax for the common good: a 

study of tax and morality, October 2014) take this tone. 
14 New US tax inversion rules usher in era of forced ‘economic patriotism’, Daily Telegraph, 27 September 

2014, www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/personalfinance/tax/11125557/New-US-tax-inversion-rules-usher-
in-era-of-forced-economic-patriotism.html 

15 R. Murphy, Ethics briefing: tax and corporate responsibility, Tax Research UK, May 2010. 
16 R. Murphy, Country-by-country reporting: accounting for globalisation locally, Tax Justice Network, 

2012. 
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 1 Introduction 

resources and activity are diverted to areas that have the largest post-tax returns even though 

their pre-tax returns might be lower.17  

Can activism by the general public or by charities bring about changes in the corporate tax 

behaviour of large international companies? Research undertaken by ActionAid found that the 

FTSE 100 group of firms had more than 8,000 subsidiaries, or over a quarter of the total, located 

in tax havens. The charity produced a report and lobbied firms to disclose the locations of all of 

their subsidiaries. This is required under UK law following the Companies Act 2006, which is 

more stringent than its US counterpart where only significant subsidiaries must be listed. 

Despite being required to do so by law, ActionAid found that the vast majority of the UK’s top 

100 companies did not comply. Even stating the numbers and locations of subsidiaries can 

constitute vital information that enables tax authorities to better allocate their resources 

available for scrutiny (Mills, 1998).  

ActionAid pressured firms by threatening the possibility of negative media attention that could 

damage the firm’s relationships with its customers, employees, suppliers, the government and 

the tax authorities. This also led to an investigation by the Business Secretary Vince Cable, and 

the story was picked up by all the major news media in the UK on 12 October 2011 (Choy et al., 

2014). Dyreng et al. (2014) found that effective tax rates for firms which ActionAid identified as 

non-compliant with the disclosure rule rose by 3.7 percentage points subsequently, relative to 

those firms that were already compliant. They also found that relative to compliant firms, non-

compliant ones reduced the proportion of their subsidiaries located in tax havens. Although 

Dyreng et al. attribute these changes in firm behaviour to the activities of ActionAid, it is possible 

that they would have occurred anyway even in the absence of their report, albeit over a longer 

time period, as a result of the high profile corporate tax scandals and changes in public mood 

regarding the acceptability of tax avoidance.  

Arguably, all stakeholders have lost out in the war of words over corporation tax. From the ‘big 

business’ perspective, the burden of dealing with tax risk and controversy is growing and more 

than half of firms surveyed by EY have increased their tax function, although these firms admit 

that even this resource may be insufficient. 18  Companies are already reporting far more 

information in their financial reports and other documents, but there is inconsistency in the 

extent to which they do this and in the amount of detail they provide.19 Concern within the 

17 See www.oecd.org/tax/beps-about.htm 
18 Bridging the divide: highlights from the 2014 tax risk and controversy survey, EY. 
19 There are also dangers for firms that report a lot of information about their tax position and how it arose 

since they may appear to be providing a ‘long list of excuses’ for paying a small amount of corporation 
tax. 
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business community over media coverage of taxes has heightened, and some firms argue that 

the more general anti-corporate sentiment the debate has engendered may damage the 

business case for locating in the UK despite its stable and predictable tax regime. Contrary to 

popular opinion, the total value of corporation tax paid in the UK is growing but represents less 

than a quarter of the total taxes paid by big UK businesses.20 

1.2 Objectives and contributions of this report 

This report presents the findings from a unique, multidisciplinary study combining qualitative 

and quantitative analysis to determine what stakeholders expect from companies with regard to 

their corporation tax payments. The qualitative part employs structured interviews to measure 

the expectations of key stakeholder groups (including business decision-makers, industry 

representatives, NGOs and consumer bodies) with regard to the payment of tax by large 

companies in the UK. It examines the issues that are critical for firms to consider with regard to 

corporate tax payment in the UK if they are to maintain the support of stakeholders. We then 

move on to specifically focus on investors as stakeholders and determine whether there is a link 

between a firm’s corporate tax policies and its stock market performance. We also consider the 

extent to which this relationship may be affected by the nature of the firm’s business and how it 

has changed over time. 

The academic literature on the various issues surrounding corporation tax and its links with firm 

characteristics, discussed in detail below, is now quite vast.21 However, almost all of what we 

believe we know from this body of work relates to the US. To the extent that the legal and 

institutional frameworks, the level of statutory corporation tax, and the perceptions and 

behaviour of stakeholders are different in the UK context, these established findings may or may 

not be applicable. This research lacuna provides a key additional motivation for the present 

study, which we believe constitutes the first of its kind anywhere in the world.  

The remainder of this report is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the corporate tax 

environment in the UK, discusses the potential costs and benefits of tax avoidance, and 

considers whether tax payment is linked with reputation. Section 3 covers the stakeholder 

survey part of the study, which summarises the opinions and experiences from 61 in-depth 

20 According to a recent report by PwC, corporation taxes paid excluding oil and gas companies increased 
by 6.7% between 2013 and 2014 despite a fall in the statutory tax rate. 

21 Hanlon and Heitzman (2010), for example, present a very comprehensive survey of the literature on 
many aspects of tax issues including the information content of tax reports, how tax affects corporate 
decision making, and tax avoidance. Unfortunately, the finance part of their paper is limited to a 
discussion of dividend and capital gains taxes rather than those specifically on corporate profits. Another 
detailed and up-to-date survey of the literature on tax avoidance was conducted by Lietz (2013). 
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 1 Introduction 

interviews with business decision-makers, industry representatives, NGOs and consumer bodies. 

The findings are presented and discussed by stakeholder group and also aggregated into a 

comprehensive and multi-stakeholder process framework, derived and populated by the 

findings, which companies and advisors may want to utilise when engaging with organisational 

stakeholders on issues of tax. Section 4 moves on to present the aspect of the report that 

focuses on investors, including data collection, methodology, results and a detailed analysis. 

Finally, Section 5 offers some concluding remarks. 
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2 The firm and its corporation tax bill: context and 
causal factors 

In this section we describe the institutional framework in which UK firms pay corporation tax 

and we present a discussion of the ways in which firms desirous of reducing their corporation tax 

bills can do so. In order to contextualise our own investigative work presented in later parts of 

this document, this section continues to also examine the factors that firms may consider when 

making their choices about the extent to which they structure and plan to achieve tax reduction. 

We then proceed to discuss the links between tax payment and other corporate characteristics – 

notably with its wider reputation.  

2.1 Terminology and the UK tax environment 

We begin this section by defining some key terminology – in particular, the terms tax evasion, tax 

avoidance and tax planning are sometimes used synonymously in general conversation but have 

important differences. Tax evasion refers to illegal activities where companies or individuals 

deliberately misreport their costs and revenues so as not to pay tax that should legitimately be 

due. Tax avoidance refers to actions that firms or individuals take within the law to reduce their 

tax bills, which may include the setting up of specific structures or the exploitation of loopholes 

in the legal framework. Tax avoidance is probably the most widely used term and covers a very 

broad range of strategies from accessing government-backed incentives through structuring 

commercial transactions in tax efficient ways to the use of third-party financial products that 

deliver a specific tax outcome with minimal other commercial rationale, some of which will be 

more or less acceptable among various stakeholders although may be within legal boundaries. 

In the UK, the environment is such that firms are required to calculate their own corporation tax 

based on a self-assessment and to report this to HMRC. If HMRC are not satisfied with the 

information provided or require further details, they can open an enquiry (MacPherson et al., 

2009). The potential risks for firms who fail to ‘get it right’ are numerous and include financial 

penalties if any evidence of wrong-doing is found, as well as the operational costs and adverse 

publicity arising from having to deal with an investigation. Set against the evidence reported by 

ActionAid described above, businesses are increasingly disclosing tax-related information 

beyond the minimal requirement in their annual reports and corporate social responsibility 

(CSR) reports with the hope that this will contribute to the reader’s understanding of their tax 
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position, pre-empt questions and enhance the standing of the organisation.22 More than half of 

FTSE 100 firms are expecting to become more transparent in their tax reporting, and over a third 

say that they already are more transparent following the media attention discussed above.23 

Firms that voluntarily disclose more information (on historical results, non-financial statistics, 

background information and a summary of historical results) in their annual reports than the 

statutory minimum have lower cost of equity capital estimates in some cases (Botosan, 1997), 

indicating the importance of information in reducing the ‘estimation risk’ that investors face 

when they attempt to determine the worth of a firm. 

The corporation tax rate has declined in the UK over the past 25 years, and arguably with it some 

of the incentive to incur the costs and risks associated with tax avoidance, from a high of 52% of 

taxable profits in 1982 to 22% in 2014 (Sikka, 2012). It is planned to fall again to reach 20% in 

April 2015, which will make the UK rate the joint lowest in the G8.24, 25 This has helped to make 

the UK an attractive place to do business, with fewer large companies than ever looking to move 

their tax residence out of the UK and an increasing number of foreign-owned companies 

considering moving in.26 

Legislation is adapting in an attempt to get to grips with tax avoidance following shifts in 

business practices and the growth of multinationals, but arguably at a rather slow pace. 

Internationally, the OECD brought out its Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) report in 

February 2013, which sought to ‘look at whether or not the current rules allow for the allocation 

of taxable profits to locations different from those where the actual business activity takes place, 

and what could be done to change this if they do.’27 There then followed a 15-point action plan 

to address these issues including a proposal for stricter transfer pricing documentation for 

multinational companies.28 It seems that this relatively new legislation is having an effect on the 

tax policies of firms but the full impact is still feeding through.  

22 Responsible tax: an integrated approach to tax transparency, Deloitte, 2014. 
23 KPMG annual survey of tax competitiveness, December 2014; and Deloitte European tax survey, 2014. 
24 Alongside Russia (currently suspended from the G8), see 

www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/Tax/dttl-tax-corporate-tax-rates-2014.pdf 
25 Tax rates in the United States have remained at roughly the same level while they have fallen in many 

other places so that, relatively, the former have increased. The net effect for the United States has been 
an increase in the amount of income shifted out of the country (Klassen and Laplante, 2012). At the same 
time, foreign regulatory and compliance costs have risen as more and more countries, for example, insist 
that transfer pricing documentation is drafted. 

26 KPMG Annual survey of tax competitiveness, December 2014.  
27 See www.oecd.org/tax/beps-about.htm 
28 See Tax: insights for business leaders, EY, December 2014. 
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The UK government introduced the General Anti-Abuse Rule (GAAR) in 2013, which tries to 

deter tax avoidance structures29 by ‘focusing on the economic substance rather than the legal 

forms of tax avoidance schemes.’30 According to a survey of tax decision-makers at large UK-

listed companies, the GAAR is believed to be effective by 84% of respondents, but over half 

believe that it could also pick up genuine commercial transactions.31 In addition, firms bidding 

for large central government contracts are required to have been free from outward signs of tax 

avoidance for the previous decade, although this is applied at the level of the individual bidding 

subsidiary rather than the whole company.32  

2.2 What are the costs and benefits of tax avoidance? 

Does tax avoidance ‘work’? In the US context, accessing lower tax regimes, including perceived 

‘tax havens’ does indeed result in a reduction in effective tax rates compared with firms that 

don’t take such actions (Harris et al., 1993) with the difference in worldwide tax rates being of 

the order of 1.5 percentage points per year. Perhaps counter-intuitively, accessing lower tax 

regimes does not necessarily reduce the US government tax take, as firms may instead use them 

to avoid foreign taxes so that the difference in foreign tax rates between those that do and don’t 

access such regimes averages 3.2 percentage points per year (Dyreng and Lindsey, 2009). These 

authors thus conclude, importantly, that while tax avoidance strategies will reduce global tax 

liabilities, the impact in the country of domicile is ambiguous. 

All else being equal, taking active steps to reduce corporate taxes has an obvious benefit to 

shareholders as their stock prices are enhanced and dividend pay-outs can be increased. Given 

the values of the losses to governments reported above, on the flipside of the coin, the benefits 

to companies in terms of retained resources that are then available for other uses are also very 

great. It is therefore perhaps surprising that more firms do not engage in tax avoidance with 

greater enthusiasm, a phenomenon that has come to be known as the ‘under-sheltering puzzle’ 

(e.g. Desai and Dharmapala, 2006). Despite considerable research effort being expended, overall 

the academic field cannot explain very well the substantial variation in the extent of tax 

avoidance that exists across firms (Hanlon and Heitzman, 2010).  

Tax avoidance involves significant non-tax costs, both direct and indirect, for firms involved in 

this activity, and these go some way to explain the under-sheltering anomaly. In addition to the 

29 www.parliament.uk/business/publications/research/briefing-papers/SN06265/tax-avoidance-a-general-
antiabuse-rule 

30 Sikka and Willmott (2013). 
31 KPMG Annual survey of tax competitiveness, December 2013. 
32 P. Sikka, Big tax avoiders will easily get around new government policy, The Guardian, 15 February 2013. 
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obvious administrative burden of setting up sophisticated tax planning arrangements, 

performance evaluation for each subsidiary is likely to be inefficient as it becomes no longer 

clear which divisions are actually profitable and which are loss making. Those in charge at a 

division rendered loss-making due to the payment of royalties or management fees to another 

part of the firm are likely to be demoralised by such a situation that was not of their choosing or 

within their control. Subsidiary firm managers may be reluctant to share the losses of other 

subsidiaries, such that the overarching firm does not benefit as much as it could from offsetting 

these due to inter-divisional politics.  

Profits earned outside the US, even in low-tax countries, may lead to US tax liabilities when they 

are repatriated, as US-based firms are taxed on their worldwide incomes (although credits are 

given to limit the incidence of double taxation and deferral reliefs are provided until the 

repatriation occurs) (Desai et al., 2006). Therefore, a particular issue is that cash may become a 

tax exile, unproductively trapped in overseas subsidiaries located in low-tax jurisdictions where 

repatriation would spark a substantial tax liability. 

In the US, it has been found that more aggressive tax avoidance increases the likelihood of a tax 

audit by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS, the US equivalent of HMRC) and with it the likelihood 

of fines and interest payments on tax that the authorities feel should have been paid sooner 

(Mills, 1998). Financially, the costs for firms that are challenged by the tax authorities may be 

high. Wilson (2009) shows that the interest charges paid by 14 US firms whose tax sheltering 

activities were deemed unacceptable by the tax authorities averaged 40% of the savings, which, 

when added to the other costs of setting up such structures in terms of the fees to accountants 

and lawyers and the additional time and financial costs of dealing with the audit, may have made 

the practice non-economical.  

Sometimes, setting up complex structures or profit shifting between locations and subsidiaries 

may result in an increase in the opacity of accounting information – either deliberately or 

inadvertently. In such circumstances, there is a danger that investors (and other stakeholders) 

may perceive that if a firm is aggressive in tax minimisation, they may question the accuracy of 

the company’s accounts more generally (Hanon and Slemrod, 2009), fearing that the firm has 

overstated (untaxable) profits today by bringing receipts forward and holding costs back. 

In other words, a wider concern among investors that may lead the shares of tax avoiders to be 

priced lower is that it may be reflective of a culture of dishonesty at the firm that extends to 

other areas of its activities and to the reporting of the earnings themselves. For example, a 

forensic examination of the now defunct WorldCom found that the royalty payments due on 
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intangible assets owned in a low-tax jurisdiction often exceeded the entire consolidated net 

income of the firm (Sikka and Willmott, 2010). Similarly, after Enron collapsed in 2001, it 

subsequently became apparent that the company had reported net income of $2.3bn but 

claimed tax losses of $3bn (Sikka, 2010, p.158). While one needs to be careful not to incorrectly 

infer cause and effect, it seems that when corporate financial failures become public, an array of 

tax irregularities are often uncovered. 

A lack of transparency and openness or glaringly low effective tax rates could also engender 

public relations disasters, damaging a company’s goodwill in the host or home country. Thus 

firms need to ensure that efficient tax planning does not inflate short-term profits at the expense 

of a greater loss in profits over the longer term. Moreover, focusing on tax minimisation may 

detract managerial focus from more substantive issues such as innovation and new product 

development (Stewart, 2005). 

However, on balance, despite the disadvantages of doing so, outlined above, there is substantial 

evidence in the literature that firms do indeed arrange their overseas structures to mitigate tax 

payments, suggesting that companies believe the resulting savings to outweigh these issues 

(Collins and Shackelford, 1998). 

Which kinds of firms are more likely to be ‘aggressive’ tax avoiders, and to make the most use of 

low tax locations? Academic research has highlighted a number of intuitively plausible firm 

characteristics that are positively correlated with avoidance, including: having more 

international activities, being a large firm, having high R&D expenditure as a proportion of sales 

and being technology intensive (Desai et al., 2006; Graham and Tucker, 2006), having a lower 

return on asset (ROA) and spending less on advertising (Dyreng et al., 2008). Firms that are more 

profitable have greater incentives to reduce their corporate taxes, which are levied as a 

percentage of those profits (Dunbar et al., 2010). Capital intensive firms, often measured by a 

normalised estimate of their property, plant and equipment (PPE), may have greater tax 

avoidance opportunities, partly related to the depreciation of these assets. Firms that are more 

leveraged also tend to be greater tax avoiders (Harrington and Smith, 2012).  

A large body of work also exists on the role of managerial incentive structures in affecting the 

behaviour of the firm, but the extent to which such incentives affect its tax payment policies is 

unclear (Armstrong et al., 2012). For example, Phillips (2003) finds that division managers whose 

compensation is set as a function of after-tax rather than pre-tax income leads to improved tax 

planning effectiveness (i.e. lower tax rates). Managers who receive a larger part of their overall 

compensation in share options will have an incentive to engage in aggressive tax avoidance, as 
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they will benefit from any resulting increase in the volatility of the share price (Rego and Wilson, 

2012).  

2.3 Tax and reputation 

A key reason cited in the literature as to why firms do not make more widespread use of tax 

avoidance measures is that they are concerned about possible reputational fallout if this activity 

becomes the subject of negative publicity in the media. For example, a survey of senior managers 

by Graham et al. (2013) indicated that two-thirds regarded reputational damage as a reason not 

to adopt a tax planning strategy. 33  Although this does not necessarily mean that other 

stakeholder groups, and especially investors, would be equally concerned, it raises two 

important questions: first, are reputations affected in this way, and second, when details of the 

firm’s tax avoidance activities become public, does this affect the firm financially?  

Intuitively, we would expect that firms with the most highly valued brands or those with the 

strongest reputations would potentially have more to lose and would therefore be less likely to 

engage in tax avoidance. These firms are also more likely to be in the public eye, and any stories 

about their behaviour will be more newsworthy than those involving less well known brands. As 

discussed above, we would also expect that firms bidding for large central government contracts 

are required to have been free from outward signs of tax avoidance for the previous decade, and 

they should also be less likely to engage in it. Austin and Wilson (2013) are not able to uncover a 

link between brand value and a higher incidence of shunning tax avoidance within a sample of 

highly valued consumer brands. However, they do find that firms possessing one or more 

valuable brands pay higher effective tax rates than otherwise identical firms owning no such 

brands.  

One way that consumers can express their displeasure at the actions of a firm is through a 

boycott, and these can be either organised or individual. Consumers may do this as a last resort 

when they feel that they do not have the franchise to affect the firm’s behaviour or processes in 

any other fashion, as firms are seen as becoming larger, more formalised, increasingly 

dehumanised and less approachable. A poll involving over 15,000 participants from 17 countries 

revealed that more than a third had boycotted at least one brand according to an article in the 

Guardian.34 The success of boycotts from the perspective of those engaging in them can be 

judged in two ways: first, did the action help to bring about a change in the firm’s business 

33 Relatedly, a recent survey by EY found a 72% increase in the number of companies who are concerned 
about media coverage of taxes since 2011. 

34 See www.theguardian.com/business/businessinsight/2005/sep/01/branded1 
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practices; and second, was the firm ‘punished’ for its actions even if these continued? Only the 

second is of direct relevance to our study, and the evidence is mixed and based mostly on very 

small samples but broadly suggestive that boycotts do not hurt the firm financially. This 

contradicts earlier results by Pruitt and Friedman (1986) showing that boycotts led to 

substantial financial losses for 76% of firms in their sample. However, it may be the case that 

consumers are more likely to boycott a firm in response to an issue they feel more strongly 

about than tax.  

Both actual boycotts and threats of boycotts actually engendered rises in the share prices of the 

firms concerned by around 0.7% on the day that the news of the boycott (or threat) became 

public according to a study by Koku et al. (1997). They attribute this finding to the power of the 

‘damage limitation machines’ that firms typically employ concurrently to mitigate any adverse 

publicity, for example by mounting advertising campaigns or engaging in philanthropic 

activities. Firms facing allegations that they pay insufficient tax are often seen to increase their 

own marketing rhetoric, for example by pointing out their numerous positive economic impacts 

through employment, as well as noting the range of other taxes that they pay or collect 

including employment and sales taxes.  

A more recent study investigates a consumer boycott of BP at US filling stations following the 

Deepwater Horizon oil spill in 2010. Using weekly data on BPs petrol sales volume share, Wang 

et al. (2013) show that the strength of the boycott appeared to be positively linked to the 

intensity of the spillage and the filling station’s geographic proximity to the affected area as 

reported in the media. BP offered price rebates to their franchise distributors as a damage 

mitigation step, but trade was nonetheless severely affected. Although their analysis was based 

on a short period in the life of a single company, Wang et al. argue that the findings support the 

notion that more severe boycotts follow from more apparently egregious acts than arise after 

more minor misdemeanours. 

What are the reputational effects for those firms whose tax avoidance activities have become 

newsworthy? This is the focus of a paper by Gallemore et al. (2014) who find a negative stock 

price reaction at the time of the publicity, but this is relatively short lived, so that within a month 

following the media attention, the price recovers to its prior level. They also find that tax 

avoidance revelations do not result in heightened CEO, CFO or auditor turnover compared with 

a sample of otherwise identical firms. Similarly, there is no discernible relative impact on sales 

growth or advertising expenses, and no change in the likelihood that the firm will be present in 

the Fortune ‘World’s Most Admired Companies’ list. Thus, according to this study, it appears that 

the impact of being labelled in the media as an aggressive tax avoider has very little permanent 
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impact, either reputationally or financially, on the firm. This contrasts starkly with the effects of 

negative publicity surrounding a firm’s wrongdoings of an illegal nature, where the reputational 

and financial effects can be quite severe (see, for example, Dechow et al., 1996 or Karpoff et al., 

2008a and 2008b for discussions of the consequences of accounting irregularities and frauds). 

Furthermore, Gallemore et al. (2014) also note that the effective tax rates for such firms do not 

rise noticeably after the revelations, suggesting that these firms are not sufficiently concerned to 

change their behaviour. Thus it appears from this study that tax avoidance is not regarded as a 

serious corporate misdeed after all.35  

It is natural to presume that firms engaging in tax avoidance activities would not want to 

highlight it. But for other companies, openly advertising that they do not avoid taxes may soon 

become part of their communication strategies. Alongside increases in the levels of transparency 

and voluntary disclosure in annual reports, the Fair Tax Mark has been established, and is 

awarded to firms that are ‘open and transparent about their tax affairs and seek to pay the right 

amount of corporation tax at the right time in the right place.’ The first FTSE 100 recipient of the 

Fair Tax Mark was SSE in October 2014.36 Taxes are also being increasingly incorporated into 

broader measures of CSR – for example, the Dow Jones Sustainability Index screens on tax 

controversy, and HMRC produces a risk rating for all large UK firms, which is based on their 

industry and also their tax strategy.  

35 However, an article in City A. M. suggested the vocal opposition of the chairman of Boots to some of the 
policies of the Labour party and the ensuing media attention has damaged the company’s ‘Buzz Score’, a 
measure of its reputational capital – see www.cityam.com/209158/what-boots-brand-score-says-about-
ceos-speaking-out-brand-index 

36 www.theguardian.com/business/2014/oct/20/sse-becomes-first-ftse-100-company-awarded-fair-tax-
mark 
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3 Stakeholder survey: methodology, findings and 
engagement process 

3.1 Methodology 

The stakeholder part of this research was conducted between December 2014 and February 

2015 in the UK. In total, 61 stakeholders took part in individual telephone interviews that lasted 

between 30 and 60 minutes each and were discursive in nature, following a semi-structured 

interview guide. Research participants were recruited to represent four important stakeholder 

groups: business decision-makers within FTSE 100 & 250 companies (N=14), industry 

representatives (N=15), NGO representatives (N=27) and UK consumer bodies (N=5).  

The interview contained both verbatim answers and numeric scale items and investigated 

respondents’ perceptions of the fairness of the UK tax system, views of large UK companies (FTSE 

100 & 250) and tax, public support for large UK companies and tax, and respondents’ general 

views on the world. The survey also asked questions to drive the formulation of a process 

framework for engaging stakeholders in taxation procedures and their communication.  

The participant briefing for the research was as follows: ‘We are currently engaged in a high-level 

study on the subject of the UK tax system – and in particular with reference to corporation taxes. 

We are speaking to a number of key influencers and stakeholders in the UK across major 

companies, business-representative organisations, NGOs, and other influential bodies with 

involvement in economic and financial affairs. We are very keen to include your opinions in the 

study.’ 

The study was very well received by participating stakeholders, with very high engagement with 

the research and excellent feedback and responses throughout.  

3.2 Perceptions of fairness of the UK tax system overall 

Before looking into tax in the context of corporations, the stakeholder survey asked respondents 

to give their view on the UK tax system more widely, to understand their sentiment towards tax 

issues in general. Hence Section 1 invited respondents to reflect on the UK tax system overall, 

including business and individual taxes as well as whatever else came to their minds, as a means 

to establish baseline tax perceptions.  
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Overall, the UK tax system is perceived as reasonably fair, with business decision-makers being 

the most positive (M=7.5 on a 10-point scale; where M is the mean (arithmetic average), 1 

indicates ‘very unfair’ and 10 indicates ‘very fair’), followed by industry representatives (M=6.5), 

then NGOs (M=5.7) and consumer bodies last (M=5.0). Reasons for lower scale ratings are 

based on perceived issues of wealth inequality, a disparity between personal and corporate tax 

rules, perceptions that some tax rules lacked transparency and clarity and were constraining by 

nature, while comments accompanying higher scale ratings suggest that the system is 

progressive and fit for purpose. 

‘Based on work I've done with other tax systems, I think the UK tax system and HMRC 

try to be as fair as they can within the constraints placed around them… It could never 

be completely fair, but it's not bad.’ (Industry representative) 

 ‘I think some areas are fairer than others, in my opinion some taxes are more 

progressive than others. So if you look at things like VAT, which is just a flat rate on all 

goods and services, that is not necessarily a progressive tax. I think income tax is an 

example of a tax that is more progressive.’ (NGO) 

‘The choice not to pursue large corporations vigorously for tax leaves people feeling 

that it is unfair.’ (Consumer body) 

‘Tax is as it is. I think it is madness to talk about fair tax. There is nothing I object to, I 

think it does penalise banks but doesn't set out to penalise other particular groups.’ 

(Business decision-maker) 

Perceptions of tax fairness towards different players in the economy reveal some general 

confusion among respondents around taxation in the UK. Emerging trends in the data suggest 

that: respondents believe multinationals registered in the UK are taxed more heavily than those 

registered outside the UK (while respondents nevertheless believe that UK companies are 

getting a relatively good deal); that the tax system could do more to support SMEs; that low 

income earners are most likely to perceive the tax system as unfair; and that the balance 

between different taxes and wealth distribution is not always well proportioned. 

The business community (business decision-makers and industry representatives) voices 

concerns over complicated rules within layers of the tax system, and over quirks and erratic tax 

rates in various areas of the UK system, while the public bodies’ (NGOs and consumer bodies) 

concerns centre around issues of the incidence of income tax, corporate tax, VAT and low-

income earners.  
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Respondents from all stakeholder groups were of an almost unanimous view that 

government and politicians were predominantly responsible for issues of fairness regarding 

tax. The tax office, voters and large companies (both FTSE 100 & 250 and multinationals not 

registered in the UK) were perceived to be responsible to a much lesser degree, see Figure 1 

below. The main reason given was that the government and politicians are perceived to have the 

option to make laws that could make tax avoidance difficult.  

‘Everyone apart from the voters, because it is the responsibility of regulators to 

enforce proper tax collection. They have the option in front of them to establish laws 

that make avoidance difficult like a general rule with lots of stuff. The fact that they 

have not done that means they are responsible. I think there is systematic avoidance 

among the majority of large corporations.’ (Consumer body) 

‘[Companies] follow the law. If they don't, they should be prosecuted and if they do 

follow the law, politicians should stop whining about it because they determine the 

rules.’ (Business decision-maker) 

‘I think because the government sets out a strategy for taxation, therefore, they clearly 

have quite a strong responsibility in terms of maintaining a fair tax system. Of course, 

the voters actually vote for the politicians who are in the government.’ (NGO) 

‘A lot of the debates recently are on issues that politicians have the opportunity to 

raise at the time and rather opportunistically decide to vent that.’ (Industry 

representative) 
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Figure 1  Perceived responsibility for issues of fairness in current practices of paying tax in 
the UK 

 

 

3.3 Views of large UK companies 

After establishing general views on the UK tax system, the survey asked respondents about their 

views on large UK companies and tax. On the question of whether large UK companies (FTSE 100 

& 250) pay an appropriate amount of tax in the opinion and experience of respondents, the 

business community (business decision-makers and industry representatives) holds a much 

more positive view than the public bodies (NGOs and consumer bodies), with business 

decision-makers being the most positive (M=7.4), followed by industry representatives (M=7.1), 

then NGOs (M=5.3) and consumer bodies last (M=4.0). 

The general view expressed by business decision-makers is that large companies are paying 

tax appropriately. Comments indicate that the UK system overall is not bad compared to other 

systems and that the share the government takes from companies is reasonable. Industry leaders 

suggest that because large companies pay their taxes in accordance with the rules it is hard to 

define what ‘appropriate’ is outside the rules. Other answers indicate a belief that some 

companies used the rules to their advantage but that the tax office is closing loopholes.  

NGOs, on the other hand, compare the profit margins of large UK companies with the amount of 

tax they are paying and comment on the fact that companies are probably not paying as much as 
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they could or should. Consumer bodies are also concerned that large companies are not 

paying enough tax relative to their profits.  

‘I think there is a culture of avoidance that has become accepted and widely 

practiced.’ (Consumer body) 

‘The difficulty is with the word “appropriate”. I think the vast majority [of large 

businesses] work something out on this which is appropriate. There are others that 

are more legally inclined and they would probably not come up very high in that. It's a 

very difficult word “appropriate”, isn't it? Appropriate to whom? There is a board who 

has to make decisions on these matters.’ (Industry representative) 

‘I think the corporation tax for multinationals has gone down. I understand this is to 

encourage business development but it actually reduces the amount of money the 

government is able to make.’ (NGO) 

Interestingly, NGOs and consumer bodies name a wide selection of key drivers motivating 

large UK companies to explore tax strategies, such as pressure from overseas and 

shareholders, a need to reduce overheads, meeting debts or other requirements, an urge to 

reduce costs and a desire/requirement to increase profit margins. Consumer bodies also 

comment on increases in directors’ remuneration and competitiveness in the global market as 

key drivers.  

Tax avoidance, evasion and opaqueness were the top suggestions by NGOs as to what large 

UK businesses should stop doing with regard to paying tax. Other responses suggest that 

companies should stop moving funds creatively, stop artificially shifting their profits in order to 

make their profits where the tax is lowest, stop lobbying for government policies and changes to 

reduce their tax bills, and stop funding media organisations in an attempt to avoid discussing 

this and instead have them focus on other issues such as benefit cheaters to divert the issue 

from what is really important. See Figure 2 for example statements. 

Consumer bodies suggest that large companies should stop creating the illusion that most 

transactions take place in the low tax economies in which they operate. Consumer bodies 

argue for transparency and tighter government involvement in the area of taxation for large 

companies. Other answers suggest that large companies should pay contributions where most 

of their business is based. 

Business leader responses imply that companies did not have to start anything specifically that 

they are not already doing with regard to paying taxes, but they should simply comply with the 

law. Other comments suggest companies should start telling stakeholders what they are paying 
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in taxes, and publicising what they are paying, and why, via reports, accounts and responsibility 

documents. 

‘Stop entering the grey area between avoidance and evasion.’ (Industry 

representative) 

‘It is the job of government to set tax levels. Tax avoidance is not illegal so you can’t 

criticise large businesses for maximising their post-tax profits to avoid the maximum 

tax burden.’ (Consumer body) 

 

Figure 2  What large UK-registered businesses (FTSE 100 & 250) should start and stop doing 

 

 

3.4 Guiding approaches for companies on tax issues 

In terms of guiding approaches that companies could adopt in respect of tax, the approaches 

most agreed on by NGOs and consumer bodies were those that reflect ethical values and 

engagement with the public, rather than lobbying industry bodies and politicians. 

Meanwhile business decision-makers and industry representatives showcase their 
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preference for approaches that engage with industry bodies and politicians to develop new 

tax legislation. However, all respondents agree, albeit to different degrees, that proactively 

engaging with the general public in the UK on issues of company tax would be desirable, and 

making a conscious effort to operate within the spirit and letter of the law was sought. A 

summary of top choices by stakeholder group between guiding approaches can be found in 

Figure 3 below. 

‘I think they should be making an effort to deliver on societal expectations but “dream 

on”! I completely agree that they should be engaging with politicians to develop 

legislation.’ (Business decision-maker) 

‘I think they should be within the letter of the law but if there is room for 

improvement the best way is dialogue with the government rather than “moving to 

the dark side”.’ (Industry representative) 

‘There are three elements. Companies are behaving naturally to minimise tax and are 

doing nothing wrong. They're also part of society so have an obligation to contribute 

to society, so shouldn't be reluctant to pay tax. At the end of it, it's not their job to set 

tax rates, that's the job of government.’ (NGO) 

‘The public in general knows nothing about the economic issues here. It's a technical 

issue and technical solutions [are needed that] lead to such a point that social 

cohesion is present.’ (Consumer body) 

 

Figure 3  Guiding approaches that companies could adopt in respect of tax 
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A large number of NGOs (44%) and consumer bodies (40%) emphasise that charities and 

organisations with clear community and societal benefits should be given special tax treatment. 

A third of industry representatives (33%) think that charities and social enterprise businesses 

should be given special tax treatment. Meanwhile 28.5% of business decision-makers indicate 

that they do not think any organisation should be eligible for special treatment in regards to 

paying tax, while 28.5% say that businesses performing a particular social good and companies 

with strong CSR may be given tax preference.  

3.5 The link between corporate tax policies and stock market 
performance  

Respondents in general were unsure of whether there is a link between corporate tax policies 

and stock market performance. Answers suggest that in the past the link existed because 

stakeholders felt that their company had to adopt aggressive tax strategies for maximum return, 

but in the current climate aggressive policies are likely to backfire through negative PR, which is 

of particular concern to business decision-makers. 

‘There will be an argument that if you are effective and aggressive in your tax policy 

and you thereby manage to increase your profits by doing so, then that will positively 

affect the price of the stock. If you push it too far, then it will have a negative effect.’ 

(Business decision-maker) 

‘Many things affect stock market performance, some are rational and some are 

irrational. Part of the way the company behaves is affected by its tax and this is likely to 

affect its share price.’ (Industry representative) 

‘I think the myth of the stock market is that it's all about the performance, but it's 

more nuanced than the cut-throat capitalists would believe. I think performance on 

the stock market is yes, that a company's doing well if it's paying dividends and having 

good profit, but a company can also be affected on the stock market by reputation.’ 

(NGO) 

‘Potentially stock market performance could be improved by minimising tax. I think 

the stock market is a very short-term measure. It can make results look better.’ 

(Consumer body) 

3.6 The link between corporation tax rates and competition 

In the eyes of many respondents it is multinationals that are seen to be behaving badly (not 

paying a fair share of tax). It is possible that UK-domiciled companies are implicitly bracketed 
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with foreign multinationals, particularly in the eyes of financially less-informed stakeholders, 

with a presumption that the former are avoiding tax to the same extent as the latter. 

‘Ultimately one's judgement is clouded by the news of companies like Google, 

Starbucks and Amazon, multinationals who have large UK operations but are 

domiciled in various European countries where there's secret tax arbitrage.’ (Industry 

representative)  

‘International businesses that are not registered for tax in the UK, e.g. the internet 

businesses.’ (NGO) 

‘You have your Google and people like that, they are getting a lot of adverse press 

coverage. However they are probably paying their taxes in line with the laws and with 

international tax principles. So they are the ones getting the grief, but whether that's 

right, I'm not necessarily convinced.’ (Business decision-maker) 

‘Across all sectors there is a culture of avoidance.’ (Consumer body) 

Further, 50% of business decision-makers, 87% of industry representatives, 80% of consumer 

bodies and 63% of NGOs believe that there is NOT a level playing field between tax havens 

and non-tax havens and that differences in corporation tax rates distort competition. 

Interestingly, the business community as well as consumer bodies were unanimous that the 

rules of tax payment should be the same across the board for large companies (whether 

registered in the UK or not). Consumer bodies feel strongly that companies should be taxed on a 

country-by-country principle. 

‘You had the case where lots of companies were looking to re-domicile in Ireland 

where there are lower levels of corporation tax, no language barrier and good 

transport links.’ (Business decision-maker) 

‘Where should you pay tax? Where you make the money and have a lot of your 

business or a lot of branches – where the profit is coming from, even if your head 

office is registered somewhere else, you should be making contributions in the 

country the profit is coming from.’ (Consumer body) 

‘I think it should be based not on where a company is headquartered but where its 

commercial activity lies; if it does lots of business in the UK it should be taxed in a way 

that reflects that.’ (Business decision-maker) 

‘For our activities, tax rates are higher and this can affect our ability to do business and 

mitigate charges. We would have to think whether we could do business. There are 
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aspects of VAT that are putting us off doing business elsewhere in Europe.’ (Industry 

representative) 

‘I suppose as I understand it, many emerging economies will provide favourable 

opportunities for businesses to relocate by offering far reduced levels of corporation 

tax. An example would be the UAE or Singapore.’ (NGO) 

‘If a company is registered in a country where they pay very low tax, others can't 

compete with tax havens. Like Apple being registered in Ireland and paying low tax 

there.’ (Consumer body) 

However, despite critical comments on different tax laws in different markets, around half of all 

respondents believe that UK corporate tax rates are a considerable attraction to foreign 

direct investment. The vast majority of the business community believes that the level of 

corporation tax has become less of a barrier to investment in the UK over the past decade.  

3.7 Public support for large businesses 

While most respondents agree that large firms provide useful employment and are essential to 

the UK being internationally competitive, the public body view rates them much lower than the 

business community on issues such as whether large business is something the UK should be 

proud of. While respondents on the whole agree that large firms operate within the law, the 

public body view again rates large businesses lower than the business community on whether 

they contribute their fair share to society and whether they operate in the best interests of 

society – see Figure 4 below for a comparison between the business community and the public 

body view. 
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Figure 4  Support for statements about large UK-registered businesses (FTSE 100 & 250) 

 

 

Specific concerns in relation to the above statements vary across respondents. NGOs highlight 

inequality of pay, employment practices such as zero-hours contracting, violations of human 

rights and a general lack of concern for local communities and society as preventing the public 

from being more supportive of businesses. Consumer bodies also reflect on a ‘profit over people’ 

mentality as a general concern, issues of business ethics, as well as possible negative 

environmental impacts of businesses. Meanwhile, business decision-makers and industry 

representatives speak about competition, staff policies, transparency, pollution and a lack of 

reliability of accounts when reflecting on the issues that large businesses face. The latter two 

groups are concerned that many general perceptions of the public are driven by media coverage.  

‘There is a sense that large businesses, regardless of tax, have a strong economic 

power within local community, but do not necessarily contribute to the community in 

other ways. I think this is very true, particularly in communities dominated by those on 

a low income.’ (NGO) 

‘I think it's how they interact with society, how fairly they treat their employees and 

whether they're acting ethically.’ (Industry representative)  
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‘There are issues like bankers bonuses, how companies treat their employees, having 

monopolies over certain business areas so you have very little choice over what 

business you use.’ (Consumer body) 

‘We have this particular zeitgeist at the moment that is that large businesses, or 

people, that make money are de facto bad and people don't really understand the 

benefits that they as individuals and we as an economy get by having such successful 

large businesses.’ (Business decision-maker) 

3.8 Large businesses as corporate citizens 

NGOs, consumer bodies and industry representatives believe the UK public to be concerned 

about corporate contributions to society and they feel that public trust in companies is 

perceived to be relatively low, particularly regarding multinationals operating in the UK but 

not domiciled here. Business representatives add that a general sentiment of negativity was 

based on bad press coverage and a lack of understanding of tax practices, a view that is 

shared by some industry representatives.  

‘I think people are concerned about big business paying very little tax when they are 

not based in this country even if they have major business in this country.’ (Consumer 

body) 

 ‘Wage rates for their lower-paid staff, the political power they exercise through 

corporate lobbying, and their actions overseas – their detrimental impacts on 

communities in other countries where legal systems have less control over them. I 

think these concerns are well founded.’ (NGO) 

‘Media hype, sensationalism and a misunderstanding of how tax laws actually operate, 

and a misunderstanding on what “fairness” entails.’ (Business decision-maker) 

‘Employment. Quick to move domicile. Fat cats. Ruthlessness.’ (Industry 

representative) 

‘I think there's a lack of understanding of the role that companies play and therefore, 

when they see the headline profit and tax numbers it can lead to problems, 

particularly if the tax is quite low. But I think it's a complicated subject and very easy to 

get the wrong end of the stick.’ (Industry representative) 
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3.9 Potential strategies to build and restore the public’s trust in large 
businesses 

In this section, respondents were asked what large businesses can do to build and/or restore 

public trust. As potential solutions or strategies to build the public’s trust, NGOs and consumer 

bodies suggest that large businesses should work on creating a greater degree of transparency, 

improving communication about what they are paying and providing more information about 

profits. Indeed, issues of transparency and communication emerged as strongly overlapping 

key drivers to build public trust in the eyes of most respondents. A summary of key findings is 

illustrated in Figure 5 below. 

‘Transparency and “plain English” reporting.’ (NGO) 

‘Ensuring that companies are not undertaking aggressive profit-shifting strategies that 

undermine the UK tax base. Being transparent about their tax practices and how they 

arrive at their tax bill and what the reasons for that are.’ (NGO) 

‘Tell the real stories.’ (Consumer body) 

‘Engagement and transparency – they are the two biggest. The transparency is around 

how much they pay and making it publicly accessible in a format that is easy to 

understand. Engagement is ensuring that they are contributing to political and public 

policy debate on the level of taxation and how it is collected.’ (NGO) 

 

Figure 5  Key drivers of restoring the public’s trust in large business and tax 
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The general view by public bodies (also shared by some industry representatives) is that 

companies need to engage with the public, need to explain the different drivers they face and 

having a public committee to look at the issues of avoidance and fairness.  

‘The public don't understand the rules around corporate tax, but what they do 

understand is when the business is doing its bit for the country and for its community. 

A company that can be open and transparent and quite bold about what it does will 

probably get the benefit of the doubt around its tax affairs as well. I don't think a 

company can advertise its tax rules and expect the public to engage with it and 

understand what's going on, but they can be trustworthy overall.’ (NGO) 

‘Engage in more corporate social responsibility work or they could make a policy 

decision to deliberately pay marginally more tax as a gesture.’ (Consumer body) 

 ‘It is more an issue of communication, that the general public need to understand 

that companies don’t just focus on tax and that they also provide some of the highest 

employment in the UK. Communicating these things would cultivate more of a 

positive mood.’ (Industry representative) 

 ‘Help start making the case for a simpler tax system with fewer exceptions and 

deduction.’ (NGO) 

Meanwhile, business decision-makers and industry representatives suggest educating the 

public on taxes, on how the tax system works and what happens with profits. Other 

suggestions include working with government to create rules to prevent tax avoidance and 

to create a more transparent system. On the industry representative side, the majority of 

respondents also note that it is partly an issue of communication and that companies should be 

more open about their tax declarations. 

‘Try and explain the tax charge better, not just to the financial markets but to the 

general public. But that in itself is very problematic because of the complexity and 

confidentiality.’ (Industry representative) 

‘Offer some education, because my view is that the public perception is based on 

what they read in the newspapers, which is probably an inaccurate portrayal of the 

facts. So by explaining how the tax is calculated, what reliefs you get, why those reliefs 

have been put in place by governments.’ (Business decision-maker) 

‘They need to educate people more on how the tax system works and what happens, 

at the end of the day, with profits. You’d have to question how interested people 

would be to hear that. This could be done in schools.’ (Business decision-maker) 
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‘I think there is an engagement role there, there's an engagement role with 

government, there's an engagement role with society to explain what you do and why 

you do it.’ (Business decision-maker) 

‘I think they have to work in partnership with the government to improve corporate 

tax law.’ (Industry representative) 

A large portion of respondents are NOT familiar with the Fair Tax Mark, and business decision-

makers in particular were unsure of its value: among business decision-makers, 43% said they 

are not aware of the Fair Tax Mark (while the remaining 57% say they had heard of it). Of industry 

representatives, 40% say they had not heard of the Fair Tax Mark (while 60% indicate they had 

some sort of understanding of the concept). The majority of NGOs (74%) and consumer bodies 

(60%) are not aware of the Fair Tax Mark. But, despite an overall lesser knowledge, NGOs and 

consumer bodies are significantly more in favour of the concept, giving it an average rating of 

M=8 and M=9.5, respectively, on the agreement scale.  

Interestingly, a number of respondents from different stakeholder groups suggest similar 

processes to the Fair Tax Mark as a potentially useful initiative to consider going forward.  

‘It would be in companies’ best interest if there was such a well respected benchmark 

that they could refer to and relate themselves to.’ (NGO) 

‘You talked about the tax mark that SSE have got, but it's not that independent 

because it's run by one of the NGOs. So therefore, probably the initial analysis is 

actually more difficult than people would think! If that tax mark was being run by the 

government, then that would be a more sensible, balanced approach, because why 

should another organisation have to run a tax mark?’ (Business decision-maker) 

‘They should sign up to an independent accreditation scheme. They can be fully 

transparent about the time, place and amount of tax paid across all their operations.’ 

(Consumer body) 

‘The idea of the Fair Tax Mark is out there but I think it's too complex to put a mark on 

it. It's being transparent about what they do and getting out there and involved in 

debate and providing information.’ (Industry representative) 

3.10 Towards a stakeholder engagement process on issues of tax and 
corporations: what, how and with whom? 

A dominant theme in reputation research, supported further by the findings of this study, is the 

need for firms to engage with organisational stakeholders in a meaningful way and through open 
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dialogue about issues that concern them. It is well supported in reputation research that a 

process of stakeholder engagement and dialogue allows firms to reliably anticipate stakeholder 

sentiment, plan activities accordingly and ensure future support towards business (Money et al., 

2012a,b). A global research study conducted by the Reputation Institute in 2013 with CEOs 

(presented at the Reputation Institute conference in Barcelona, May 2013) suggests that 96% of 

CEOs believe their businesses to operate in what is called a ‘reputation economy’ and that a 

structured reputation management process is needed to engage with stakeholders and to start 

to measure and manage firm reputation going forward. However, about half of the CEOs 

surveyed indicate that they are unsure how to go about such a structured process. Respondents 

in the current study also suggest there is an increasing need for firms to engage with the public 

and their stakeholders on issues of tax, but that such a process is not yet well understood or 

embedded, as illustrated by the quotations below. 

‘It's one of the areas which we've been asked to provide some guidance on as it sort of 

raises its head in the media as an issue. It's also come up very high in the various topics 

that the man in the street, in the surveys we do, says needs attention. So we have been 

asked about it. In particular, we have been giving guidance about what you might put 

in your code of business ethics about your approach to taxation. More and more 

companies are beginning to see that it's required, not least in the way in which the 

general public look at them.’ (Industry representative) 

‘Companies will engage through their industry bodies with government over taxation. 

It is proper that they should do so. I think they need to see their responsibilities, and I 

think that politicians will increasingly insist that their responsibilities extend well 

beyond simply maximising the return on the bottom line, and companies will find 

themselves under pressure. It's inevitable if the public sector deficit is to be brought 

down. The company sector is going to have to do more. It is either going to have to 

pay more tax or it's going to have to invest more and deliver on social goals in other 

ways. The only question is how they do it, not whether they do it.’ (NGO) 

Building on established wisdom in the reputation literature (see, for example, Hillenbrand et al., 

2013; Money et al., 2012a, b; Mirvis et al., 2010), as well as key insights from the stakeholder 

survey in this study, this section outlines a possible process that firms as well as advisory bodies 

may want to consider when engaging on issues of tax in a multi-stakeholder environment. Figure 

6 summarises a six-step process that is explained in more detail below. In particular, it should be 

noted how the framework builds on the early work by Mirvis et al. (2010), proposing a generic 

framework to stakeholder relationships, which has been adapted by Money et al. (2012b) into a 

six-step process of bi-directional stakeholder communication and engagement tool. Figure 6 in 
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this report builds on these previous works in the reputation literature to present a bespoke 

framework for engagement with stakeholders in the context of tax. 

 

Figure 6  Tax engagement process for corporations and stakeholders 

 

 

 

Step 1: Assess current position 

As a first step, firms may want to put the subject of tax on their agendas as an issue that needs 

deliberate corporate attention. Considering the current business climate and public interest in 

the amount of tax a firm pays, it may be advisable for tax to be dealt with as a central issue within 

the corporate context, and not predominantly as a specialised or silo subject delegated to 

accounting experts within or outside the firm. This would allow an assessment of the risks and 

opportunities of a firm’s current tax position within a complex and dynamic multi-stakeholder 

environment.  
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Steps 2 and 3: Engage in internal and external dialogue 

Steps 2 and 3 are described in conjunction as they both have stakeholder dialogue at their 

heart – the former in relation to internal stakeholders, i.e. employees at all levels within the firm, 

as well as senior leaders and management, the latter in relation to external stakeholders. Step 2 

requires firms to assess their current tax policies and strategies against their stated corporate 

vision and values – to ensure consistency and alignment in corporate strategy across these fields. 

Typical questions that a firm may want to ask relate to the extent to which corporate vision and 

values are currently reflected in tax policies, how they should or could be linked and what the 

risks and opportunities are in the firm’s current position.  

Building on insights from such an internal dialogue, the firm may want to engage with a wider 

external stakeholder audience next, including shareholders, customers, local communities, 

suppliers, special interest groups and others. In fact, in the stakeholder survey in this study, many 

respondents express a desire for a public dialogue that is driven and initiated from within the 

company, but that engages and listens to public views and opinions. 

NGOs and consumer bodies suggest that companies should consider how the public feels 

about tax policy, and align their tax strategies with public perceptions. However, they explain 

that it should be driven through engagement of senior management/C-level titles (as the ones 

that are seen as responsible within the firm for determining the appropriate amount of 

corporate tax to pay), not through public relations or marketing departments – a view that is 

shared by the business community. 

‘The tax policy should not sit in a silo in the tax department. This should be overseen 

by senior management.’ (Industry representative) 

‘It starts at board level and ultimately it is a discussion between the finance director, 

the CEO and those in the business who are responsible for the reputation and brand. I 

think you have to understand what the values and vision are and then how the tax 

strategy can support that.’ (Business decision-maker) 

‘By recognising that the public don't understand and probably don't care enough to 

read the fine print of tax strategies – but by having kite marks or an overall mission 

that recognises we play by the rules as a proxy for the more complex strategy behind 

it.’ (NGO) 

‘It's through good management of the situation, regular monitoring and regular 

feedback. Identifying risk through good planning and assessment.’ (Consumer body) 
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The business community believes that establishing tax policy should first and foremost 

involve various departments within an organisation, but acknowledging the view held mainly 

by NGOs and consumer bodies that a wider dialogue with stakeholders outside of the 

organisation would be valuable and desirable. Combining the public and business views, a 

sequence such as Steps 2 and 3 presented in Figure 6 above would allow the firm to satisfy the 

needs and expectations of both internal and external audiences, and would allow for insights to 

be created across organisational boundaries.  

‘I think they need to build trust and communicate. The “stakeholder” has to be more 

than a word. There has to be a series of relationships behind it that mean people feel 

they are stakeholders.’ (NGO) 

‘By consulting with the stakeholders – members of public, employees and other 

bodies. Be open and transparent about what the strategy is.’ (Consumer body) 

‘They have to have discussions at board level about what their ethical stance is and 

what policies to adopt with regards to tax. It's a big picture issue – prioritise them.’ 

(Industry representative) 

Useful areas that a company may want to speak to external stakeholders about relate to the 

knowledge that stakeholders actually possess regarding corporate tax contribution to 

establish possible information gaps and engagement opportunities. Furthermore, it may be 

advisable for companies to understand how stakeholders currently feel and behave as a 

consequence of their knowledge, and compare and contrast such insights with the ways in 

which the company would want stakeholders to behave. For all of these points, companies may 

want to investigate the amount and quality of actual evidence they have about stakeholder 

opinions and experiences, and consider useful ways of measuring evidence on an ongoing 

basis. 

Step 4: Identify commonalities and gaps between internal and external views 

Based on insights from the internal and external stakeholder dialogues described in steps 2 and 

3 above, companies may want to next consider any gaps identified between corporate tax 

policies, internal vision and values, stakeholder feelings and behaviours and what support in a 

multi-stakeholder environment would look like going forward. From such an analysis, a company 

may be able to identify the key issues that they decide to lead on when taking the tax dialogue 

and engagement process forward in Step 5. 
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Step 5: Create influencer networks and engage with government, policy makers and special interest 

groups to influence and facilitate debate 

When considering a future tax strategy and policy, respondents agree that government and 

policy makers are the most important stakeholders that organisations operating in the UK 

should consult – despite the fact that NGOs and consumer bodies are concerned about 

businesses lobbying government and policy makers for their own purposes. 

‘I believe that stakeholders or government should institute a clearer process for 

working out how much companies should be paying in tax.’ (NGO) 

‘I think that more dialogue between large companies and the government would 

probably be helpful in that space. I think that dialogue would be the answer.’ (Business 

decision-maker) 

‘Working more closely with the government to try and improve the share of tax they 

pay to make it fairer.’ (Consumer body) 

As such, Step 5 offers companies the opportunity to engage with industry bodies, 

government, policy makers and special interest groups to influence the current debate and 

to co-create mutually agreeable solutions going forward. This stage in the process also 

encourages companies to take strategic action to close any gaps identified in Steps 2, 3 and 4 by 

pioneering new ideas and leading on initiatives that are stakeholder relevant, values 

congruent and evidence based. In order to reach a wider audience, it is important that 

companies think through influencer networks and lines of communication (i.e. who listens to 

whom, hence who may need to send certain messages to other stakeholders so that views are 

actually listened to and having an impact).  

Step 6: Embed, measure and communicate 

Finally, companies may want to create more transparency and better communication on 

issues of tax by embedding key measures and communicating them to a wide (and sometimes 

financially uninformed) audience in a simple and understandable manner. Suggestions by 

research participants in this study regarding proactive steps for communicating tax matters in a 

transparent and informative manner include:  

• publishing business results in relation to tax in an accessible manner on company 

websites; voluntarily, globally (information about tax paid in different markets), and 

appropriately framed for different levels of financial knowledge among audiences 
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• using analogies and metaphors (the story approach) to make sure that the audience 

understands the full picture rather than just publishing spreadsheets and numbers 

• translating percentages and abstract numbers into pound figures and tangible examples 

• including tax information in corporate responsibility reports 

• creating a kite mark with credibility, independently benchmarked  

According to business decision-makers, key for companies is to demonstrate that they are 

paying fair taxes through transparency and by publicising their tax policy. In addition, 

industry representatives suggest highlighting the total tax paid in the UK and how much 

companies contribute to the UK through different taxes.  

‘They need to balance the demands of those stakeholders with their corporate 

mission strategy. You have to put them into the pot, see how to affect actions and 

then react accordingly.’ (Industry representative) 

‘It's always a challenge, but I think it can be done by being transparent and explicit, so 

where there are compromises made, they are explicit about them.’ (Business decision-

maker) 

‘You need to make sure that you have a balance between your policy and the 

perceived way you handle tax affairs.’ (Industry representative) 

‘You need to have a dialogue with senior management and investor relations who 

understand what shareholders want. In some sectors shareholders include the 

taxpayer. It's understanding what their needs are. It's clear what they care about is that 

companies are not too aggressive from a tax perspective, it's not just about the 

money.’ (Business decision-maker) 

When asked how companies can ensure that their tax policies and practices reflect stakeholder 

expectations, the business community suggested engagement and communication with 

shareholders, clear articulation and alignment of the tax strategy with organisational 

values, as well as freely available, well articulated reports on the tax policy and approach for 

the wider stakeholder community.  

‘Those firms that do employee surveys for instance, might want to add a question into 

that, what their people think. I think you have to listen to your employees and in a 

practical way of doing that, not what your manager said, it has to be a bit more 

objective than that.’ (Industry representative) 
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 3 Stakeholder survey 

‘It’s a combination of getting employees involved in the discussion and making sure 

that the organisational strategy includes some statement of their tax values.’ 

(Consumer body) 

‘Look to the public sector, which has a lot of experience here. You set out your stall 

about what you are trying to achieve, you take people's views and then come back and 

are open and transparent about what any conflicts are and what can be achieved and 

what can't.’ (NGO) 

Companies that enter a multi-stakeholder dialogue on issues of tax may want to assess new ways 

of sharing and communicating corporate tax strategy. This will help to gather evidence if/how 

such strategies create support with stakeholders. By monitoring and benchmarking 

stakeholder-led tax communication, companies can establish the value added from a 

stakeholder engagement process and can use tax as a means to create support, reputational 

goodwill and relational benefits from stakeholders. 
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4 Investors as stakeholders and the link between tax and 
financial performance 

4.1 The existing evidence 

Measuring the reputational impact of public ‘naming and shaming’ of firms using tax shelters or 

not ‘paying their fair share of tax’ is difficult, but one means through which this can be achieved 

is by examining the reaction of share prices. What are investors’ views concerning the corporate 

tax debate, as revealed through their asset purchase and sale decisions, which feed into prices? 

Currently, there is very little direct evidence, and what research there is paints a mixed picture. 

One possible explanation of this lack of clarity is that some investors have a positive preference 

for tax avoidance to increase the firm’s post-tax pay-outs, while others do not, and these effects 

will cancel each other out so that the net effect will be zero (Gallemore, 2014). 

A recent newspaper article quoted an executive director at Hermes, an investment management 

firm, as arguing that they take corporate tax practices very seriously and are willing to challenge 

firms that are not being seen to pay an appropriate amount of tax.37 However, responsible 

investing is core to Hermes’ business model and thus their position on this issue is neither 

surprising nor perhaps necessarily reflective of the position of the broader fund management 

industry.  

Although the responsible investment movement has grown enormously over the past two 

decades, both in terms of the numbers of funds and of assets under management,38 the vast 

majority of retail and institutional investors select their investments based predominantly or 

purely on narrower financial characteristics. Therefore, among the various stakeholder groups 

engaging with firms, intuitively we might expect that shareholders would be most in favour of 

the aggressive avoidance of tax to the maximum extent that is permissible within the law in 

order to enhance the post-tax profit levels available for distribution through dividends, share 

repurchases or for reinvestment in the business. It has been argued that tax is a cost like any 

other, and therefore company directors have a duty to their shareholders to minimise it through 

37 M. Marriage, Aggressive tax avoidance troubles large investors, Financial Times, 2 November 2014. 
38 By way of illustration, there are now 1,260 organisations, accounting for more than US$45 trillion in 

assets under management who are signatories to the United Nation’s Principles for Responsible Investing 
– see www.unpri.org/viewer/?file=wp-content/uploads/2014_report_on_progress.pdf 
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any legal means available. Shifting profits around the globe is then seen in the same light as 

switching utility suppliers.39 

To some extent there are clientele effects at work in terms of the composition of shareholders 

and the link with corporate policies so that investors buy shares in companies having an ethos 

and a set of characteristics that they find appealing. In general, firms with a higher proportion of 

institutional investors (versus retail investors) are more tax aggressive. More specifically, firms 

whose shareholders are predominantly short term in their focus (e.g. hedge funds, private 

equity) are more likely to go for projects that will generate larger short-term earnings, possibly 

at the expense of longer-term profitability (Bushee, 2001). This translates to tax policies as well, 

so that firms backed by private equity (Badertscher et al., 2009) or where significant 

shareholders are hedge funds (Cheng et al., 2012) are more aggressive tax avoiders. By contrast 

firms with higher proportions of shareholders having long-term views (e.g. mutual or pension 

funds) have higher effective tax rates (Khurana and Moser, 2013). Family-owned firms, on the 

other hand, exhibit lower degrees of tax avoidance (Chen et al., 2010) as a result of pride in the 

heritage of the firm and their emotional attachment to it, leading to heightened perceptions of 

reputational risk. On the other hand, privately owned non-family firms are more likely to avoid 

taxes since they can operate below the radar, facing less exposure than public firms (Cloyd et al., 

1996).  

Shareholders may react positively to news of tax avoidance activity if they view this as a signal of 

strong management committed to conserving the firm’s resources and therefore to enhancing 

the value of their investment and, as a result, stock prices will be bid up. By contrast, if they 

believe that such behaviour may have negative consequences such as reputational damage or 

costly investigations from the tax authorities with the possibility of fines, interest and back 

payments, then prices will be pushed lower (Graham et al., 2013). Investors may also interpret 

this news as a sign of managerial incompetence in letting such dirty linen become publicly aired.  

Firms that avoid tax are more likely to experience stock price crashes, although these effects are 

mitigated by strong governance and control (Kim et al., 2011). Similarly, the stock prices of well 

governed firms rise around the times when alleged tax avoidance by firms becomes public, 

indicating that this activity is positively viewed by investors in such firms (Wilson, 2009).  

Using a sample of 108 US firms over the 1990 to 2004 period, Hanlon and Slemrod (2009) use 

an event study approach to investigate the impact on a company’s share price of the revelation 

39 This view has been expressed in, for example, J. Riley, Is it wrong for a business to try to minimise how 
much tax it pays? The Great Business Debate, October 2014, www.greatbusinessdebate.co.uk/opinion/is-
it-wrong-for-a-business-to-try-and-minimise-how-much-tax-it-pays 
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that they are involved in a tax sheltering activity. They find that returns during a three-day 

window around the news are –0.5% for all firms, but becomes a more serious –4.1% when they 

focus on the first major news story and the company is in the retail sector. The latter figure is 

both economically and statistically significant. They also observe, though, that the effect is 

muted for firms that simultaneously have high effective tax rates, which they interpret as 

implying that such firms are sensibly trying to reduce their taxes in a non-aggressive way. 

However, the Hanlon and Slemrod study examines only the very short-run impact of the news, 

and it is possible that this initial reaction is subsequently entirely reversed when the negative 

publicity blows over.  

Shareholder reactions to the news that a firm is involved in a tax shelter seem to be much more 

modest than for other types of wrongdoings, but the vast majority of previous studies had 

focused on activities that were illegal – for example, price fixing (e.g. Garbade et al., 1982) or 

fraudulent mis-statements of accounts (Dechow et al., 1996). A recent study by Choy et al. 

(2014) examined the effect of the ActionAid report discussed above on the share prices of the 

companies concerned. They find that within a two-day period on and after the announcement, 

there was an abnormal return of –0.87%, which they calculate as equivalent to a fall in the 

combined market capitalisations of the affected firms of the order of half a billion pounds.  

Existing US studies appear to find mainly that tax expense ‘surprises’ (i.e. tax increases from one 

year to the next) are positively interpreted by shareholders as they signal improvements in the 

underlying profitability of the firm, and the markets react to this information with a lag (see 

Hanlon et al., 2005, Ohlson and Penman, 1992 using annual data, and Thomas and Zhang, 2011 

using quarterly data). By contrast, there may be concern among investors that a fall in tax paid, 

even if underlying profit has risen, merely reflects an understatement of the firm’s true liability in 

order to shift the burden from the present to the future by managers with short-term horizons 

and incentive structures; thus tax savings are believed to be temporary and will subsequently be 

reversed (see Lev and Nissim, 2004).  

A particularly egregious form of tax avoidance is when firms engage in ‘corporate expatriations’ 

or ‘inversions’ as they are sometimes known. In some cases these involve a multinational 

company moving the domicile of the parent structure to a lower-tax jurisdiction (possibly a tax 

haven); in other examples, the firm goes as far as purchasing another company in a low-tax 

overseas location, which then effectively becomes the parent. For example, this is alleged to be 

the motivation behind Burger King’s desire to buy the Canadian coffee shop Tim Hortons in 
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2014.40 Similarly, around 12 or 13 large UK-listed companies moved their domicile to Ireland in 

2008, and the motive has been argued to be predominantly to reduce their tax bills (Voget, 

2011). In theory, the tax saving will result from a reduction in a firm’s tax liabilities on foreign 

earnings, but in practice a firm domiciled overseas may also find ways to transfer domestically 

earned income so that it originates in the tax haven and thus the firm’s tax liabilities on domestic 

earnings also fall and this constitutes the bulk of the tax saving (Seida and Wempe, 2004).  

Intuitively, we would expect shareholders to respond positively to announcements of such deals 

but the evidence suggests that this is not the case. Cloyd et al. (2003) examine the share price 

reactions around firms’ announcements that they will expatriate to a tax haven. Of the, albeit 

small, sample of 19 such actions that they investigate, only two result in statistically significant 

positive returns while seven are significantly negative and the average return across all 19 is 

negative. They thus conclude that repatriations cannot consistently add to share prices and that 

the markets believe the appropriately discounted sum of the benefits does not outweigh the 

costs. Using a long window of two years before and after the inversion similarly shows no 

systematic pattern of positive returns. An interesting finding is that these expatriating firms 

typically have higher effective tax rates than comparators before the event, but these fall to 

industry-standard levels thereafter. In that sense, the corporate restructuring achieves its 

objective even if shareholders do not appreciate it.  

Using a sample that is partially overlapping with that of Cloyd et al. (2003) but even smaller in 

number (12 companies), Seida and Wempe re-examine shareholder reactions to inversion 

announcements. They focus on a very short window of three days around the announcement 

and find that average returns for inversion firms are around 2% greater than for a control sample, 

although this is not statistically significant. They demonstrate that, perhaps unsurprisingly, firms 

whose effective tax rates fall the most are subject to the greatest share price rises.  

Almost all extant research presumes a linear relationship between tax avoidance and a market 

outcome (e.g. stock returns, the market-to-book ratio, or the cost of capital) but both intuition 

and financial theory (see, for example, Lambert et al., 2007) are suggestive that there may be 

declining returns to tax avoidance as the firm undertakes it to a greater extent. Thus at low levels 

of tax avoidance, firms can make savings in ways that are well within legal boundaries and 

unlikely to result in tax authority audits or bad publicity and thus increased tax avoidance will be 

correlated with a lower cost of capital. However, to further reduce their tax bills, firms that have 

already picked all of the ‘low hanging fruit’ must resort to more aggressive strategies that are 

40 See, for example, Aggressive tax avoidance troubles large investors, Financial Times, 2 November 2014. 
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closer to the margins of public (or even legal) acceptability and are therefore more likely to lead 

to regulatory scrutiny. Cook et al. (2013) find empirically that, indeed, the link between tax 

avoidance and the cost of capital varies in a convex non-linear way according to the degree of 

tax avoidance. 

Although the presumption by most observers that engagement in tax avoidance would be at the 

behest of shareholders and in their best interest, a strand of the literature has argued that the 

principal–agent problem, where shareholders delegate responsibility for tax planning to 

managers within the organisation, may manifest itself in managers adopting aggressive tax 

strategies in order to increase their own remuneration (where bonuses are calculated on the 

basis of post-tax profits) and other non-pecuniary benefits. Brown et al. (2013) show that 

bonuses for CEOs and CFOs are higher for firms with lower effective tax rates. In such cases, any 

money saved through lower taxes does not find its way to shareholders (Garbarino, 2011; Desai 

and Dharmapala, 2006) but may nonetheless jeopardise the firm’s reputation. Desai and 

Dharmapala note the importance of governance structures within the firm to limit this potential 

conflict. So firms may or may not follow the corporate tax strategies that their shareholders 

desire depending on the incentive structure that managers operate within (Slemrod, 2004). 

Overall, research is divided about whether, in pursuing their own interests, managers will avoid 

tax too aggressively or too tamely compared with what shareholders would ideally like.  

Tax avoidance may benefit shareholders but the positives for debt holders, whose payments are 

fixed unless the firm defaults, are far less clear, and the number of studies examining this issue is 

very small. It is possible that a reduction in corporate tax payments will increase the ability of the 

firm to cover its interest payments, which will push up bond prices and drive down credit 

spreads. It is also possible that tax avoidance will reduce leverage (Graham and Tucker, 2006), 

which implies reduced firm risk to the benefit of bond holders. But the empirical results show 

the opposite: firms avoiding tax to the greatest degree (the bottom quintile of firms by effective 

tax rate) exhibit lower credit ratings on their debts (Shevlin et al., 2013; Ayers et al., 2010; 

Crabtree and Maher, 2009). Based on an analysis of a large sample of US firms who took bank 

loans, Hasan et al. (2014) show that those engaging in tax avoidance to a greater extent are 

considered more risky entities by lenders, such that they face higher interest costs. Thus greater 

tax avoidance implies an increased cost of debt. 

Much of the early research presumed that the sole objective of tax planning is the minimisation 

of effective tax rates. However, it is clear from recent reports discussed above from above that 

both managers and shareholders also value tax sustainability (defined, for example as the 

coefficient of variation of the cash ETR) as part of their tax strategy, even if this is at the expense 
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of a higher average tax rate. Neuman et al. (2013) define tax risk as ‘the potential that a chosen 

action or activity will lead to a tax outcome that is different than initially expected.’ Tax risk has 

been proxied by the standard deviation of the firm’s effective tax rate. Firms with low tax risk are 

typically large firms with higher proportions of intangible assets and low leverage compared 

with high tax risk firms. Guenther et al. (2013) define tax aggressiveness as engaging in a tax-

related activity that uses ambiguity in the tax law and which is unlikely to survive a challenge by 

the authorities.  

To what extent does a firm’s tax risk affect the riskiness of its stock returns? This question is also 

investigated by Guenther et al. They observe a positive relationship between cash effective tax 

rates and tax risk, suggesting that a sub-set of firms is able to sustainably hold their tax rates 

down with low variation around a low mean, and these firms also have low stock return 

volatilities. However, they note that linking tax aggressiveness and shareholder outcomes is 

tricky since it may take a prolonged period (possibly many years) before any transgressions are 

detected and disputes are resolved. They conclude that tax policies only increase firm risk if they 

increase the uncertainty of its tax payments. 

Neuman (2014) argues that one reason why different firms make different degrees of use of tax 

shelters is that their managers are incentivised differently. When CEO’s income is sensitive to 

stock return volatility, the firm is more likely to focus on minimisation, whereas stability in 

corporate tax payments is more likely to be favoured when CEO’s remuneration is more sensitive 

to changes in the firm’s stock price.  

Further developing this theme that both the average level of tax paid and its volatility (tax risk) 

are of concern to firms, Jacob and Schütt (2013) define a ‘tax planning score’ (TPS) measure, 

calculated as one minus the cash ETR divided by the standard deviation of the cash ETR. This 

measure thus allows for the possibility that firms achieving a low mean ETR might have a high 

volatility of ETR. They show that firms with good tax management (a high TPS) have higher 

market-to-book ratios, although they do not examine the impact on stock returns, which is 

arguably the variable of most direct interest to investors.  

4.2 Data collection and organisation 

4.2.1 Universe construction 

Our objective is to employ as cross-sectionally comprehensive and temporally extensive a 

sample of UK firms as possible. The stock universe is defined as all constituents of the FTSE All-

Share Index between January 1988 and September 2014 that are neither Investment Trusts nor 
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Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs). The FTSE All-Share is a capitalisation-weighted index of all 

stocks traded on the main market of the London Stock Exchange (that is, excluding stocks listed 

on the Alternative Investment Market, AIM). The FTSE All-Share covers 98–99% of the whole UK 

market by capitalisation, and comprises all stocks that are part of the FTSE 100, FTSE 250 or FTSE 

Small Cap sub-indices. 41  We exclude stocks quoted on AIM due to their relatively small 

capitalisations and illiquidity. 

To be included in the sample, a stock must have been a member of the FTSE All-Share Index on 

the last day of each respective month. The constituents at each month end between January 

1996 and September 2014 are obtained from the data provided by FTSE International Ltd on 

Thomson Datastream. In order to extend the sample backwards as far as possible, the 

composition of the FTSE All-Share Index for January 1988 to December 1995 is assembled from 

the annual report of constituents, name changes, inclusions and deletions published in the 

Journal of the Institute of Actuaries from 1988 to 1993, and in its successor, the British Actuarial 

Journal, for 1994 and 1995.42 

4.2.2 Return and accounts data 

Return and accounting data for the identified constituents of the FTSE All-Share Index are 

obtained from Compustat Global via Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS). Compustat 

Global includes both live and dead stocks, so that the sample is free from survivorship bias. 

When calculating monthly returns and market values, only share issues marked as common 

stock are included. Month-end market values and returns are calculated using the last available 

trading figures in each month. Month-end market values are calculated as: (No of shares in issue 

x Price Close Daily / 1,000,000), or in mnemonic terms: 
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The end-of-month Return Factor for each stock is calculated as:  

(Price Close Daily x Daily Total Return Factor / Cumulative Adjustment Factor (Issue) Ex-Date) 

to adjust prices for stock splits and dividends, following WRDS (2015).43 The raw monthly return 

41 See www.ftse.com/products/indices/uk. There are currently around 640 companies in the FTSE All-Share 
and thus our coverage is around 55% of the total. 

42 See www.actuaries.org.uk 
43 See WRDS, Computing returns, Wharton Research Data Services Knowledge Base: Global (2015), 

http://wrds-web.wharton.upenn.edu/wrds/support/Additional%20Support/WRDS%20Knowledge 
%20Base%20with%20FAQs.cfm?article_id=5327&folder_id=660 
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for each company is then calculated as the proportionate increase in the month-end Return 

Factor, in mnemonic terms,  
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Monthly excess returns are then calculated over the pro-rated three-month UK Treasury Bill 

Tender Rate, obtained from Thomson Reuters Datastream. Where a company has two or more 

shares in issue at any one time, the aggregate market value represents the sum of the market 

value of each company’s issues, and monthly returns represent the market-value weighted 

average of the returns of each of the issues. For each month, book-to-market is calculated as 

Book Equity / Market Value, where Book Equity is the value from the financial year ending at least 

six months previously, and Market Value is taken from the last trading day immediately prior to 

that financial year end. In mnemonic terms: 

Book equityit / market valueit = (ceqit + txditcit – pstkit) / market value at prior year end (3) 

4.2.3 Industry affiliations 

Industry affiliations are obtained by identifying the four-digit Industry Classification Benchmark 

(ICB) Subsector code for each company. Companies with ICB Codes between 8600 and 8699 

inclusive, and between 8980 and 8999 inclusive, were excluded as being REITs and Investment 

Trusts respectively. ICB Codes between 0001 and 0999 inclusive are coded as ‘Oil’, between 

1000 and 1999 as ‘Basic Materials’, between 2000 and 2999 as ‘Industrials’, between 3000 and 

3999 as ‘Consumer Goods’, between 4000 and 4999 as ‘Healthcare’, between 5000 and 5999 as 

‘Consumer Services’, between 6000 and 6999 as ‘Telecoms’, between 7000 and 7999 as 

‘Utilities’, between 8000 and 8999 as ‘Financial Services’, and between 9000 and 9999 as 

‘Technology’. 

4.2.4 Matching of return data with accounting information 

In the US asset pricing literature, the usual convention is to match monthly returns from July of 

year t to June of year t+1 with accounts whose financial year ends are in December of year t–1, at 

the latest, to account for the delay between the financial year end and publication. Whereas 

most companies in the US have December financial year ends, many UK companies do not; in 

the present sample, December is not the financial year end for 52% of the sample, and 38% of the 

sample has a year end from January to June, as measured by aggregate firm-months. A 
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methodology that adopted the US asset pricing convention on the present dataset would 

therefore have a sizeable minority of returns matched with accounts from financial years that 

ended at least 12 months previously, that is, whose accounting data would be at least a year out 

of date. 

To ensure that that most recent set of accounts are always used, the present sample matches the 

returns of each month with the most recent set of accounts whose financial year end is at least 

six months prior to the start of the month, on a rolling monthly basis. For example, a firm that 

has a financial year end of December will have the monthly returns of July of year t to June of year 

t+1 matched with the accounts data for the financial year ending December of year t–1, while a 

firm having a financial year end in March (21% of the present sample by firm-months) will have 

the monthly returns of October of year t to September of year t+1 matched with the accounts 

data for the financial year ending March of year t. All profit & loss and cash flow items are 

normalised to 12-month equivalents using the length of the appropriate reporting period, in 

months, so that: 

 Current P&L itemi,t = Reported P&L itemi,t × 12 / Reporting Period Length in monthsi,t (4) 

This is to allow for valid comparisons across firms in the rare circumstances where the tax year is 

shorter than 12 months. 

4.2.5 Calculation of betas and idiosyncratic risk 

To calculate monthly market betas, we follow Fama and French (1992; 1996) in estimating them 

on a rolling basis by regressing monthly excess stock returns above the risk-free rate against 

excess monthly market returns, using a minimum of 24 and a maximum of 60 prior monthly 

returns. For the market return, we use the proportional monthly increase in the Total Return 

Index of the FTSE All-Share Index, obtained from Thomson Reuters Datastream, and calculate 

excess returns over the pro-rated three-month UK Treasury Bill Tender Rate.  

To calculate idiosyncratic volatility for each stock over the prior month, we follow Campbell 

(2001) in regressing the daily excess returns of each stock above the risk-free rate against the 

daily excess returns of the market, and calculating the standard deviation of the residuals. As 

above, the Total Return of the FTSE All-Share Index is used as the market proxy, and the pro-rated 

daily value of the three-month UK Treasury Bill Tender Rate is used as the risk-free rate, both 

obtained from Thomson Reuters Datastream. We require a stock to have a minimum of ten valid 

daily returns in a month in order to calculate the idiosyncratic volatility for that month. 
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4.2.6 Tax measures 

As discussed at length in the existing literature and summarised in Hanlon and Heitzman (2010) 

for example, there are numerous different ways in which the tax payment behaviour of firms can 

be captured. We employ as many of these as we are able to given available data and the context 

in which UK firms operate. We now present these approaches, explaining them in more detail in 

the subsequent discussion. In calculating mean values through time, we drop any firm-years 

where the company has negative pre-tax profits from the sample since the calculation of 

effective tax rates in such cases would be problematic.  

We focus on standardised measures of tax expenses such as the effective tax rate to avoid the 

ambiguity in tax expense surprises in terms of the picture it paints of the underlying firm and 

whether it actually represents good or bad news. We can be clear that if an ETR rises, this means 

that the firm is paying a higher percentage of its gross profits in taxes, whereas if the firms tax 

expense itself goes up, it might speak more to the strength of the firm’s core business rather 

than relating to the quality or otherwise of its tax planning. All tax figures are normalised to 12-

month equivalents using the same approach as described above for P&L items.  

1) Current effective tax rate (CETR), defined as  

CETRt = Current taxt / (profit before taxt – special itemst) = txc / (pi–spi) (5) 

for each month, where the relevant accounting figures are the most recent accounts for 

each firm with a year end at least six months prior to the start of month t. 

2) An alternative is what is termed in the literature the GAAP effective tax rate (GETR) that 

also incorporates deferred taxes, defined as: 

GETRt = (current taxt + deferred taxt) / (profit before taxt – special itemst) (6) 

3) The cash effective tax rate is also measured as a five-year rolling average to smooth the 

figures:44 

 

    (7) 

 

44 A slight disadvantage of this approach is that as well as losing the first four years of the sample entirely, 
we also lose any firms that have fewer than five years of accounting data and thus it will imbue a modest 
degree of survivorship bias into the results. 
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where the accounting figures are those that would have been available at t, t–12, t–24, t–

36 and t–48 months, again assuming a six-month delay between the financial year end 

and publication. To be calculated, valid accounting figures must exist for each of the five 

years. 

4) Similarly, it is possible to construct a total tax version of the five-year rolling average, 

GETR5: 

  

    (8) 

 

5) The book-tax difference (BTD) is: 

 

     (9) 

 

The statutory tax rate is taken as the rate that prevailed at the start of the month of the 

financial year end at time t, and book income is profit before tax in UK parlance.  

6) The above is based on current taxes, so it is possible to instead use total tax to calculate 

the so-called permanent book-tax difference: 
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Again, the statutory tax rate is taken as the rate that prevailed at the start of the month of 

the financial year end at time t. 

7) Tax-planning score (TPS) encompasses the fact that firms may be simultaneously 

targeting both low and stable tax rates. The tax planning score can be based on current 

tax: 

TPS5_ CETR = (1–CETR5) / SD(CETR5) (11) 

8) Or alternatively the tax planning score can be based on GAAP effective taxes: 

TPS5_ GETR = (1–GETR5) / SD(GETR5) (12) 
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Where the tax planning score is one minus the effective tax rate over the past five years 

divided by the standard deviation of this effective tax rate within the five year period with 

CETR5 bounded at (0,1), and analogously for GETR5.  

9) ∆CETR is defined as the change in the cash effective tax rate between the most recently 

available tax figure as defined above and its previous value.  

10) ∆GETR is defined as the change in the GAAP effective tax rate between the most recently 

available tax figure as defined above and its previous value. 

Before proceeding, some brief explanatory notes on the above tax measures are probably in 

order. A further measure of tax avoidance that has been widely applied in the US is based on 

‘unrecognised tax benefits’, which are uncertain tax positions that can be stated under the ‘FIN 

48’ rule. These reflect grey areas that are open to various interpretations such as transfer pricing 

agreements. Uncertain tax benefits may be thought of as management’s assessment of ‘more 

likely than not’ (broadly > 50%) economic outflow in the event of a successful tax authority 

challenge and can thus be used as a crude measure of the risk in a firm’s tax planning. UK groups 

reporting under International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) are required to record 

comparable provisions based on judged probable economic outflow. Mechanics to calculate 

provision are different to US GAAP and no explicit disclosure is required under IFRS, but will still 

feature in CETR and GETR. 

It has been suggested in the US literature that annual effective tax rates, especially in their 

current form, are too volatile to be of much practical use and could consequently potentially 

provide a misleading picture of how much tax a firm is paying. Dyreng et al. (2008) examine the 

extent to which firms in the US are able to reduce their effective tax rates. They find that while 

annual tax rates are persistent, there is considerable yearly variation and thus it is better to use 

ETRs calculated over a longer period such as five or even ten years.45 They also note that ETRs 

vary widely across firms from 19% to 37.2% and there is a substantial variation between firms 

within a given industry, perhaps indicating the considerable discretion that multinationals have 

to structure their activities to pay more or less tax as they desire.  

We can think of effective tax rates as measuring the normalised amount of tax paid so that 

persistently lower rates than expected might signal tax avoidance. Book tax differences (BTDs), 

on the other hand, involve artificially reconstructing the book income that would tally with the 

firm’s reported tax figure if it paid all the corporate taxes that appear to be due, and then 

45 See also Rego and Wilson (2012). 
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comparing this figure with the firm’s actual income. So BTDs turn the measure on its head and a 

firm paying all the taxes due would have a BTD of zero with a positive figure suggesting tax 

avoidance and a negative figure suggesting overpayment. Book tax differences are positively 

correlated with the use of tax shelters, even after allowing for differences in firm characteristics 

between sheltering and non-sheltering firms (Wilson, 2009). In the US, managers may choose to 

report inflated earnings but a lower (uninflated) taxable income and recording a book tax 

difference in their financial statements. This should reduce tax liability but may damage the 

credibility of the reported earnings. The tax authorities may also use book tax differences as a 

way to select firms to further scrutinise and this practice may thus put them on the radar 

(Hanlon and Heitzman, 2010).  

Following the standard approach in the literature beginning with Dyreng et al. (2008), the tax 

measures 1 to 4 above are winsorised at (0,1), measures 9 and 10 are winsorised at (–1,1) and all 

other variables are winsorised at the 1% and 99% levels to minimise the impacts of the most 

egregious outliers while retaining the vast bulk of the sample. Any firms making pre-tax losses 

are dropped from the sample for that year as the resulting negative ETRs would also distort the 

findings. 

Much of the asset pricing literature begins from the premise that investors would be expected to 

require a premium for investing in a stock with exposure to unexpected changes in an endemic 

risk factor. Viewed in this way, one could suggest that the appropriate variable should not be a 

function of the level of tax avoidance but rather its change over time. This links with the view 

that news should drive stock returns, and where a firm simply reports the same tax level during 

two financial years, arguably no new information will have been revealed to the markets and 

therefore we might expect no price change and thus a return of zero. Hence we also examine 

whether changes in the cash or GAAP effective tax rates, ∆CETR and ∆GETR respectively, have any 

explanatory power for the cross-sectional variation in stock returns.  

4.2.7 How much corporation tax do UK firms pay? Some summary statistics 

The descriptions of the tax measures reported in the various tables below are of considerable 

interest in their own right as almost everything that we think we know about how much 

corporation tax firms pay is based exclusively on US evidence and there is virtually no 

comprehensive analysis of any other country. Table 1 begins by presenting summary statistics for 

the key variables including the number of data points (N) available, their means, standard 

deviations and the 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 95th percentiles of the ordered distributions of the 

series. It is clear that both the effective tax measures are slightly skewed to the left, with the 
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mean being greater than the median, while the book tax difference and the tax planning 

variables are all skewed to the right. 

The numbers of observations in each year and also by industry are shown in Table 2 for the 

whole sample period 1991–2014. There are on average 450 firms per year making a total of 

10,729 firm-years – a sample comparable in size to those employed in existing studies of the US 

market. We present the summary statistics by industry using the ten ICB Subsector codes and 

also by firm size – split into the smallest 100 firms, the largest 100 firms and the remaining 

(medium-sized) firms.46 

Table 3 shows the Pearson correlations between all of the key annual variables of interest 

including the tax measures and control variables. As we would expect, each current tax measure 

is highly correlated with its corresponding measure including deferred tax, although the 

correlations across the various tax measures are, perhaps surprisingly, not very large. Tax 

payment is negatively correlated with firm size – so large firms pay lower rates of corporation tax 

whether market capitalisation or the log of total assets are used to measure size. There is no 

apparent link between effective tax rates and intangible or fixed assets (as proportions of lagged 

total assets) but higher R&D expenditure is correlated with lower rates of taxation. Firms with 

higher debt-to-equity ratios and higher return on equity pay more tax, although there is no 

consistent link with return on assets, cash holdings, total profitability or sales growth. As the 

prior literature would have predicted, higher tax payments are associated with lower financial 

risk whether it is measured by the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) beta or idiosyncratic risk.  

However, we should note that there is no differentiation by industry or over time in these figures 

and the correlations only permit an investigation of pairwise relationships, ignoring any other 

relevant factors. Correlations thus present only a blurred and possibly even a biased picture of 

the various linkages. A fuller, more formal analysis is presented below, which allows for industry 

and time effects in a panel regression setting.  

The mean cash effective tax rates (CETRs) by industry and by year (equally weighted across firms) 

are presented in Table 4. For comparison, the final row of the table shows the statutory tax rate 

in each year which, as previously discussed, fell from 33% in the early 1990s to reach 21% by the 

end of our sample period. The overall results in the penultimate row show that UK firms paid a 

very high percentage of their profits as current taxes for all years until 2004 inclusive, with the 

tax rate paid being approximately equal to the statutory rate. Thereafter, there was a significant 

46 The number of firms in the telecoms and utilities sectors is fairly small and this needs to be borne in 
mind when interpreting the results, but the number of data points is credible for all other industries. 
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divergence between the two, with mean CETRs falling as low as 4% in 2009–10 in the aftermath 

of the financial crisis before partially recovering to 11–13% in 2011–14. Broadly, there are two 

possible reasons for this – the first is that companies have become more aggressive in avoiding 

tax, as Klassen and Laplante (2012) document has occurred in the US over the sample period. A 

second possibility, which we investigate more fully below, is that taxes have been increasingly 

deferred as a result of book losses creating deferred tax assets, and that overall tax bills including 

current and deferred taxes are unchanged.  

Internationally, Markle and Shackelford (2012) conduct a comprehensive analysis of corporate 

effective tax rates for firms from more than 80 countries. They show that on average, UK-based 

multinationals face approximately similar effective tax rates to those in the US, although both 

are lower than those paid by German and Japanese firms. For US firms, the cash ETR is typically 

around 30% with a standard deviation over time for a given firm of 11.6% (Guenther et al., 2013). 

Comparing across industries, firms in the utilities sector have paid the lowest percentages of tax 

(14% CETR) on average, followed by oil and telecoms companies (both at 18%). Financial services 

(27%), consumer goods (26%), industrials and technology firms (both 25%) have paid the most 

on average. Telecoms firms’ current tax rates have fallen the most, from 31% in 1991 to 2% in 

2014, notwithstanding the small number of such firms documented previously, while that for 

financial services has fallen the least (from 33% to 21% over the same period). There is little 

discernible difference in cash effective tax rates by firm size – on average small firms pay slightly 

lower rates (22%) compared with 24% for large firms and 25% for medium sized firms, but this 

difference is dwarfed by the variation across industries.  

The standard deviations of the cash effective tax rates from Table 4 are presented in Table 5. 

These standard deviations measure the variation in the rate of corporation tax paid across firms 

within an industry for a given year, and the global standard deviation across all firms and years is 

0.18, an almost identical figure to that reported in the US (e.g. Hoi et al., 2013; Khurana and 

Moser, 2013). The variations are big and growing for the oil industry (rising from 21% in 1991 to 

reach 28% in 2014) despite the falling average tax rate, while the variation is much smaller within 

the utilities and financial services sectors.  

It appears from the figures above that UK-based firms are avoiding tax to a much lower degree 

than their US counterparts. Statutory rates in the US are considerably higher at approximately 
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40%47 and have been very stable since before the beginning of our sample period, while US cash 

effective tax rates are typically of the order of 25%–29% on average (see Hasan et al., 2014; Cook 

et al., 2013; Hoi et al., 2013; Khurana and Moser, 2013; Dyreng et al., 2008).48 We should note, 

however, that for multinational groups the expected tax rate will be the blended statutory rate 

across all territories in which that group operates. So while it is fair to say that we would expect a 

US-headed group’s expected rate to be skewed towards 40% on the basis we would expect a 

significant proportion of activities to be performed there, it may be reduced by activities 

performed in other territories. 

Moving on to consider the total effective tax rates, GETR, which include deferred as well as 

current corporation tax, from the figures in Table 6 the average rates in the penultimate row are 

the most telling, for they indicate that in fact the rates of tax paid by UK firms have not fallen by 

more than the statutory tax rate – and in particular barely declined at all during the 2007–10 

period, unlike the CETR, which dropped markedly. Figure 7 illustrates clearly how the CETR and 

GETR diverged at this time while the latter remained roughly at the statutory tax level.  

Regarding the question we posed earlier as to why the cash effective tax rate fell, it seems that 

during the mid-2000s firms were increasingly postponing rather than avoiding paying tax. The 

latter would have implied that the GETR would have fallen at the same rate as the CETR, which 

was patently not the case. Tax planning initiatives are usually designed to bring about a 

permanent deduction in taxes payable rather than merely putting them off. But during the 

recession that followed, book losses were created which translated into tax losses (and tax 

credits, thus having little effect on the GETR). Within an environment where the statutory tax 

rate was known to be falling in future years and where profits were squeezed as a result of the 

economic slowdown, there was an incentive that did not previously exist for companies to defer 

tax so as to simultaneously increase and smooth the funds available for distribution to 

shareholders. 

47 The word ‘approximately’ is needed here since corporation taxes are levied by both the federal and local 
governments. The top federal rate is 35% but local rates vary between zero and 12% – see Corporate Tax 
Rates Table, KPMG 2014. 

48 However, US firms have more scope to make legitimate deductions, which reduces the actual rate paid 
and there is a lively debate about whether US corporation tax rates are really among the highest in the 
world as they appear on the surface to be – see www.politifact.com/punditfact/statements/2014/sep/09/ 
eric-bolling/does-us-have-highest-corporate-tax-rate-free-world 
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Figure 7  The profile of the average of the cash and total effective tax rates 1991–2014 
against the statutory rate 

 

 

There is also much more stability across industries in the GETR than the CETR, with all sectors 

except for telecoms and utilities (average GETR of 23% and 22% respectively) paying at 

approximately the statutory rate throughout. Again, there is very little discernible systematic 

variation by firm size.49 The standard deviations of the GAAP effective tax rates in Table 7 were 

lower than the comparable figures for the cash rates (see Table 5) in the early 1990s, but had 

increased to broadly the same levels by the middle of the sample period. There is therefore a 

material difference between the pictures of the time variation in typical tax payment rates 

painted by the current versus GAAP tax rates, so which of the two is of most concern to 

stakeholder groups? Austin and Wilson (2013) argue that it is the latter measure that the press 

most commonly use (in the US) to define firms as tax avoiders although the current measure is 

probably more intuitive and is slightly more frequently used in empirical studies.  

The book tax differences (BTDs) – cash and total (permanent), reported in Tables 8 and 9 

respectively, mirror the corresponding results in Tables 4 and 6. If firms are paying tax at the 

statutory rate on average, then the book tax differences should be zero – they will be negative 

49 Note that in the empirical work below, while we employ five-year averages alongside annual figures for 
comparative purposes, we do not present summary measures of these in the tables since the averages 
are simply smoothed versions of the individual year-by-year figures. 
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where firms are paying higher than statutory rates and positive when they are paying less.50 The 

cash BTDs in Table 8 are of the same order of magnitude as those of US studies. For example, the 

global average for the UK is 0.04, compared with a mean of 0.01 in Hasan et al. (2014). Across all 

industries except financial services they have risen since the early 1990s, most notably in the oil 

and telecoms sectors, although not monotonically. Cash BTDs fell to near zero in the late 1990s 

and in the first five years of the new millennium before rapidly rising to reach a peak of 0.19 in 

2009 and then falling back somewhat to 0.09 by 2014.  

The permanent BTDs in Table 9 are not only smaller than the corresponding cash figures in Table 

8, but they are also much more stable over time. The overall average across firms and over time 

of the permanent BTDs is 0.008, again similar to the US figures of, for example, 0.004 in Khurana 

and Moser (2009). A BTD of 0.04 would mean, for example, that the difference between the 

permanent book tax and the profit on which tax was effectively paid was equal to 4% of the 

previous year’s total assets. Mirroring the tax figures above, the telecoms and utilities sectors 

have the highest book tax differences, corresponding to the lowest rates of corporation tax 

being paid.  

Tables 10 and 11 present the tax planning score measures that take into account both the 

average rate of corporation tax paid by firms and their variability over time and thus a firm will 

score most highly when it achieves a low but stable rate of corporation tax payment. Perhaps 

surprisingly, given that current effective tax rates have fallen markedly since the start of the 

sample period, the current tax planning scores in Table 10 have themselves been highly volatile 

but in general have not increased over time. Rises did occur from 1994 through to 2005 as a 

result of the considerable reduction in CETRs, but thereafter they fell markedly as current tax 

payments became increasingly volatile over time. Across the sectors, the oil industry followed by 

healthcare were the most successful in achieving a combination of low and stable effective tax 

rates and therefore high tax planning scores while the consumer goods and technology sectors 

had the highest and/or most volatile cash effective tax rates. Finally, the tax planning scores 

including deferred taxes in Table 11 show more stable and slightly higher values than the 

corresponding cash tax planning ones. Again, oil and healthcare deliver the lowest and/or most 

stable effective tax rates among the ten sectors, while firms in the industrials and technology 

sectors were the least effective tax planners. 

50 Strictly this is not quite true as, for example, a US group’s ‘expected’ tax charge would likely be 
presented in the accounts at the US federal tax rate, but then BTDs would be included in the 
reconciliation to reflect state tax and difference in overseas statutory tax rates for multinational groups. 
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4.3 Factors determining how much tax firms pay  

The first set of regressions we run are to examine the factors that determine the rate of tax 

payment of UK companies using a broad set of firm characteristics. The choice of explanatory 

variables is motivated by those arising from existing theoretical and empirical studies based on 

US data such as Hoi et al. (2013) and Khurana and Moser (2013), with slight modifications due 

to the limited availability of data items in the Compustat Global database compared with its US 

counterpart. No information is available in the former on loss carry forwards, foreign income, 

foreign subsidiaries, foreign taxes, or on advertising. Advertising expense is sometimes used as a 

proxy for brand value and the potential for reputational damage with the argument that damage 

is more likely for firms dealing with retail customers. Instead of using an advertising expenditure 

variable directly, we investigate this issue below by conducting a separate analysis for each 

sector as a robustness check. 

Nonetheless, a sufficiently broad array of variables is available to enable us to develop a rich 

research agenda. As discussed above, existing research is almost exclusively focused on the US 

experience, with only one study employing UK-based data over a shorter period for a smaller 

sample of firms (Dyreng et al., 2014). They found the cash effective tax rate to be positively and 

significantly related to firm size and to capital expenditure but they were not able to establish 

any other statistically significant causal variables.  

Within the panel regression framework, we employ a panel model with random effects over time 

but we opt to include industry dummies to allow for the cross-sectional variation using all 

available firm years.51,52 Separately using each of the eight tax measures defined above, the form 

of the regression for firm i in year t is: 

Tax measureit = f(industry dummiesi, year dummiest, log market capit, log total assetsit, intangible 

assetsit, fixed assetsit, R&Dexpenditureit, leverageit, DtoEit, ROEit, ROAit, BTMit, cash_holdingsit, profitit, 

sales_growthit) (13) 

51 The use of fixed time effects together with industry dummies resulted in broadly similar conclusions to 
those from the random effects model, but the use of both time and firm effects resulted in a loss of too 
many degrees of freedom due to the large number of firms in the sample. 

52 Note that the sample size is reduced somewhat compared with the summary statistics reported above 
since all variables need to be available for a particular firm-year for it to be included in the sample. In 
addition, following existing studies, R&D expenditure data is missing for around half of the firm-years for 
which other accounting variables are available and therefore in order not to lose several thousand 
observations we set any such missing data points to figures of zero. 
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Table 12 reports all of the results for this set of estimations with absolute values of t-ratios in 

parentheses. 53  Each column in the table corresponds to a different tax measure as the 

dependent variable while the explanatory variables are the same across all regressions. Hausman 

tests, the results from which are reported in the third row from the bottom of the table, reveal 

that fixed effects are not necessary and therefore we employ a random effects approach, which 

will be more efficient. In general there is a considerable degree of agreement between pairings 

based on current versus (current + deferred) taxes in terms of the signs and significances of the 

explanatory factors. The second column in the table presents the expected signs of the estimates 

for the tax rates paid (CETR, CETR5, GETR, GETR5) based on the findings of prior research. Since 

book tax differences, both current and permanent, are measures of tax not paid rather than of 

tax paid, we would expect the signs of the coefficients to be reversed. Similarly, a higher tax 

planning score corresponds to lower (and/or more stable) tax rates so we would again expect 

reversed signs relative to the corresponding estimates for the effective tax rate regressions.  

Overall, the findings in this table are both intuitively plausible and accord with those from 

existing US work – most of the parameter estimates being statistically significant and having the 

expected signs. All else equal, firms with greater market capitalisation (a proxy for firm size) have 

higher effective tax rates (however measured) and lower book tax differences, and this effect is 

significant at the 1% level in contrast to the findings of Khurana and Moser (2013) although the 

expected sign of this variable based on other previous research is ambiguous.  

Firms with higher R&D expenditure (as a proportion of lagged total assets) have lower effective 

tax rates, confirming the previous US finding by Hoi et al. (2013) and higher BTDs, perhaps 

resulting from the favourable tax treatment of this kind of spending relative to other costs. We 

also observe the expected negative relationship between leverage and effective tax rates, again 

corroborating the comparable result by Hoi et al. and which is significant at the 1% level. This 

inverse relationship has been argued to arise from the substitutability between corporate tax 

aggressiveness and debt as a tax shield (Chen et al., 2010).  

The sign on intangible assets is negative as expected and in line with previous research and with 

our UK data, it is also statistically significant whereas it was not so in Hoi et al. (2013) or Khurana 

and Moser (2013). Interestingly, firms with high proportions of fixed assets, often thought of as a 

proxy for capital intensity, have higher cash ETRs but lower GAAP ETRs (lower cash BTDs but 

higher permanent BTDs), indicating that capital intensive companies pay higher current taxes 

but they defer less tax than otherwise identical firms, and this is the only variable for which there 

53 We do not employ the differences in tax measures in this set of regressions since we are interested in 
evaluating the factors that affect the level of tax paid by firms rather than its rate of change. 
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is disagreement between the pictures painted by current versus (current+deferred) taxes. Firms 

with rapidly growing sales have significantly lower book tax differences, indicating that they 

avoid tax to a lesser extent than otherwise identical firms.  

For the remaining variables (ROE, the book-to-market ratio, and cash holdings), there is no 

consistency in the estimates across tax measures and/or the levels of statistical significance are 

insufficient to draw firm conclusions.  

4.4 Can corporation tax rates explain the cross-sectional variation in 
stock returns? 

In this section we address the key question as to whether investors are concerned with the rates 

of corporation tax paid by the firms in which they own shares. If, for example, investors believe 

that tax-avoiding firms are more likely to be the subject of an investigation by the tax authorities 

or the focus of negative media scrutiny or a consumer boycott, demand for the shares will be 

lower than for those of otherwise equivalent companies and investors will only be willing to hold 

them if they command a premium. Several existing studies (including Botosan, 1997 and Cook 

et al., 2013) examine the link between tax avoidance and the cost of capital that firms face. 

However, we argue that a focus on its effect on stock prices is more relevant for investors and 

hence is the subject of investigation here.  

We tackle this issue in two ways – first, we run a set of panel regressions where a tax-related 

measure is an explanatory variable and the dependent variable is a set of firm-months’ returns. 

This type of approach predominates in the accounting literature. In this case, Hausman tests 

indicate that the fixed effects are statistically significant and we therefore use a panel regression 

including industry dummies and time-fixed effects rather than random effects. Second, we 

employ a ‘time series of cross-sections’ approach of the form proposed by Fama and MacBeth 

(1973) and now widely employed in the asset pricing literature.  

In both cases, the explanatory variables are motivated by the set used in studies by Fama and 

French (1992) and Carhart (1997): the CAPM measure of market risk (beta), the firm’s book-to-

market value ratio (BTM), the natural logarithm of market capitalisation (MV) as a measure of 

firm size, and the prior year’s excess return for that firm (Ri,t–1) as a measure of the extent to 

which the firm’s share price has momentum. We also include idiosyncratic risk (idio), which has 

been found in numerous studies to be a priced risk factor (and more important than beta in 

most cases) – see, for example, Bali et al. (2005); Bali, and Cakici (2008); Li et al. (2009). 
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The reason that we include such variables in the regression is that it is a stylised fact in the 

finance literature that certain types of stocks yield, on average, considerably higher returns than 

others: small company stocks, value stocks (i.e. those with low price-to-earnings ratios or 

equivalently high earnings-to-price ratios); stocks that have high exposures to general 

movements in the market as a whole (i.e. those with high capital asset pricing model betas); and 

stocks with momentum (i.e. that have experienced recent price increases), have higher average 

returns than stocks with the opposite characteristics. When estimating the effects of tax 

variables, it is important to control for these characteristics to ensure that significant differences 

in returns caused by these variables are not spuriously attributed to low versus high taxes. For 

example, were a relatively high proportion of firms with high tax rates also value stocks with 

momentum, we would expect to observe higher returns among this subsample purely because 

of these non-tax stock characteristics. By including such standard risk factors in the model 

alongside the tax variable of interest in each case, we minimise the risk of misattributions of this 

kind. 

4.4.1 Can corporation tax rates explain the cross-sectional variation in stock returns? A 
panel regression approach 

The panel regressions are of the form: 

titkijtiittititititi udummiestimedummiesindustrytaxidioRBTMMVBetaR ,,651,4,3,2,1, +++++++++= − dγββββββa
 (14) 

where Rit is the excess return above the three-month Treasury Bill yield (a proxy for the risk-free 

rate of interest) for firm i in month t, tax is the tax measure, and all other variables are as defined 

previously.  

Tables 13 to 18 present the results with each of these showing the results from the regressions 

for a different tax variable (CETR in Table 13, GETR in Table 14, BTD in Table 15, Permanent BTD 

in Table 16, ∆CETR in Table 17 and ∆GETR in Table 18).54 Each column in the tables corresponds 

to a different set or sub-set of the explanatory variables, although the dependent variable is 

always monthly returns. So the model corresponding to the columns headed (1) include the 

54 We also employ the five-year averages for CETR and GETR but the results do not differ in any interesting 
way compared with those presented for the annual figures. This is perhaps not surprising given the 
statement in Guenther et al. (2013) that firms are able to sustain their tax policies over time and thus tax 
levels are not correlated with a risk that they will change. Therefore we do not present the CETR-5 or 
GETR-5 results to avoid repetition. In addition, since the tax planning variable was found above not to 
work well, we do not present the results from this in any of the subsequent analyses. As a robustness 
check, we also ran the regressions including as control variables all of the factors used to explain the tax 
payment/avoidance rates described above but again the results were not qualitatively altered and hence 
these regressions are not presented.  
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standard four pricing factors (beta, market value, book-to-market ratio, prior year’s excess 

returns) plus idiosyncratic risk; column (2) only includes the tax measure of interest with no 

control variables; column (3) includes the tax variable plus the standard four factors (i.e. 

excluding idiosyncratic risk); column (4) incorporates all of the variables, adding idiosyncratic 

risk to specification (3).55 

The parameter estimates on the control variables in general accord with those in the existing 

and highly extensive literature in that stocks with relative price strength (i.e. momentum), value 

stocks, and stocks with high idiosyncratic risk, command higher returns. Interestingly, there is no 

small firm effect at work here – large firms on average command higher returns than otherwise 

similar small firms – confirming the results of other studies using UK data (e.g. Fama and French, 

2012). In common with Agarwal and Taffler (2008), neither do the CAPM beta parameter 

estimates have the positive signs that orthodox theory would have predicted.  

Turning now to focus on the tax variables, the common feature of all of Tables 13 to 18 is that 

none of the tax variables are remotely close to statistical significance at conventionally adopted 

levels in the regressions56 despite the large sample size, indicating that neither effective tax rates 

nor book tax differences are priced in stock returns. The inclusion of a tax measure in the return 

panel regressions typically adds a mere 1–2% to the adjusted R2, indicating a trivial increase in 

explanatory power. Thus, in sum, investors appear to be unconcerned with corporate taxes 

when making stock purchase and sale decisions, or alternatively it is possible that different 

groups of investors have specific preferences but on aggregate these are either inconsequential 

(swamped by the other factors they take into account) or they cancel each other out. 

Although the lack of a significant relationship between tax and returns stands against the 

findings of Seida and Wempe (2004) following corporate inversions, these represent much 

more substantive one-off changes in the firm’s business structure than the year-to-year changes 

in effective tax rates and other measures that we examine here. Our results also contrast with 

those of Thomas and Zhang (2011) who observe a positive link between tax surprises and 

subsequent returns. However, they focus on nominal changes in tax payments rather than tax 

rates and while they orthogonalise the tax surprise with respect to changes in earnings, this will 

not entirely remove their effects if tax changes are a non-linear function of profitability. As such, 

55 Before proceeding to interpret the model estimates, we should note the considerable increase in the 
number of data points employed to over 100,000 now that monthly returns are used rather than annual 
data. An important implication of this is that the standard errors, which vary inversely with the sample 
size, are likely to be very small leading to a higher chance of statistical significance than would be the 
case with more modest numbers of observations. 

56 The sole exception is the coefficient on the current book tax difference in column (2) of Table 14. 
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Thomas and Zhang may be picking up uncaptured post-earnings announcement drift in their 

results.  

4.4.2 Can corporation tax rates explain the cross-sectional variation in stock returns? A 
time series of cross-sections approach 

The second method we adopt is a variant on the ‘time series of cross-sections’ framework 

originally proposed by Fama and MacBeth (1973) and now very widely used in the finance 

literature. Following Fama and French (1992), Anderson and Brooks (2014), and Oikonomou et 

al. (2014) among many others, we implement the following procedure: 

1) For each of the 286 months in the sample from December 1990 to September 2014 (or 

272 months from February 1992 to September 2014 in the case of the five-year average 

CETR and GETR figures). The cross-sectional regressions are run separately for each tax 

measure with the monthly return on each stock i as the dependent variable.57 

2) For each given parameter, we then compute the average of the estimates over time, and 

calculate their standard errors.  

3) We also employ the modification to the standard errors for the estimates on the 

intercept and the slope parameter on the CAPM beta due to Shanken (1992). This 

modification allows for the errors-in-variables problem arising from the use of estimated 

rather than actual values of the CAPM betas (which are unobservable) as explanatory 

variables in the cross-sectional regressions.  

4) For each distinct system of monthly cross-sectional regressions, any stock that does not 

possess sufficient data to estimate any of the four models is not included in that month’s 

cross-sectional regression. In this way, in each month, the number of stocks in each 

regression is the same for all of columns (1) to (4) in the tables of results so that they are 

based on the same samples and are therefore comparable. The average R2 in each case 

represents the time-series average of the cross-sectional R2 values for each regression. 

The results from the time series of cross-sections regressions are presented in Tables 19 to 26 

respectively (CETR in Table 19, GETR in Table 20, five-year CETR in Table 21, five-year GETR in 

Table 22, BTD in Table 23, Permanent BTD in Table 24, ∆CETR in Table 25 and ∆GETR in Table 

26). The difference in methodology between running separate cross-sectional regressions and 

then averaging them compared with a single-stage panel regression containing all observations 

57 Note that, following the procedures established in the existing literature, since these regressions do not 
include industry dummies (and they also do not include time dummies since they are cross-sectional) 
they instead include an intercept. 
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would be expected to result in differences in the parameter estimates and possibly larger 

changes in their standard errors (and therefore the significance levels of the parameter 

estimates).58 However, the key findings from the panel regressions remain unaltered: there is no 

statistically significant relationship between any of the tax variables and the cross-sectional 

variation in stock returns. 59  The orders of magnitude and statistical significances of the 

remaining parameter estimates in the regressions – the insignificant link with the CAPM beta 

and the book-to-market ratios, but the positive link between market capitalisation, prior returns 

and idiosyncratic volatility with returns – are also largely unchanged.  

4.4.3 Does the relationship between tax and returns vary over time or by industry? 

As a robustness check, we repeat the analysis of Tables 13 to 18 but using a separate cross-

sectional regression for each year for the CETR, GETR, ∆CETR and ∆GETR measures of effective tax 

rates. An examination of whether the nature of the tax-stock return link has changed is 

particularly relevant given the research by Klassen and Laplante (2012) suggesting that US firms 

moved more of their income overseas in the 2005–09 period than previously against a backdrop 

of falling corporation tax rates in many other countries (including the UK). In our context, a 

declining statutory rate will necessarily have reduced the financial benefits of tax avoidance but 

probably not the costs as the issue has become increasingly politicised and the threat of 

negative publicity ever greater. We therefore postulate that, all else equal, the relationship 

between tax payment and stock returns has become more positive over time as tax avoiders 

suffer relatively lower returns.  

For presentational brevity, in Table 27 we report only the parameter estimates and the absolute 

values of the t-ratios for these tax variables and not the control variables, even though they 

(industry dummies, beta, BTM, size, momentum and idiosyncratic risk) are again included in the 

regressions. It is evident from the table that while a smattering of asterisks denote some 

statistically significant tax effects in the cross-section of returns for some years, these are few and 

far between and appear to be randomly positioned through the sample. High-tax paying firms 

command significantly higher returns in 1991, 1995, 2003, 2009 and 2010 and interestingly 

low-tax paying firms only generate significantly higher returns in 1998. Firms which increased 

58 Effectively, the panel regression approach weights each firm-year observation equally within the entire 
sample whereas the time series of cross-sections approach weights each firm observation equally within 
a year, but this may imply different weights per stock across years. For example, in years where the 
number of firms in the sample is small, each firm’s return will have a higher weight than in years where 
the number of firms is larger. 

59 The only exception is a very marginally significant (at the 10% level only) positive link between the GETR 
and stock returns in model (2) of Table 20, indicating that higher total tax payers yield higher returns for 
investors, but given the sheer number of different regressions we run, we dismiss this result as a 
statistical aberration. 
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their tax rates by more than others experienced significantly lower stock returns in 1993 and 

2001 but significantly higher returns in 2002 and 2003.We therefore conclude that these 

fleeting instances of statistical significance are false positives and that the above conclusion 

regarding the lack of link between stock returns and tax payments holds throughout the sample 

period.  

Popular belief and discussion in the existing literature suggests that any negative perceptions of 

tax avoidance may be more strongly felt in companies that are directly end-customer facing 

(especially retailers) than in firms which sell to other businesses. In order to test whether this 

affects stock market performance, Table 28 presents separate analysis for each of the ten sector 

classifications in our sample. As for Table 27, all of the same control variables are included in the 

regressions (time dummies, beta, BTM, size, momentum and idiosyncratic risk) but these 

parameter estimates are not presented for brevity. There is a positive and moderately significant 

(at the 5% level) link between CETR / ∆CETR and stock returns for the financial services sector 

(firms paying higher taxes generate higher stock returns) but a negative link between changes in 

CETR / GETR and returns in the technology sector (so firms that increased their tax bills the most 

from one year to the next on average generated the lowest stock returns).  

However, as above, there very are few salient features to report from these figures, and in 

particular the link between tax payment / avoidance and stock returns is not stronger for 

consumer services than for the equity universe as a whole. The lack of a strong link between the 

firm’s line of business and shareholders’ reactions to its level of tax payment/avoidance 

corroborates the mixed findings in Austin and Wilson (2013) for the US. Gallemore et al. (2014) 

are unable to substantiate any link even between firm reputation and tax sheltering, so the link 

between investor preferences and tax sheltering is arguably a further step removed and thus the 

lack of significant results is perhaps unsurprising.  

Overall, the lack of a solid link between a firm’s stock market performance and variables that 

capture corporate taxes is entirely consistent with the US-based evidence where different 

studies have found either positive (e.g. Wilson, 2009) or negative (e.g. Desai and Dharmapala, 

2009; Hanlon and Slemrod, 2009) links dependent upon the precise measures of tax and of 

financial performance / valuation.  

4.5 Are firms that have lower effective tax rates more risky? 

Recent (US-based) studies (e.g. Guenther et al., 2013) have suggested that tax avoidance is a 

risky activity that will be reflected in the variability of share prices over time. Tables 29 and 30 
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investigate this proposition directly using the two most popular measures of firm risk originating 

from the stock market: the CAPM beta (Table 29) and idiosyncratic risk (Table 30). In stark 

contrast to the results from the return-based regressions, however tax payment / avoidance is 

measured, firms with lower rates of effective corporate tax (higher book tax differences) have 

significantly (at the 1% level) higher betas, indicating that their stock is more risky, with the 

prices of those stocks on average moving in the same direction as the market as a whole but with 

amplified movements.  

The results from the idiosyncratic risk measure (Table 30) are slightly less uniform but 

nonetheless show that lower effective tax rates go hand-in-hand with higher stock price risk. For 

the cash effective tax rate, the five-year average GAAP effective tax rate, and the book tax 

difference (in both its current and GAAP forms), the coefficients have the expected signs and are 

significant at the 0.1% level. This result is in line with the conclusions of Hasan et al. (2014) 

whereby firms which engage in tax avoidance to a greater extent face higher interest charges on 

bank loans consistent with a perception that they are more risky. We contribute to this finding 

by showing that such firms have higher equity, as well as loan-related, risk.  

Our findings confirm the negative sign in the link between CETR and stock return volatility 

presented in Guenther et al. (2013) based on US data, although the results are much stronger in 

our case in that they are highly statistically significant and we confirm that this conclusion is 

robust using a range of other tax measures.  

It is beyond the scope of the present study to identify the cause of increased risk among lower-

tax payers (after controlling for industry effects and other stock-specific characteristics), but 

there are many channels through which tax avoidance may increase risk to the firm and which 

may then be reflected in heightened stock return risk. First, tax aggressiveness may lead to 

doubts about the informativeness of other aspects of the firm’s accounts (Desai et al., 2006). In 

other words, it could increase ‘information risk’, as tax avoidance engenders greater complexity 

in the organisational structure of the business (Desai and Dharmapala, 2006) and ‘enhances the 

manager’s ability to mask, justify and hide bad news for extended periods’ (Hasan et al., 2014, p. 

112). Second, firms that avoid tax aggressively are more likely to face an audit by the tax 

authorities (Mills, 1998), which would, as shown below, probably result in share price falls. Third, 

tax avoidance is linked with increased tendencies for managers to misappropriate resources 

from activities that would maximise shareholder value, thus heightening so-called ‘agency risk’ 

(Desai and Dharmapala, 2006). It may be that the managers of tax-avoiding firms are 

incentivised to simultaneously take greater risks in the activities of the firms they run or the 
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instruments used to finance it and to reduce its corporate tax bills (see Neuman, 2014 or Rego 

and Wilson, 2012). 

4.6 Does tax-related media coverage affect share prices? 

4.6.1 Finding tax stories in the news 

In summary, while we do not uncover any link between measures of corporation tax paid or 

avoided, it may be that the tax affairs of firms that can avoid tax but where such activities remain 

undetected are not of concern to investors. It might be more fruitful to focus only on those firms 

that experience media attention regarding their tax payments (or more plausibly the lack 

thereof). It is unlikely that consumers can reveal a distaste for tax avoidance in their purchasing 

decisions unless this information has become widely available through the media. As such, it is of 

interest to gauge the reaction of shareholders to such news since, if the information is available 

to investors, the firm’s customers and suppliers will probably also have become aware of the 

misdemeanour. In the absence of media attention, tax avoidance activities may remain outside 

consumers’ information sets and therefore have a more positive impact on stock price 

valuations. Existing work in this area is very sparse and virtually non-existent outside the US. 

Gallemore et al. (2014) conduct a very limited analysis of shareholder reactions to a media 

revelation that a firm is involved in tax sheltering activities using a three-day event window, 

finding a very modest effect that is fully reversed within a few weeks.  

We perform a search for news items over the January 1991 – October 2014 period60 where the 

name of a specific firm is linked with corporation tax using the search terms ‘tax 

shelter(s)/sheltering’, ‘tax avoid(ance)’, ‘tax haven(s)’, ‘tax evasion/evade tax(es)’, ‘tax exile(s)’, 

‘tax + fine(s)’, ‘tax + investigation(s)’, ‘tax + lawsuit’, and ‘tax + HMRC’ using the ProQuest UK 

Newsstand database.  

The initial searches are conducted in a batch but each hit is followed by a manual investigation 

to determine the nature and relevance of the news story. We ignore general articles about tax 

avoidance where several company names are mentioned so that to be included in our analysis a 

story has to relate to a direct event or an accusation of tax avoidance regarding a specific 

individual company. We also ignore news relating to financial institutions that ‘offer tax 

avoidance schemes to clients’ and any instances where specific people are accused of tax 

avoidance since the focus is on corporate rather than individual activities. The search includes all 

national and major regional UK newspapers including: Belfast Telegraph, Birmingham Mail, 

60 In fact, the first news story uncovered is on 19 April 1991 and the last is 17 October 2014. 
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Birmingham Post, City AM, Daily Mail, Daily Mirror, Daily Record, East Anglian Daily Times, Evening 

Chronicle, Evening Gazette, London Evening Standard, Financial Times, The Guardian, The Herald and 

Sunday Herald, The Independent, Irish Examiner, The Irish Post, Manchester Evening News, The 

Observer, Scotland on Sunday, The Scotsman, The Sunday Business Post, The Times and Sunday Times, 

The Daily Telegraph and Sunday Telegraph, Western Mail, Western Morning News, and The Yorkshire 

Post. Defined in this way, the sample includes news stories on N=270 separate firms that were 

constituents of the FTSE All-Share Index at that point in time. Our sample thus covers a longer 

period and incorporates a considerably larger number of firms than that employed in any 

comparable existing study.  

4.6.2 The event study approach 

We adopt an event study methodology,61 investigating abnormal share price movements and 

relating these to the news stories using a 61 trading-day window (approximately three calendar 

months) from –30 to +30, where 0 is the date on which the news story appears. We only include 

in the database the first news story that appears since, arguably, any subsequent news stories 

over the next few days do not reveal any new knowledge to the market and are merely repeating 

stale information.  

Expected returns are defined using the CAPM beta estimated using daily data over the 220-day 

period immediately before the start of the event window (i.e. from T–250 to T–31). We thus 

require that each stock entering the sample has a stock trading history at least this long and this 

results in us losing a handful of observations from the initial sample of 270.62  

For each news event, a market model is estimated: 

 , , ,i t i i m t i tR Ra β ε= + +   (15) 

where: Ri,t is the proportional daily return of stock i over the risk-free rate on day t, Rm,t is the 

proportional daily return of the FTSE All-Share Index as proxy for the market, over the risk-free 

rate on day t, αi is the alpha of stock i, and βi is the beta of stock i. Following MacKinlay (1997), the 

61 See Brooks (2014, section 14.9) for an introductory guide to event studies; further detail is given in the 
survey papers by Armitage (1995) and MacKinlay (1997). 

62 In order to minimise the effects of confounding but irrelevant events and following standard practice, 
we winsorise the abnormal returns at 5% and 95%. Cowan and Sergeant (2001) find that buy-and-hold 
abnormal portfolio returns in event studies tend to be heavily positively skewed, leading to the lower tail 
null hypothesis being rejected at ten times the rate of the upper tail null in randomised samples. They 
therefore suggest the winsorisation of abnormal returns in event studies in order to produce a more 
correctly specified and powerful test statistic, since this tends to preferentially truncate the upper tail of 
the distribution. 
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saved parameters from the estimation period are then used to calculate daily abnormal returns 

(AR) over the event window as: 

 
)ˆˆ( ,,, τττ βa miiii RRAR +−=

. (16) 

The average cross-sectional daily abnormal excess returns across all N events for each day in 

event time are calculated as: 
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The cross-sectional variance of daily abnormal excess returns is given by: 
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and the t-ratio of the average cross-sectional abnormal excess returns is: 
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Cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) between τ1 and τ2 are calculated from: 
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and the variance of the cumulative abnormal daily returns as: 
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Finally, the t-ratio of the cumulative abnormal daily returns is then: 1 2
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For presentational purposes, we measure cumulative abnormal returns from T–30 to –10; –10 to 

–1; day 0; +1 to +10; and +10 to +30. For comparison with the single existing study by Hanlon 

and Slemrod (2009), we also present results for the narrower seven-day event window –3 to +3. 

Statistical significance is measured using t-ratios calculated from the cross-sectional standard 

deviations of the abnormal returns or cumulative abnormal returns on the day or days under 

study.  
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4.6.3 Tax news stories and returns: results and analysis 

Our presumption is that such news reports will be negatively viewed by investors and therefore 

demand for the shares and share prices will fall around the date of the appearance of the news 

story (before if there is leakage of the news, or after if there is a delayed reaction). A negative 

abnormal return might be expected for various reasons as discussed above: the firms costs may 

increase if they are subject to back-payment requirements, fines or interest penalties, and 

revenues may fall if disaffected customers take their business elsewhere. The news may also be 

viewed by investors as a signal of managerial incompetence in letting such stories become 

public in the first place (Bosch and Eckard, 1991). 

The results are presented in Table 31, with those for the entire sample of firms subject to news 

stories in the second column. As can be seen, the cumulative abnormal returns are negative for 

the entire pre-event period (for both T–30 to T–10 and T–10 to T–1), and on the event day itself, 

suggesting that revelations regarding a firm being involved in tax avoidance are viewed 

somewhat negatively, although the magnitudes are very small and none are statistically 

significant even at the 10% level. There is a sharp reversal in the following days, however, as 

cumulative abnormal returns are a positive and marginally significant 0.8% for the two-trading 

week period following the news story, and remain positive albeit very small in magnitude and 

not significant thereafter until the end of the event window.  

To better enable the reader to visualise the results, the CARs from day –30 to +30 are plotted for 

all firms in Figure 8. It is clear that risk-adjusted returns are negative from around day –24 to –15 

with a partial recovery to day –10. Very little happens immediately around the event day, 

perhaps because in many cases the relevant information was already in the public domain or at 

least known among those who work in the investment or tax communities. Around a week after 

the day that the news story appears, the CAR rises from –0.6% to end at +0.6%. The latter may 

result from the positive effects on share prices that arise from any kind of news (both good and 

bad) in putting the stock ‘on the radar’ of prospective purchasers. In that sense, any news is good 

news as it increases demand for the firm’s shares, especially among retail investors (Barber and 

Odean, 2008). 
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Figure 8  Cumulative abnormal returns for all firms subject to tax-related news stories 

 

 

The subsequent recovery of share prices is also consistent with the finding of Koku et al. (1997) 

regarding the superficially perverse positive effects of consumer boycotts of the firm’s products 

on its stock price, which they argue may arise as a result of heightened public relations efforts by 

those firms affected, which more than cancel out the effects of the bad publicity.  

While the findings for news stories involving all firms show muted effects, it is possible that such 

publicity has larger impacts for some types of firms than others. To investigate this, the total 

sample of 270 firms is split into sub-samples along various dimensions. First, it might be the case 

that tax-related news stories have a larger effect on the share prices of small firms since they are 

the subject of much less other coverage. For large firms, on the other hand, the effects of any 

negative tax-related stories may be washed out among a general fog of other news items 

occurring on a daily or even hourly basis. We therefore construct a big/small dummy variable 

that takes the value one if the company was in the top 175 companies as ranked by market 

capitalisation in the overall sample of UK stocks at the start of the month in which the news item 

occurred, and zero otherwise.63 

63 Unlike the earlier analysis, since the number of news stories is relatively small, we define firms as either 
large or small, they cannot be medium sized. 
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Although the sample is very unbalanced (as one might expect) in that large firms have eight 

times more tax-related stories, the impact on small firms is considerably stronger. On average, 

share prices fall by a risk-adjusted 1% in the –30 to –10 window and by a further 2% the two 

weeks before the story and 1% on the event day. However, the subsequent bounce back in the 

share price is also stronger at 1.4% during +1 to +10 and an additional 2% thereafter. Both the 

initial falls in share prices and the subsequent recovery are both more muted for large firms, 

which is consistent with the notion that small firms are starved of attention and hence a given 

amount of additional coverage will have a magnified effect.  

Figure 9 clearly shows markedly different profiles of cumulative abnormal returns for small 

versus big firms. In the latter case, abnormal returns are negative for the six trading weeks prior 

to the news story, reaching their lowest point three weeks before, and then there is a gradual 

recovery and eventually cumulative returns turn positive to reach +1% by four weeks after the 

news. By contrast, CARs for small firms fall almost monotonically from zero at day –13 to a 

substantial –4% by day +6. There is then a full recovery over the following four trading weeks so 

that the price ends up roughly at the value it started.  

 

Figure 9  Cumulative abnormal returns for small versus big firms subject to tax-related news 
stories 
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Our second sample split is motivated by the plausible expectation that news stories will 

engender greater shareholder reactions when they reveal more serious misdeeds that could 

affect a firm’s profitability directly. For example, increased tax avoidance might bring with it 

increased risks of penalty and back-payment demands, as well as of interest costs from the tax 

authorities if the firm is caught and punished.  

To capture these we focus on the search terms ‘tax shelter(s)/sheltering’ ,’tax + fine(s)’, ‘tax + 

investigation(s)’, ‘tax + lawsuit’, and ‘tax + HMRC’ and there are a total of 94 firms listed within 

such stories. These results are presented in the fifth column of Table 31 headed ‘potentially 

culpable stories’ with the remaining stories gathered into a sub-sample analysed in column six 

(‘general stories’). The more serious issues, where the news items may relate to wrongdoing of a 

nature unacceptable to HMRC, result in a 1% negative abnormal return (although still statistically 

insignificant) in the (–30,–10) period, and further, albeit smaller, negative returns until two 

trading weeks after the event. Although the eventual rebound for firms reported in potentially 

culpable stories is slightly stronger in the longer term than is the case for firms where the stories 

are weaker, it is clear overall that investors do view these in a more negative light as one might 

anticipate.  

For the potentially culpable sub-sample, the CAR is negative from the beginning of the event 

window at T–30 right through to around T–18 (perhaps because of leakage or the information 

already being known by insiders) when it falls to its lowest point of –2%. The share prices of such 

companies typically remain in the doldrums for a further month after the story breaks and 

thereafter there is only a muted, partial recovery.  

There is very little existing research against which we can sense-check our findings. However, 

Dhaliwal and Erickson (1998) demonstrate that stock prices show a reaction to the 

announcements of the decisions of tax courts in the US. Similarly, Dyreng et al. (2014) and Choy 

et al. (2014) find that firms that had not disclosed all of their foreign subsidiary locations as the 

(unenforced) law in theory requires were subject to market-adjusted abnormal returns 

averaging –1% in the three-day period around when the ActionAid report was published on 11 

October 2011, as described earlier in this report. Although it is possible that there was a 

subsequent reversal, the studies do not consider a longer event window and so this remains 

untested.  

By contrast, our results in Table 31 and Figure 10 show that stories of a more trivial nature have 

virtually no effect on the share price at all until a week after the event when the CAR rises 

steadily to reach +1% by T+10, perhaps because the attention effect of being reported 
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outweighs any negative sentiment about tax avoidance. It is also possible that any negative 

effects from potential bad news stories are already priced into the shares at the time that any 

perceived poor practice is picked up in the media so that ‘naming and shaming’ such firms has 

no noticeable effect on their stock prices.  

 

Figure 10  Cumulative abnormal returns for firms subject to tax-related news where the 
stories relate to potentially serious issues where firms may be culpable versus more general 
stories 

 

 

Third, we further split the sample according to the type of newspaper outlet covering the story 

viz. large regional versus national newspapers, with the latter being further separated into 

specialist financial newspapers (the Financial Times, City AM, The Sunday Business Post) in columns 

7 to 9 of Table 31, although no strong findings emerge.  

Fourth, we separate firms based on their line of business into consumer-facing and non-

consumer-facing companies. The consumer-facing dummy takes the value one if the company 

has an ICB Industry Subsector code from 3000 to 3999 (Consumer Goods) or 5000 to 5999 

(Consumer Services), and zero otherwise. As discussed above, end consumers may be less 

forgiving of perceived corporate transgressions than is the case when the firm sells to other 
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firms. As a result, when, for example, retailers or banks are involved in a tax-avoidance scandal, 

they may be subject to a boycott that could potentially reduce sales and damage relationships 

with customers and workers. Consumer-facing firms suffer negative abnormal returns from T–30 

right through to the event day, although they are most extreme at almost –1% from day –30 to –

10. Such companies do, however, show a stronger rebound in the immediate post-news period 

than their business-to-business counterparts, as shown in Figure 11.  

 

Figure 11  Cumulative abnormal returns for consumer-facing versus non-consumer-facing 
firms subject to tax-related news stories 

 

 

As also discussed above, the very first story that marked the beginning of the breaking scandal 

involving the lack of corporate tax payments among major US multinational firms came out in 

2011. This later precipitated a chain of events that involved House of Commons questions and 

Select Committees, drove changes in government policy and resulted in considerable adverse 

publicity and temporary consumer boycotts for some firms. Therefore, our final sample split 

involves a temporal one to assess whether the apparently increasingly frosty climate 

surrounding tax avoidance has made the stock market reaction increasingly negative as time has 

progressed.  
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It is not possible to cut the sample in 2011 as this would make the sub-samples too unbalanced 

and would leave insufficient time in the second sub-period to conduct any meaningful analysis. 

Therefore, we instead use September 2008 as the cut-off point. This timing coincides with the 

Lehman Brothers bankruptcy and perhaps marked the end of an old régime in which companies 

in general, and banks in particular, benefitted from a ‘light touch’ regulatory environment, and in 

which shareholders were predominantly willing to turn a blind eye to a company’s 

transgressions so long as it was making a profit. Public concern with perceived corporate 

malfeasance of all kinds arguably underwent a step change after that64 and the more recent 

Starbucks et al. tax stories merely exacerbated an existing trend. 

It is clear from Table 31 that despite the much shorter sample period (approximately 21 years 

versus six), the number of stories almost doubled in the second sub-period as corporation tax 

avoidance became an increasingly newsworthy topic. The results are reported in the final two 

columns of Table 31 and in Figure 12. The most salient feature of the findings in both the table 

and the figure are perhaps the increasing speed with which the reactions have occurred more 

recently. Prior to 2008, abnormal returns started to dip from around five weeks before the event 

until a week after and then there was a recovery to roughly the pre-revelation share price levels. 

After 2008, the drop began six trading weeks before the news story hit but with recovery 

beginning three weeks before the event and culminating in an overall CAR of +1% by six weeks 

after the story broke. What is also clear is that contrary to our expectations rooted in popular 

opinion, investors have not increasing railed against tax avoidance in the post-2008 period as 

the issue has been more in the forefront of the minds of governments and NGOs – in fact, the 

results here suggest the reverse.  

64 Witness, for example, the demonisation of ‘Fred the Shred’, the former chief executive officer of the 
Royal Bank of Scotland Group (RBS). 
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 4 Investors as stakeholders and the link between tax and financial performance 

Figure 12  Cumulative abnormal returns for firms subject to tax-related news stories pre- 
and post-September 2008 

 

 

4.6.4 Tax news regressions 

Table 32 brings together the various dummy variables employed above in the sub-sample 

analysis in Table 31 and presents the results of a set of multiple regressions where the 

dependent variable is the CAR over a particular window and the independent variables are the 

standard style attribution regressors (beta, book-to-market ratio, market capitalisation, prior 

return and idiosyncratic risk) employed previously together with a set of 0–1 dummy variables 

that characterise the nature of the news and of the firm it is being reported on. Overall, these 

results confirm those of the simple univariate approach described in the previous sub-section. 

The key result is that all of the intercepts in these regressions are negative, indicating that once 

these various factors have been taken into account, the average CAR is negative over all parts of 

the event window. Most of the other signs vary according to the timing of the window under 

investigation relative to the news story but in general, small firms and those with less stock 

volatility are worse affected by news stories. Almost none of the dummy variables are statistically 

significant but share price reactions to tax-related news stories have become less negative over 

time and firms that are subject to the more serious classes of news story have more negative 

initial returns but a stronger subsequent reversal.  
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We also include in the regressions reported in Table 32 a tax measure: CETR in Panel A of the 

table and GETR in Panel B. The estimates from the two are similar in signs and magnitude and 

suggest that around the time of the story (and on the event date in particular), firms which are 

already paying a higher rate of tax are less affected so that their share prices fall less – in the case 

of the GETR measure, significantly so. A similar result was observed in Hanlon and Slemrod’s 

(2009) investigation of tax shelter news stories in the UK, although their stronger negative share 

price reaction for consumer-facing firms is not replicated here. It might be that evidence that a 

firm is taking steps to reduce its tax bill is less negatively viewed when this is occurring relative to 

a high starting point or it might be that firms with high effective tax rates have in essence built 

up a stock of reputational goodwill regarding their tax matters that they are able to draw upon 

and which therefore provides a buffer against stronger share price reactions when bad stories 

about them hit the press.  
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5 Conclusions 

The survey results discussed above confirm a perception among consumer groups that firms 

have been engaged in far-reaching tax avoidance on an industrial scale. However, the actual 

figures do not support this view. In quite stark contrast to the situation in the US, UK-based 

firms’ total corporate tax rates have remained at roughly the statutory rate since the early 1990s, 

indicating the suggestion that tax avoidance is endemic and part of the culture of business is 

unfounded. It is plausible that the wider public sees media reports of foreign firms appearing to 

pay almost no tax in the UK and they are too hasty to tar UK-based firms with the same dirty 

brush. In that sense, UK-based firms may wish to differentiate themselves from their overseas 

counterparts and to explicitly make this point.  

Our results on the lack of link between tax variables and financial performance are perhaps 

unsurprising and accord with the balance of the existing evidence for the US. They are also 

consistent with the notion that while there may be sub-groups of ‘responsible’ investors who 

care deeply about tax avoidance, for the vast majority of others it is simply not a salient issue. If 

we assume that firms’ senior managers know their businesses and that they work in 

shareholders’ best interests, they will have evaluated the costs and benefits of tax avoidance and 

therefore any changes in tax rates for a given firm will represent the outcome of a measured, 

rational decision process within the firm. Following that line of argument, such changes in tax 

rates will not reveal any new information about either the financial health of the firm beyond 

those revealed in the accounts more broadly or about the quality of its management.  

In summary, as far as investors are concerned, senior managers choosing to avoid taxes more or 

less aggressively are unlikely to affect stock prices one way or the other, even in the short term, 

provided that they remain well within the realms likely to be deemed acceptable by the revenue 

authorities. However, all else being equal, companies that are paying higher effective tax rates 

will be perceived as less risky investments by shareholders. Therefore, if other stakeholder 

groups representing various sections of society perceive that firms are paying insufficient 

corporate tax, the onus is very much on the government to redefine the rules to ensure that 

aggressive avoidance practices are established as being unambiguously outside of legal 

boundaries.  

Our findings concerning investors’ revealed preferences regarding corporation tax are entirely 

redolent of the wider literature on the association between corporate social responsibility and 

financial performance where a roughly equal number of studies have found a positive 

relationship compared with those finding a negative one, with yet more research uncovering no 
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link at all. 65  The negative association between tax payment and risk also mirrors the 

corresponding findings in the CSR literature where socially irresponsible firms exhibit higher 

levels of financial market risk (Oikonomou et al., 2012).  

Even in the most extreme cases of tax avoidance, consumers’ collective memories fade as they 

gradually revert back to their previous consumption patterns. By way of illustration, in 2011–12 

Starbucks became widely viewed as representing the very epitome of tax avoidance in the UK as 

discussed in the introduction to this study and yet their coffee shops are once again buzzing and 

for the first time since they began trading in the UK they have reported (albeit very small) 

positive profits here.66 Therefore, if bottom line profitability is not hit even in the context of the 

allegedly most egregious degrees of tax avoidance, why should investors care? It seems that 

most of them do not care unless any poor practice by the firm is likely to have a direct and self-

destructive financial consequence. Share prices are continually buffeted by as myriad of news, 

even at the firm-specific level. Tax-related information is but one tiny piece of a much larger 

corporate puzzle that analysts, fund managers, proprietary traders and retail investors must take 

into consideration when evaluating companies and making buy, hold or sell recommendations 

or decisions.  

A key message arising from our findings is perhaps that firms must acknowledge the plurality of 

their stakeholders and may need to reconcile the potentially mixed signals arising from the 

various groups. Being labelled as a tax avoider may cause reputational damage among some 

stakeholder groups, and is most likely to be frowned upon by NGOs and some consumers, but 

equity investors are typically ambivalent. Reputation is multifaceted and a given firm may 

simultaneously have varying levels of accumulated reputational capital with different 

stakeholders. For example, a firm may be widely recognised as a leader in minimising the 

negative environmental impact of its activities and a great place to work but, at the same time, 

be out of favour with investors because of a perceived failure to enhance its profitability.  

Another key message from our findings is that stakeholders are very keen to take part in the 

current debate around corporations and tax. While government and politicians are seen to be 

mainly responsible for setting appropriate rules and policies, there is much interest by a range of 

65 Examples from among this vast body of research finding a positive link include Hillman and Keim 
(2001); for the negative link see Brammer et al. (2006); examples finding no overall relationship include 
Renneboog et al. (2008) and Bauer et al. (2005). 

66 See www.theguardian.com/business/2015/feb/04/starbucks-first-uk-profits. Of course, one could argue 
that in the absence of the consumer backlash they faced in 2011 to 2012, in particular, their profit levels 
would be even higher. A conspiracist might further argue that measured UK profitability has grown 
precisely because the company is bringing more of its income back onshore, in fact their actual 
profitability is unchanged. 
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stakeholders in having their views heard. As such, companies have a unique opportunity to reach 

out to the public and to demonstrate that stakeholder views do matter in business. Against the 

background that almost all respondents named more transparency and better communication 

on corporate tax as desirable goals for the future, and also considering the general level of 

confusion among respondents (business and public body respondents) around actual taxation 

in the UK, companies that decide to proactively take the lead on educating and informing others 

about corporate tax are likely to derive positive reputational benefits from such an activity.  

Furthermore, in reputational terms, it is unfortunate for large UK businesses that consumer 

bodies and NGOs doubt the role that business plays in society and question whether large UK 

businesses are something the UK should be proud of. This can perhaps be explained in part 

through widespread concern, particularly among business decision-makers, about the role that 

the media play in communicating news stories on corporations and tax. NGOs and consumer 

bodies on the other hand suggest that large business can influence the media agenda in a pro-

business manner and prevent accurate reporting. The role of the media is thus unclear in the 

eyes of the respondents but is mainly seen in a negative way, albeit for different reasons, by 

different stakeholders.  

Interestingly, in terms of guiding approaches that companies may want to adopt in the eyes of 

stakeholders on issues of tax, business decision-makers and industry representatives favour close 

collaboration and engagement with policy makers and government, while NGOs and consumer 

bodies hope that companies would engage in a wider public debate with consumers, special 

interest groups and local communities. However, business decision-makers, industry 

representatives, NGOs and consumer bodies all gave useful suggestions as to what large 

businesses can do to foster the trust of the general public in the UK towards corporate tax-

paying, and again agreed on the notion that more transparency, clarity and better 

communication are key for the future.  

Building on the insights generated from the stakeholder survey, the research outlines a six-step 

process that companies and advisory bodies may wish to follow when choosing to engage 

internal and external stakeholders in taxation issues. The process requires companies to first 

acknowledge tax as an issue of public interest that justifies senior management attention and 

warrants dedicated resources and reputation management strategies (Step 1). To create 

alignment and consensus on the issues of taxation, the process suggests the engagement of 

internal stakeholders on how corporate tax relates to the vision and values of the firm (Step 2) 

before consulting a wider external audience on stakeholder knowledge, behaviour and 

current/future support of corporate tax strategies (Step 3).  
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Insights created in both internal and external stakeholder dialogues then allow companies to 

identify potential gaps and issues that a focal company may choose to champion and pioneer in 

going forward (Step 4). Consultation with policy makers, government, advisory bodies and 

special interest groups presents a logical next step for companies to promote progressive ideas 

on corporate tax and to co-create solutions for the future (Step 5), while adopting a more 

transparent and simplified communication style on tax issues would demonstrate a values- 

and/or stakeholder-led, evidence-based approach and could acknowledge the needs and 

expectations of different stakeholder audiences. Companies should usefully measure, monitor 

and benchmark stakeholder opinion and behaviour in relation to changes made to corporate tax 

strategy to establish the value added and reputational benefits created (Step 6). 

Combining and interpreting insights from the qualitative and quantitative parts suggests an 

opportunity and desire for better engagement and communiction: stakeholders presume that 

aggressive tax practices are at play while the quantitative evidence shows otherwise. However 

the results suggest that companies need to appreciate that communication is not only about 

telling their story – it is also about listening and responding to issues that matter to stakeholders, 

following the approach we suggest in the process methodology. Furthermore, companies often 

view communication as linear, direct and company centric – essentially companies often see 

themselves at the centre of their universe. Instead, they could see their role as facilitators of 

conversations between groups, i.e. while NGOs may be cynical of company communication, they 

are keen to hear from industry bodies, consumer groups and academics and if companies could 

bring these groups together to discuss independent findings, that would benefit all participants. 

In essence, while communication and transparency are important, companies need to think 

carefully about WHO is the communicator, WHAT is the message, and what is the PURPOSE of 

the message. Stakeholders are more likely to build trust if there are genuine opportunities to 

communicate with multiple stakeholders and the purpose of the communication is well 

intentioned and not controlled by the firm. Companies could think in a less constrained way 

about communication, listening and facilitating the voices of other players who are trusted by 

multiple groups. 
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Table 1  Summary statistics for tax data and other key variables 

Variable N Mean Std Dev Percentiles 

5 25 50 75 95 

CETR 10729 0.24 0.17 0.00 0.09 0.27 0.34 0.49 

GETR 10891 0.29 0.14 0.04 0.24 0.30 0.34 0.47 

BTD 10110 0.04 0.12 –0.05 –0.01 0.01 0.05 0.27 

Perm_BTD 10264 0.01 0.05 –0.05 –0.01 0.00 0.02 0.08 

TPS5_CETR 6983 22.10 208.81 0.59 3.48 7.43 17.90 53.03 

TPS5_GETR 7268 27.83 204.89 0.58 4.10 11.49 27.43 77.88 

log(market cap) 14315 6.04 1.61 3.93 4.80 5.77 7.07 9.03 

log(total assets) 12343 6.27 1.99 3.56 4.86 6.01 7.43 9.98 

Intangible assets 11451 0.65 45.63 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.21 0.66 

fixed assets 11585 3.46 334.09 0.01 0.09 0.28 0.51 0.93 

R&D expenditure 3737 0.06 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.06 0.24 

D/E ratio 12074 0.49 5.49 0.00 0.01 0.13 0.34 1.14 

Leverage 11625 0.58 37.62 0.00 0.02 0.12 0.25 0.56 

ROE 12016 0.19 6.14 –0.05 0.06 0.09 0.13 0.23 

ROA 11616 0.39 31.00 –0.05 0.04 0.09 0.15 0.31 

BE/ME 12074 1.12 28.62 0.05 0.26 0.45 0.75 1.53 

Cash holdings 10340 0.24 4.20 0.00 0.04 0.09 0.19 0.51 

Profit 11791 286.79 1811.56 –11.72 8.87 27.40 114.38 897.00 

Sales growth 10292 0.25 4.74 –0.18 0.00 0.08 0.20 0.69 

CAPM beta 12003 1.02 0.55 0.23 0.67 0.99 1.29 2.00 

Idiosyncratic volatility 12673 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 
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Table 2  Number of observations by year and by industry 

 

 

Table 3  Correlations between key variables 

 

  

All
Industry 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Years
Oil 12 12 11 10 10 12 13 14 16 8 11 14 15 15 19 20 21 20 21 19 20 20 18 16 370
Basic Materials 27 28 29 27 30 33 31 35 28 22 16 15 15 15 18 18 18 22 24 20 24 31 34 25 601
Industrials 125 127 146 141 139 157 171 185 169 159 146 135 125 124 131 120 135 124 118 100 93 104 105 104 3239
Consumer Goods 67 66 78 85 88 87 83 85 85 70 54 47 49 52 52 48 47 41 34 29 33 33 33 39 1425
Healthcare 11 11 13 14 12 10 14 15 19 15 16 14 16 18 17 15 15 15 13 11 11 10 13 14 337
Consumer Services 74 77 93 101 108 121 134 154 156 138 122 124 113 112 114 111 102 96 87 70 75 77 71 71 2548
Telecoms 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 5 4 7 6 4 4 3 5 7 4 6 7 5 8 9 8 8 126
Utilities 13 17 18 19 19 18 17 19 17 14 14 16 9 12 13 13 12 11 9 9 9 8 7 7 325
Financial Services 30 28 27 30 43 47 45 55 56 54 46 43 41 45 49 47 60 62 38 23 53 46 41 46 1101
Technology 11 13 16 18 16 19 24 31 42 55 58 44 23 24 23 31 30 30 26 28 26 24 21 18 657
All large firms (top 100) 86 89 87 83 89 92 93 85 88 87 87 82 82 79 88 90 96 96 95 82 88 93 96 94 2206
All small firms (bottom 100) 81 73 51 43 36 49 54 81 89 88 75 74 62 76 71 76 77 76 88 66 69 80 76 79 1733
All medium-sized firms 205 220 296 322 343 367 389 432 415 367 327 300 266 265 282 264 271 255 194 166 195 189 179 175 6790
All firms 372 382 434 448 468 508 536 598 592 542 489 456 410 420 441 430 444 427 377 314 352 362 351 348 10729

Year

CETR GETR BTD Perm_BTD CETR5 GETR5 TPS5_CETR TPS5_GETR log(market cap) log(total assets) Intang assets fixed assets R&D expend D/E ratio Leverage ROE ROA BE/ME Cash holdings Log(profit) Sales growth CAPM beta
GETR 0.561
BTD -0.604 -0.175
Perm_BTD -0.287 -0.557 0.263
CETR5 0.673 0.341 -0.547 -0.176
GETR5 0.322 0.483 -0.106 -0.381 0.674
TPS5_CETR -0.027 -0.056 0.001 0.050 -0.033 -0.066
TPS5_GETR -0.020 -0.044 0.007 0.039 -0.027 -0.056 0.869
log(market cap) -0.093 -0.043 0.094 0.000 -0.128 -0.091 0.038 0.048
log(total assets) -0.095 -0.042 0.023 -0.025 -0.127 -0.091 0.013 0.016 0.829
Intangible assets -0.002 0.001 0.013 -0.012 -0.150 -0.037 -0.022 -0.020 0.003 0.007
fixed assets -0.001 0.002 0.009 -0.020 -0.016 -0.052 -0.013 -0.025 0.004 0.007 0.991
R&D expenditure -0.032 -0.047 0.112 0.167 -0.052 -0.096 0.125 0.024 -0.130 -0.301 0.263 0.056
D/E ratio 0.010 0.021 -0.017 -0.013 -0.018 -0.028 -0.006 -0.008 -0.012 0.042 -0.001 -0.001 -0.045
Leverage -0.002 0.000 0.012 -0.011 -0.120 -0.083 -0.026 -0.024 0.003 0.006 0.999 0.991 -0.114 0.000
ROE 0.011 0.026 -0.006 -0.023 0.015 0.005 -0.002 -0.001 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.006 0.270 0.000
ROA -0.001 0.001 0.010 -0.018 -0.106 -0.058 -0.017 0.022 0.005 0.007 0.994 1.000 -0.649 -0.001 0.994 0.000
BE/ME 0.010 0.031 -0.007 -0.022 0.018 0.009 -0.001 -0.002 -0.002 0.001 0.000 0.000 -0.004 0.501 -0.001 0.910 0.000
Cash holdings -0.001 -0.001 0.018 -0.006 0.005 -0.003 0.104 0.015 -0.005 -0.015 0.949 0.936 0.647 -0.003 0.948 -0.001 0.934 -0.001
Log(profit) -0.034 0.002 0.054 -0.057 -0.090 -0.017 0.001 0.006 0.364 0.346 -0.001 -0.001 -0.044 0.001 -0.001 0.003 0.000 -0.001 -0.004
Sales growth -0.003 -0.003 0.001 -0.039 -0.061 -0.037 0.068 0.010 -0.003 -0.024 0.439 0.154 0.349 -0.002 0.015 -0.001 0.016 -0.001 0.475 -0.002
CAPM beta -0.047 -0.026 0.040 0.040 -0.044 -0.001 -0.013 -0.015 0.074 0.139 0.103 -0.186 0.157 0.021 0.024 -0.017 -0.167 -0.010 0.070 0.001 0.006
Indiosyncratic volatility -0.076 -0.012 0.093 0.045 -0.045 0.045 -0.013 -0.019 -0.210 -0.148 0.000 -0.003 0.179 0.008 -0.001 -0.007 -0.004 -0.002 0.017 -0.074 0.038 0.173
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Table 4  Mean cash effective tax rates (CETR) by year and by industry 

 

 

Table 5  Standard deviation of cash effective tax rates (CETR) by year and by industry 

  

All
Industry 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Years
Oil 0.22 0.21 0.26 0.21 0.16 0.22 0.25 0.24 0.28 0.27 0.23 0.29 0.32 0.30 0.27 0.27 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.10 0.10 0.16 0.16 0.18
Basic Materials 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.33 0.29 0.37 0.32 0.38 0.36 0.33 0.26 0.27 0.22 0.22 0.19 0.12 0.09 0.01 0.05 0.11 0.09 0.12 0.20 0.24
Industrials 0.31 0.30 0.32 0.32 0.33 0.32 0.33 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.38 0.34 0.33 0.31 0.26 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.13 0.25
Consumer Goods 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.32 0.31 0.32 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.30 0.33 0.31 0.32 0.29 0.29 0.26 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.12 0.08 0.10 0.07 0.26
Healthcare 0.31 0.27 0.26 0.36 0.37 0.44 0.38 0.32 0.30 0.27 0.28 0.31 0.30 0.39 0.26 0.29 0.07 0.09 0.00 0.02 0.11 0.16 0.11 0.10 0.25
Consumer Services 0.30 0.30 0.29 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.30 0.27 0.27 0.29 0.30 0.32 0.31 0.29 0.25 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.23
Telecoms 0.31 0.28 0.28 0.34 0.31 0.32 0.34 0.32 0.30 0.24 0.37 0.34 0.27 0.49 0.17 0.12 0.00 0.11 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.18
Utilities 0.14 0.11 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.17 0.20 0.29 0.22 0.16 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.14 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.13 0.05 0.06 0.14 0.07 0.14
Financial Services 0.33 0.35 0.35 0.39 0.30 0.30 0.28 0.28 0.27 0.29 0.29 0.33 0.27 0.26 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.21 0.25 0.24 0.17 0.23 0.26 0.21 0.27
Technology 0.30 0.33 0.29 0.28 0.30 0.34 0.32 0.33 0.36 0.31 0.32 0.42 0.34 0.32 0.30 0.24 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.14 0.14 0.16 0.21 0.25
All large firms (top 100) 0.28 0.28 0.31 0.33 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.34 0.32 0.30 0.31 0.28 0.26 0.24 0.09 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.14 0.14 0.16 0.14 0.24
All small firms (bottom 100) 0.30 0.30 0.32 0.34 0.37 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.29 0.28 0.30 0.36 0.30 0.34 0.26 0.23 0.06 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.06 0.09 0.11 0.12 0.22
All medium-sized firms 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.31 0.30 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.29 0.30 0.33 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.26 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.25
All firms 0.30 0.29 0.30 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.33 0.32 0.31 0.28 0.25 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.24

Statutory tax rate 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.26 0.24 0.23 0.21 0.30

Year

All
Industry 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Years
Oil 0.21 0.19 0.37 0.32 0.24 0.29 0.22 0.23 0.25 0.11 0.16 0.14 0.23 0.19 0.29 0.20 0.10 0.13 0.16 0.13 0.15 0.16 0.23 0.28 0.22
Basic Materials 0.10 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.19 0.13 0.19 0.12 0.18 0.22 0.08 0.17 0.15 0.11 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.21 0.05 0.11 0.14 0.12 0.15 0.27 0.18
Industrials 0.09 0.09 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.15 0.14 0.22 0.17 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.11 0.09 0.05 0.06 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.13 0.18
Consumer Goods 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.12 0.16 0.15 0.10 0.19 0.14 0.17 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.04 0.20 0.11 0.19 0.11 0.17
Healthcare 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.21 0.21 0.18 0.13 0.17 0.22 0.11 0.13 0.22 0.15 0.29 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.19 0.00 0.08 0.11 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.21
Consumer Services 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.15 0.12 0.12 0.17 0.18 0.13 0.13 0.16 0.16 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.18 0.07 0.11 0.13 0.13 0.17 0.18 0.14 0.15 0.18
Telecoms 0.13 0.05 0.05 0.09 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.14 0.13 0.21 0.45 0.15 0.45 0.13 0.14 0.00 0.14 0.02 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.08 0.04 0.19
Utilities 0.20 0.14 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.10 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.14 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.11 0.07 0.07 0.17 0.33 0.05 0.07 0.14 0.13 0.15
Financial Services 0.10 0.15 0.15 0.19 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.09 0.14 0.12 0.16 0.18 0.10 0.19 0.20 0.16 0.19 0.12 0.19 0.18 0.15 0.17 0.18 0.10 0.15
Technology 0.11 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.16 0.05 0.06 0.16 0.14 0.18 0.26 0.21 0.19 0.20 0.23 0.00 0.08 0.01 0.10 0.20 0.15 0.16 0.21 0.20
All large firms (top 100) 0.13 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.11 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.13 0.18 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.15 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.15 0.16 0.20 0.14 0.14 0.17 0.13 0.18
All small firms (bottom 100) 0.11 0.11 0.16 0.22 0.27 0.12 0.15 0.10 0.12 0.13 0.15 0.24 0.15 0.20 0.22 0.21 0.17 0.12 0.06 0.04 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.21 0.20
All medium-sized firms 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.13 0.15 0.19 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.14 0.12 0.13 0.10 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.18
All firms 0.11 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.20 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.17 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.16 0.15 0.16 0.16 0.18

Year
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Table 6  Mean GAAP effective tax rates (GETR) by year and by industry 

 

 

Table 7  Standard deviation of GAAP effective tax rates (GETR) by year and by industry 

 

  

All
Industry 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Years
Oil 0.21 0.20 0.18 0.23 0.20 0.30 0.29 0.27 0.34 0.26 0.24 0.33 0.35 0.39 0.35 0.33 0.34 0.41 0.34 0.41 0.33 0.27 0.33 0.41 0.32
Basic Materials 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.33 0.29 0.28 0.34 0.30 0.33 0.35 0.29 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.28 0.26 0.26 0.30 0.30 0.28 0.25 0.22 0.25 0.27 0.29
Industrials 0.31 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.32 0.31 0.31 0.32 0.31 0.32 0.31 0.37 0.33 0.32 0.32 0.30 0.27 0.27 0.26 0.26 0.25 0.23 0.21 0.22 0.30
Consumer Goods 0.32 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.32 0.32 0.30 0.34 0.30 0.31 0.29 0.30 0.27 0.29 0.26 0.24 0.26 0.22 0.26 0.23 0.21 0.30
Healthcare 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.30 0.37 0.40 0.32 0.30 0.28 0.26 0.30 0.32 0.31 0.36 0.27 0.32 0.28 0.23 0.28 0.23 0.21 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.28
Consumer Services 0.31 0.30 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.28 0.28 0.31 0.29 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.22 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.28
Telecoms 0.26 0.27 0.28 0.30 0.29 0.31 0.33 0.31 0.33 0.36 0.35 0.35 0.27 0.47 0.18 0.16 0.25 0.14 0.14 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.19 0.23
Utilities 0.18 0.16 0.18 0.18 0.16 0.18 0.18 0.20 0.59 0.20 0.21 0.17 0.23 0.26 0.17 0.21 0.34 0.27 0.16 0.54 0.24 0.15 0.11 0.14 0.22
Financial Services 0.34 0.38 0.33 0.35 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.28 0.31 0.31 0.27 0.32 0.31 0.29 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.27 0.21 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.20 0.20 0.29
Technology 0.34 0.33 0.31 0.30 0.33 0.34 0.33 0.32 0.34 0.29 0.31 0.41 0.36 0.32 0.26 0.30 0.26 0.24 0.22 0.16 0.20 0.23 0.23 0.29 0.30
All large firms (top 100) 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.31 0.28 0.29 0.29 0.30 0.34 0.33 0.33 0.32 0.33 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.27 0.27 0.24 0.28 0.24 0.24 0.22 0.22 0.28
All small firms (bottom 100) 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.36 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.29 0.27 0.30 0.36 0.30 0.34 0.32 0.29 0.28 0.26 0.25 0.26 0.24 0.23 0.19 0.24 0.29
All medium-sized firms 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.32 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.27 0.27 0.25 0.26 0.24 0.22 0.23 0.21 0.29
All firms 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.33 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.28 0.26 0.25 0.26 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.29

Statutory tax rate 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.26 0.24 0.23 0.21 0.30

Year

All
Industry 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Years
Oil 0.14 0.16 0.23 0.27 0.31 0.27 0.21 0.21 0.25 0.11 0.13 0.17 0.15 0.17 0.22 0.14 0.14 0.24 0.20 0.23 0.26 0.19 0.26 0.27 0.22
Basic Materials 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.13 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.10 0.22 0.10 0.15 0.10 0.21 0.14 0.14 0.07 0.20 0.17 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.17 0.21 0.13
Industrials 0.06 0.06 0.11 0.13 0.14 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.13 0.12 0.19 0.15 0.11 0.15 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.08 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.12
Consumer Goods 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.13 0.11 0.15 0.14 0.11 0.18 0.10 0.14 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.15 0.09 0.08 0.14 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.15 0.12
Healthcare 0.05 0.11 0.08 0.05 0.20 0.17 0.08 0.17 0.20 0.11 0.14 0.21 0.13 0.22 0.23 0.19 0.23 0.12 0.24 0.06 0.10 0.09 0.11 0.11 0.16
Consumer Services 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.12 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.14 0.15 0.18 0.11 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.16 0.13
Telecoms 0.11 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.16 0.31 0.17 0.46 0.12 0.46 0.16 0.14 0.10 0.15 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.11 0.08 0.06 0.18
Utilities 0.14 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.35 0.18 0.19 0.13 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.24 0.06 0.14 0.33 0.05 0.17 0.15 0.17 0.19
Financial Services 0.09 0.18 0.10 0.15 0.12 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.12 0.19 0.18 0.14 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.21 0.17 0.11 0.12 0.14
Technology 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.04 0.17 0.04 0.06 0.15 0.12 0.18 0.24 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.23 0.17 0.09 0.11 0.12 0.15 0.17 0.12 0.19 0.17
All large firms (top 100) 0.08 0.13 0.11 0.14 0.11 0.12 0.11 0.13 0.18 0.18 0.20 0.19 0.17 0.10 0.14 0.15 0.11 0.14 0.13 0.18 0.10 0.13 0.10 0.13 0.14
All small firms (bottom 100) 0.09 0.08 0.15 0.15 0.24 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.12 0.10 0.13 0.22 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.19 0.17 0.16 0.14 0.13 0.17 0.16 0.11 0.18 0.15
All medium-sized firms 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.14 0.15 0.13 0.13 0.17 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.12 0.15 0.15 0.14
All firms 0.08 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.15 0.14 0.15 0.18 0.15 0.14 0.16 0.16 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.15 0.14

Year
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Table 8  Mean current book tax differences by year and by industry 

 

 

Table 9  Mean permanent book tax differences (current + deferred taxes) by year and by industry 

 

 

  

All
Industry 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Years
Oil 0.035 0.041 0.028 0.031 0.028 0.016 0.014 0.002 -0.005 0.012 0.019 -0.008 0.006 0.006 0.025 0.036 0.215 0.355 0.315 0.319 0.147 0.126 0.129 0.147 0.106
Basic Materials 0.029 0.009 0.001 -0.001 0.000 0.014 0.003 0.006 -0.015 0.006 -0.005 0.030 -0.003 0.024 0.039 0.059 0.166 0.407 0.331 0.198 0.115 0.149 0.137 0.086 0.073
Industrials 0.015 0.010 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.005 0.005 0.001 0.001 -0.002 -0.018 -0.005 -0.014 -0.008 0.013 0.138 0.202 0.196 0.173 0.092 0.101 0.101 0.085 0.041
Consumer Goods 0.022 0.011 0.012 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.009 0.005 0.003 -0.001 0.001 0.002 -0.004 -0.001 0.004 0.023 0.159 0.205 0.202 0.180 0.122 0.151 0.125 0.140 0.040
Healthcare 0.027 0.045 0.024 0.005 -0.001 -0.035 -0.030 -0.003 0.023 0.015 -0.006 0.006 -0.010 0.003 0.012 0.001 0.209 0.230 0.220 0.142 0.113 0.074 0.107 0.125 0.053
Consumer Services 0.011 0.012 0.008 0.003 0.011 0.014 0.014 0.018 0.019 0.017 0.008 0.012 -0.006 -0.005 0.000 0.020 0.139 0.174 0.177 0.163 0.128 0.128 0.124 0.120 0.047
Telecoms 0.022 0.037 0.020 0.017 0.014 -0.010 0.000 0.008 0.019 0.045 -0.011 0.091 -0.011 0.004 0.010 0.072 0.078 0.105 0.137 0.188 0.093 0.100 0.148 0.145 0.070
Utilities 0.047 0.071 0.063 0.055 0.051 0.046 0.052 0.047 0.038 0.021 0.043 0.035 0.023 0.016 0.020 0.023 0.104 0.138 0.157 0.141 0.081 0.089 0.021 0.048 0.056
Financial Services 0.001 -0.001 -0.005 -0.005 0.008 0.004 0.006 0.004 0.008 0.002 -0.001 0.001 -0.003 0.008 0.018 0.017 0.019 0.021 0.016 0.010 0.018 0.016 0.004 0.002 0.008
Technology 0.015 0.007 0.016 0.041 0.019 0.012 0.003 0.002 -0.031 0.001 0.003 -0.009 -0.007 0.001 0.004 0.057 0.169 0.236 0.203 0.152 0.109 0.104 0.088 0.083 0.052
All large firms (top 100) 0.020 0.019 0.010 0.008 0.006 0.009 0.009 0.011 0.010 0.006 0.006 0.011 -0.004 0.002 0.006 0.028 0.130 0.172 0.181 0.151 0.084 0.103 0.096 0.081 0.050
All small firms (bottom 100) 0.017 0.010 0.002 0.002 0.008 0.007 0.005 0.007 0.006 0.004 -0.002 -0.004 -0.003 -0.008 0.008 0.026 0.127 0.146 0.172 0.151 0.094 0.087 0.083 0.091 0.049
All medium-sized firms 0.015 0.014 0.011 0.009 0.011 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.004 0.008 0.003 -0.001 -0.005 -0.003 0.002 0.022 0.135 0.204 0.200 0.180 0.106 0.114 0.111 0.099 0.042
All firms 0.017 0.014 0.010 0.008 0.010 0.009 0.008 0.009 0.005 0.007 0.003 0.000 -0.004 -0.003 0.004 0.024 0.132 0.187 0.188 0.166 0.098 0.105 0.101 0.092 0.045

Year

All
Industry 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Years
Oil 0.024 0.041 0.032 0.025 0.023 0.004 0.012 -0.011 -0.016 0.020 0.018 -0.016 -0.009 -0.022 -0.012 0.000 0.004 -0.043 0.010 -0.038 0.016 0.005 -0.025 -0.045 -0.004
Basic Materials 0.024 0.008 0.005 -0.001 0.006 0.017 0.004 0.006 -0.001 0.001 0.010 0.002 -0.007 0.012 0.009 0.012 0.027 0.013 0.023 0.001 0.007 0.029 0.004 -0.011 0.008
Industrials 0.012 0.009 0.005 0.005 0.007 0.007 0.009 0.006 0.005 0.003 0.001 -0.016 -0.005 -0.011 -0.010 -0.003 0.013 0.012 0.011 -0.003 0.005 0.009 0.006 -0.004 0.003
Consumer Goods 0.012 0.007 0.008 0.006 0.008 0.007 0.010 0.007 0.003 0.002 -0.003 0.007 -0.003 0.003 0.002 0.010 0.006 0.009 0.012 -0.007 0.016 0.004 0.006 0.014 0.006
Healthcare 0.038 0.040 0.026 0.012 0.002 -0.016 0.003 0.012 0.025 0.023 -0.013 0.007 -0.011 0.015 0.018 -0.013 0.003 0.020 0.000 -0.007 0.013 0.018 0.027 0.025 0.011
Consumer Services 0.009 0.008 0.010 0.008 0.011 0.010 0.015 0.015 0.017 0.013 0.004 0.015 -0.006 -0.002 -0.002 0.010 0.029 0.020 0.029 0.001 0.019 0.025 0.016 0.014 0.012
Telecoms 0.047 0.038 0.022 0.032 0.020 -0.005 0.003 0.013 0.009 0.015 -0.011 0.090 -0.003 0.012 0.007 0.021 0.002 0.071 0.034 0.072 0.028 0.033 0.015 -0.002 0.024
Utilities 0.043 0.057 0.050 0.049 0.046 0.044 0.043 0.041 -0.073 0.045 0.048 0.038 0.016 -0.001 0.021 0.014 0.007 0.003 0.029 -0.040 0.007 0.017 0.031 0.000 0.025
Financial Services 0.000 -0.002 -0.004 -0.001 0.004 0.003 0.008 0.009 0.001 0.000 0.005 -0.004 -0.001 0.005 0.010 0.012 0.007 0.007 0.016 0.003 0.019 0.012 0.006 0.007 0.006
Technology 0.000 -0.003 0.009 0.029 0.006 0.012 0.003 0.003 -0.013 0.004 0.009 -0.014 -0.015 0.026 0.016 0.035 0.040 0.017 0.032 0.060 0.045 0.033 0.002 -0.010 0.014
All large firms (top 100) 0.018 0.017 0.012 0.008 0.010 0.011 0.013 0.014 -0.004 0.010 0.006 0.005 -0.005 0.000 0.001 0.008 0.008 0.013 0.021 -0.002 0.012 0.015 0.005 0.001 0.008
All small firms (bottom 100) 0.009 0.005 0.009 0.011 0.010 0.008 0.006 0.004 0.006 0.007 -0.002 -0.003 -0.004 -0.008 0.001 0.010 0.015 0.015 0.018 -0.001 0.011 0.012 0.007 -0.006 0.006
All medium-sized firms 0.011 0.011 0.009 0.008 0.010 0.008 0.011 0.009 0.005 0.006 0.005 0.000 -0.005 0.001 0.000 0.007 0.019 0.010 0.017 0.005 0.019 0.019 0.009 0.006 0.008
All firms 0.013 0.012 0.009 0.009 0.010 0.009 0.011 0.010 0.004 0.007 0.004 0.000 -0.005 -0.001 0.000 0.008 0.016 0.012 0.018 0.002 0.016 0.017 0.007 0.002 0.008

Year
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Table 10  Mean tax planning scores based on five-year cash effective tax rates by year and by industry 

 

 

Table 11  Mean average tax planning scores based on five-year GAAP effective tax rates (current + deferred taxes) by year and by industry 

All
Industry 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Years
Oil 10.56 54.85 53.88 105.78 140.87 164.86 137.85 95.38 91.68 154.54 344.19 1500.69 7.99 5.81 7.04 6.60 4.10 5.46 10.56 37.45 41.13 125.72
Basic Materials 21.06 12.25 10.68 8.91 9.47 12.02 13.88 10.59 11.15 10.71 13.17 14.14 14.31 8.90 4.57 5.32 26.31 17.98 39.29 21.51 22.70 15.07
Industrials 20.43 15.15 15.83 17.04 17.14 15.59 19.35 15.84 13.90 14.92 14.61 14.34 14.44 5.83 5.15 4.54 4.81 8.73 13.55 13.05 17.96 13.50
Consumer Goods 19.06 17.77 15.93 15.33 15.50 18.45 17.12 17.62 16.51 24.56 30.04 40.47 38.75 8.32 7.07 4.47 6.62 11.45 16.63 19.19 24.98 18.39
Healthcare 15.85 10.41 7.75 7.52 5.25 9.43 161.61 228.76 331.89 258.85 222.06 21.80 25.75 15.80 7.17 7.15 16.76 21.12 6.13 7.20 7.90 77.04
Consumer Services 20.20 22.41 18.12 20.68 23.85 26.65 27.23 21.22 19.33 16.42 15.62 17.94 15.79 6.67 7.63 7.64 7.58 8.03 14.19 15.53 14.91 16.66
Telecoms 23.89 21.50 27.20 24.97 24.44 26.01 16.97 9.29 2.33 1.88 4.15 29.66 103.71 84.03 43.41 12.16 13.54 39.98 20.94 16.79 16.65 29.86
Utilities 108.08 70.06 75.19 49.41 26.24 16.46 11.40 12.56 10.07 15.10 10.63 15.99 15.77 8.54 8.62 6.79 6.10 6.89 10.51 9.46 9.47 22.32
Financial Services 13.32 11.70 13.15 17.05 13.69 24.13 37.76 27.27 15.72 17.33 17.07 15.60 25.60 15.89 14.57 18.13 15.51 11.78 11.46 12.76 13.69 17.03
Technology 18.91 18.04 19.93 23.99 26.89 33.33 21.35 17.83 10.77 8.28 4.50 4.67 4.81 5.29 4.39 4.64 5.12 7.03 11.38 10.20 10.25 10.62
All large firms (top 100) 21.16 31.33 24.33 34.69 39.46 36.66 32.99 26.91 25.43 30.87 54.79 194.05 17.16 10.41 9.47 9.70 8.03 8.60 10.99 12.00 12.45 30.97
All small firms (bottom 100) 5.49 8.81 10.63 18.53 13.10 15.75 17.14 16.98 12.97 10.83 11.00 11.78 11.28 7.76 5.53 5.52 9.98 15.91 24.15 19.07 25.80 14.01
All medium-sized firms 20.17 15.73 17.99 17.28 18.56 22.05 30.63 30.59 37.22 35.93 33.30 19.56 22.47 9.56 8.00 5.86 7.75 9.43 13.87 16.39 17.46 20.32
All firms 19.97 19.40 19.22 20.85 21.99 24.40 29.56 28.30 32.20 31.87 35.89 59.10 19.85 9.49 7.93 6.80 8.28 10.52 15.16 15.72 17.98 22.08

Year

All
Industry 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Years
Oil 11.11 51.39 48.17 92.03 127.78 138.21 119.06 94.86 92.38 159.53 345.50 1501.91 8.27 9.30 11.80 15.24 12.52 14.25 11.49 86.56 55.59 127.95
Basic Materials 26.47 20.05 22.44 18.72 20.76 15.60 19.51 13.77 14.24 13.66 9.86 11.60 12.34 13.67 16.41 18.92 18.71 17.04 14.99 16.79 14.61 17.06
Industrials 33.30 27.41 29.57 27.33 28.17 78.49 26.18 23.53 23.49 25.46 24.93 19.51 19.22 19.26 20.24 20.61 15.34 17.88 19.10 18.95 19.90 25.81
Consumer Goods 28.35 31.39 25.32 29.09 27.11 25.64 25.04 25.33 22.18 25.67 31.78 33.64 48.18 48.87 78.54 38.29 16.55 18.13 19.37 18.15 18.13 29.91
Healthcare 29.91 29.21 23.81 17.70 26.39 41.15 54.93 90.50 58.08 249.49 17.33 22.95 32.01 27.83 23.64 19.89 16.27 14.50 13.79 15.55 13.34 44.20
Consumer Services 23.17 26.13 26.68 32.49 32.39 28.23 28.62 25.85 21.39 18.81 19.01 32.28 16.60 17.59 15.40 15.02 13.21 20.68 15.98 17.54 15.03 22.19
Telecoms 47.52 45.12 44.06 34.15 40.94 19.71 14.50 7.46 2.44 1.96 2.33 4.06 3.52 3.72 3.34 3.65 3.69 5.11 11.26 9.91 9.54 12.81
Utilities 18.95 45.38 35.15 35.84 32.90 6.93 2.85 3.10 3.26 2.77 9.96 10.53 9.45 11.39 11.06 7.34 4.71 5.76 7.33 4.59 4.44 14.55
Financial Services 15.77 15.01 13.88 16.81 18.49 24.01 22.13 20.89 17.57 16.74 21.79 19.39 22.73 28.35 38.09 37.38 31.50 16.64 15.36 15.61 18.45 21.70
Technology 16.54 19.81 26.95 26.57 28.71 27.89 33.32 29.45 14.74 9.33 7.73 17.34 17.90 12.98 11.83 12.89 12.64 10.52 11.92 11.21 12.40 16.14
All large firms (top 100) 27.04 36.80 32.16 39.59 45.01 38.61 37.56 28.93 28.13 33.19 54.32 185.07 24.15 28.01 28.20 19.42 20.40 23.39 20.83 19.81 18.13 37.60
All small firms (bottom 100) 7.27 9.53 22.73 30.51 44.10 21.29 23.07 23.77 17.91 10.71 14.81 22.81 21.02 15.13 12.11 17.91 9.97 10.64 10.18 9.75 12.95 16.53
All medium-sized firms 25.72 24.87 25.64 26.39 25.47 49.99 26.70 27.68 23.35 40.70 23.25 23.72 20.95 22.02 29.18 25.36 17.01 15.93 15.92 24.89 21.35 26.04
All firms 25.54 27.44 27.12 29.45 31.04 44.75 28.79 27.60 23.97 35.51 29.78 62.69 21.77 22.45 25.97 22.05 16.54 16.97 16.17 20.34 18.57 27.74

Year
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Table 12  Random effects panel regressions of the determinants of tax rates, book tax differences and tax planning scores 

 Dependent variable 
Independent 
variables 

Expected 
sign 

CETR CETR5 GETR GETR5 BTD PERM-BTD TPS-CETR TPS-GETR 

Log(Market cap) –/+ 0.0198 
(6.615)*** 

0.0347 
(9.578)*** 

0.0101 
(4.352)*** 

0.0139 
(5.275)*** 

–0.0080 
(4.413)*** 

–0.0028 
(3.663)*** 

7.2622 
(1.732)* 

11.859 
(2.836)*** 

Log(total assets) –/+ –0.0291 
(9.813)*** 

–0.0513 
(13.558)*** 

–0.0127 
(5.541)*** 

–0.0225 
(8.176)*** 

0.0171 
(9.490)*** 

0.0030 
(4.012)*** 

–3.6551 
(0.842) 

–6.3680 
(1.476) 

Intangible assets – –0.0118 
(2.646)*** 

–0.0576 
(6.910)*** 

0.0163 
(4.737)*** 

–0.0116 
(1.912)* 

0.0027 
(0.988) 

–0.0137 
(12.116)*** 

–18.6099 
(1.8285)** 

–17.5624 
(1.734)* 

Fixed assets –/+ 0.0225 
(3.759)*** 

0.0272 
(2.848)*** 

–0.0136 
(2.936)*** 

–0.0202 
(2.902)*** 

–0.0267 
(7.329)*** 

0.0087 
(5.734)*** 

–6.3208 
(0.545) 

–22.1284 
(1.922)* 

R&D expenditure – –0.0727 
(1.667)* 

–0.2362 
(3.452)*** 

–0.0648 
(1.924)* 

–0.2527 
(5.072)*** 

0.0640 
(2.410)** 

0.0552 
(4.982)*** 

6.1600 
(0.082) 

–14.5645 
(0.197) 

D/E ratio – 0.0012 
(2.778)*** 

–0.0017 
(1.488) 

0.0008 
(2.256)** 

–0.0013 
(1.564) 

–0.0004 
(–1.442) 

–0.0001 
(0.948) 

0.3714 
(0.2927) 

0.1321 
(0.104) 

Leverage – –0.0803 
(8.189)*** 

–0.0354 
(2.571)** 

–0.0394 
(5.206)*** 

–0.0113 
(1.123) 

0.0175 
(2.937)*** 

0.0073 
(2.936)*** 

–21.4604 
(1.268) 

–17.5152 
(1.038) 

ROE + 0.0014 
(1.808)* 

–0.0002 
(0.202) 

0.0004 
(0.608) 

–0.0011 
(–1.311) 

–0.0008 
(–1.752)* 

–0.0003 
(–1.328) 

–0.5295 
(0.365) 

–0.0929 
(0.064) 

ROA – –0.1723 
(7.610)*** 

–0.4265 
(13.462)*** 

–0.0628 
(3.591)*** 

–0.1875 
(8.131)*** 

0.3770 
(27.378)*** 

0.0561 
(9.759)*** 

–82.5212 
(2.705)*** 

14.8902 
(0.489) 

B/M ratio + –0.0003 
(–1.808)* 

0.0002 
(0.720) 

–0.0001 
(0.017) 

0.0003 
(2.132)** 

0.0002 
(1.624) 

0.0001 
(0.601) 

0.0908 
(0.267) 

–0.0022 
(–0.006) 

Cash holdings + 0.0025 
(0.301) 

0.0333 
(1.764)* 

–0.0145 
(–2.234)** 

0.1323 
(9.798)*** 

0.0019 
(0.378) 

0.0200 
(9.368)*** 

146.1073 
(7.178)*** 

13.7785 
(0.683) 

Profit ? 0.0017 
(1.462) 

0.0003 
(0.254) 

0.0012 
(1.401) 

–0.0120 
(14.565)*** 

–0.0013 
(–12.886)** 

–0.0017 
(5.819)*** 

–0.0016 
(–1.040) 

–0.0019 
(1.204) 

Sales growth – 0.0016 
(1.479) 

–0.0041 
(0.434) 

0.0015 
(1.728)* 

–0.0137 
(1.974)** 

–0.0037 
(–5.573)*** 

–0.0027 
(9.747)*** 

38.596 
(4.053)*** 

6.3985 
(0.905) 

Hausman test statistic 
(p-value) 

 11.061 
(0.606) 

16.209 
(0.238) 

7.112 
(0.896) 

10.133 
(0.683) 

12.317 
(0.502) 

13.894 
(0.381) 

4.507 
(0.991) 

6.481 
(0.927) 

Industry dummies?  YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES 
N  8456 5550 8456 5550 8457 8457 5989 6034 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels respectively. Log-profit coefficients are multiplied by 1000 for ease of 
presentation for all regressions except where the tax planning scores are dependent variables. Expected signs are for CETR, GETR, CETR5 and GETR5. 
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Table 13 Fixed effects panel regressions for the impact of tax and other variables on monthly 
returns (tax measure: CETR) 

 Dependent variable: excess monthly returns 

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

CETR – 0.0014 
(0.643) 

0.0034 
(1.466) 

0.0030 
(1.253) 

CAPM beta –0.0032 
(4.357)*** 

– –0.0014 
(1.977)** 

–0.0040 
(5.388)*** 

B/M ratio 0.0008 
(0.181) 

– 0.0039 
(0.365) 

0.0024 
(0.212) 

Log(market cap) 0.0033 
(12.590)*** 

– 0.0021 
(9.207)*** 

0.0031 
(12.374)*** 

Previous year’s returns 0.0607 
(68.766)*** 

– 0.0636 
(75.711)*** 

0.0652 
(74.324)*** 

Idiosyncratic volatility 0.7583 
(22.062)*** 

– – 0.6291 
(18.676)*** 

Time dummies YES YES YES YES 

Industry dummies? YES YES YES YES 

N 106245 129559 113568 105639 

Adjusted R2 0.050 0.023 0.073 0.075 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels respectively. B/M ratio coefficients are multiplied by 1000 for ease of presentation.  

Table 14  Fixed effects panel regressions for the impact of tax and other variables on 
monthly returns (tax measure: GETR) 

 Dependent variable: excess monthly returns 

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

GETR – –0.0015 
(0.623) 

0.0002 
(0.092) 

–0.0004 
(0.144) 

CAPM beta –0.0032 
(4.357)*** 

– –0.0013 
(1.839)* 

–0.0039 
(5.316)*** 

B/M ratio 0.0008 
(0.181) 

– 0.0039 
(0.373) 

0.0026 
(0.232) 

Log(market cap) 0.0033 
(12.590)*** 

– 0.0021 
(9.241)*** 

0.0031 
(12.482)*** 

Previous year’s returns 0.0607 
(68.766)*** 

– 0.0635 
(76.226)*** 

0.0651 
(74.868)*** 

Idiosyncratic volatility 0.7583 
(22.062)*** 

– – 0.635 
(18.984)*** 

Time dummies? YES YES YES YES 

Industry dummies? YES YES YES YES 

N 106245 131479 115257 107284 

Adjusted R2 0.050 0.023 0.072 0.075 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels respectively. B/M ratio coefficients are multiplied by 1000 for ease of presentation. 
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Table 15  Fixed effects panel regressions for the impact of tax and other variables on 
monthly returns (tax measure: BTD) 

 Dependent variable: excess monthly returns 

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

BTD – 0.0060 
(1.723)* 

–0.0039 
(1.068) 

–0.0034 
(0.917) 

CAPM beta –0.0032 
(4.357)*** 

– –0.0014 
(1.914)* 

–0.0038 
(5.066)*** 

B/M ratio 0.0008 
(0.181) 

– 0.0041 
(0.389) 

0.0030 
(0.236) 

Log(market cap) 0.0033 
(12.590)*** 

– 0.0022 
(9.242)*** 

0.0031 
(12.103)*** 

Previous year’s returns 0.0607 
(68.766)*** 

– 0.0629 
(73.800)*** 

0.064 
(72.254)*** 

Idiosyncratic volatility 0.7583 
(22.062)*** 

– – 0.5976 
(12.277)*** 

Time dummies? YES YES YES YES 

Industry dummies? YES YES YES YES 

N 106245 122190 108699 101748 

Adjusted R2 0.050 0.022 0.071 0.065 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels respectively. B/M ratio coefficients are multiplied by 1000 for ease of presentation. 

Table 16  Fixed effects panel regressions for the impact of tax and other variables on 
monthly returns (tax measure: permanent BTD) 

 Dependent variable: excess monthly returns 

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Permanent BTD – 0.0097 
(1.369) 

–0.0036 
(0.444) 

–0.0019 
(0.225) 

CAPM beta –0.0032 
(4.357)*** 

– –0.0012 
(1.738)* 

–0.0037 
(4.999)*** 

B/M ratio 0.0008 
(0.181) 

– 0.0041 
(0.385) 

0.0027 
(0.239) 

Log(market cap) 0.0033 
(12.590)*** 

– 0.0022 
(9.205)*** 

0.0031 
(12.198) 

Previous year’s returns 0.0607 
(68.766)*** 

– 0.0628 
(74.305)*** 

0.064 
(73.130)*** 

Idiosyncratic volatility 0.7583 
(22.062)*** 

– – 0.604 
(17.670)*** 

Time dummies? YES YES YES YES 

Industry dummies? YES YES YES YES 

N 106245 124018 110318 10330 

Adjusted R2 0.050 0.022 0.071 0.073 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels respectively. B/M ratio coefficients are multiplied by 1000 for ease of presentation. 
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Table 17  Fixed effects panel regressions for the impact of tax and other variables on 
monthly returns (tax measure: ∆CETR) 

 Dependent variable: excess monthly returns 

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

∆CETR – –0.0018 
(–1.414) 

–0.0009 
(0.710) 

–0.0008 
(0.590) 

CAPM beta –0.0032 
(4.357)*** 

– –0.0006 
(0.694) 

–0.0034 
(4.950)*** 

B/M ratio 0.0008 
(0.181) 

– 0.0079 
(0.694) 

0.0055 
(0.463) 

Log(market cap) 0.0033 
(12.590)*** 

– 0.0026 
(11.136)*** 

0.0038 
(14.855)*** 

Previous year’s returns 0.0607 
(68.766)*** 

– 0.0560 
(72.820)*** 

0.0572 
(71.957)*** 

Idiosyncratic volatility 0.7583 
(22.062)*** 

– – 0.6242 
(19.519)*** 

Time dummies? YES YES YES YES 

Industry dummies? YES YES YES YES 

N 106245 127811 120104 112963 

Adjusted R2 0.050 0.021 0.067 0.069 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels respectively. B/M ratio coefficients are multiplied by 1000 for ease of presentation.  

Table 18  Fixed effects panel regressions for the impact of tax and other variables on 
monthly returns (tax measure: ∆GETR) 

 Dependent variable: excess monthly returns 

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

∆GETR – 0.0002 
(0.164) 

–0.0012 
(0.925) 

–0.0009 
(0.716) 

CAPM beta –0.0032 
(4.357)*** 

– 0.0002 
(0.305) 

–0.0029 
(4.188)*** 

B/M ratio 0.0008 
(0.181) 

– 0.0083 
(0.713) 

0.0058 
(14.586)*** 

Log(market cap) 0.0033 
(12.590)*** 

– 0.0025 
(10.480)*** 

0.0037 
(14.586)*** 

Previous year’s returns 0.0607 
(68.766)*** 

– 0.0559 
(71.828)*** 

0.0573 
(71.203)*** 

Idiosyncratic volatility 0.7583 
(22.062)*** 

– – 0.683 
(21.128)*** 

Time dummies? YES YES YES YES 

Industry dummies? YES YES YES YES 

N 106245 130319 122463 115280 

Adjusted R2 0.050 0.021 0.063 0.066 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels respectively. B/M ratio coefficients are multiplied by 1000 for ease of presentation. 
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Table 19  Time series of cross-sectional regressions for the impact of tax and other variables 
on monthly returns (tax measure: CETR) 

 Dependent variable: excess monthly returns 

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Intercept –0.0150 
(–3.589)*** 

0.0083 
(2.688)*** 

–0.0095 
(–2.278)** 

–0.0149 
(–3.551)*** 

CETR – 0.0003 
(0.254) 

0.0006 
(0.456) 

0.0009 
(0.725) 

CAPM beta –0.0008 
(–0.181) 

–0.0029 
(–0.635) 

0.0006 
(0.120) 

–0.0009 
(–0.200) 

B/M ratio –0.0004 
(–0.626) 

– –0.0002 
(–0.325) 

–0.0004 
(–0.598) 

Log(market cap) 0.0016 
(2.541)** 

– 0.0012 
(1.943)* 

0.0016 
(2.508)** 

Previous year’s returns 0.0786 
(27.429)*** 

– 0.0745 
(26.648)*** 

0.0785 
(27.332)** 

Idiosyncratic volatility 0.2475 
(3.796)*** 

– – 0.2543 
(3.900)*** 

N 392 392 392 392 

Adjusted R2 0.178 0.056 0.172 0.183 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels respectively. Fama–MacBeth cross-sectional regressions conducted across 286 months with 
Shanken corrections to the intercept and slope estimate on the CAPM beta.  

Table 20  Time series of cross-sectional regressions for the impact of tax and other variables 
on monthly returns (tax measure: GETR) 

 Dependent variable: excess monthly returns 

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Intercept –0.0170 
(–3.940)*** 

0.0055 
(1.770)* 

–0.0120 
(–2.782)*** 

–0.018 
(–4.028)*** 

GETR – 0.0056 
(1.911)* 

0.0010 
(0.381) 

0.002 
(0.669) 

CAPM beta 0.0003 
(0.075) 

–0.0017 
(–0.394) 

0.0019 
(0.423) 

0.000 
(0.061) 

B/M ratio –0.0003 
(–0.500) 

– –0.0001 
(–0.207) 

0.000 
(–0.346) 

Log(market cap) 0.0017 
(2.785)*** 

– 0.0014 
(2.185)** 

0.002 
(2.790)*** 

Previous year’s returns 0.0775 
(26.354)*** 

– 0.0733 
(26.008)*** 

0.077 
(26.377)*** 

Idiosyncratic volatility 0.2529 
(3.834)*** 

– – 0.255 
(3.831)*** 

N 411 411 411 411 

Adjusted R2 0.175 0.055 0.168 0.179 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels respectively. Fama–MacBeth cross-sectional regressions conducted across 286 months with 
Shanken corrections to the intercept and slope estimate on the CAPM beta.   
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Table 21  Time series of cross-sectional regressions for the impact of tax and other variables 
on monthly returns (tax measure: five-year average CETR) 

 Dependent variable: excess monthly returns 

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Intercept –0.0136 
(–2.227)** 

–0.0002 
(–0.011) 

–0.0087 
(–1.432) 

–0.0135 
(–2.189)** 

CETR-5 – 0.0064 
(0.284) 

0.0010 
(0.312) 

–0.0005 
(–0.145) 

CAPM beta –0.0001 
(–0.013) 

0.0022 
(0.248) 

0.0018 
(0.285) 

–0.0001 
(–0.015) 

B/M ratio 0.0029 
(0.946) 

– 0.0035 
(1.118) 

0.0030 
(0.972) 

Log(market cap) 0.0010 
(1.540) 

– 0.0007 
(1.094) 

0.0010 
(1.620) 

Previous year’s returns 0.0804 
(22.267)*** 

– 0.0756 
(21.619)*** 

0.0804 
(22.242)*** 

Idiosyncratic volatility 0.2766 
(3.558)*** 

–  0.2643 
(3.380)*** 

N 306 306 306 306 

Adjusted R2 0.199 0.071 0.191 0.204 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels respectively. Fama–MacBeth cross-sectional regressions conducted across 272 months with 
Shanken corrections to the intercept and slope estimate on the CAPM beta. 

Table 22  Time series of cross-sectional regressions for the impact of tax and other variables 
on monthly returns (tax measure: five-year average GETR) 

 Dependent variable: excess monthly returns 

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Intercept –0.0214 
(–2.334)** 

0.0011 
(0.091) 

0.002 
(0.056) 

–0.0205 
(–2.218)** 

GETR-5 – 0.0010 
(0.066) 

–0.028 
(–0.483) 

–0.0027 
(–0.706) 

CAPM beta 0.0046 
(0.438) 

0.0029 
(0.321) 

0.007 
(0.664) 

0.0045 
(0.429) 

B/M ratio 0.0003 
(0.163) 

– –0.003 
(–0.544) 

0.0001 
(0.074) 

Log(market cap) 0.0009 
(1.102) 

– 0.000 
(–0.007) 

0.0009 
(1.093) 

Previous year’s returns 0.0839 
(19.294)*** 

– 0.074 
(19.397)*** 

0.0838 
(19.281)*** 

Idiosyncratic volatility 0.4258 
(2.902)*** 

– – 0.4218 
(2.871)*** 

N 316 316 316 316 

Adjusted R2 0.199 0.072 0.191 0.204 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels respectively. Fama–MacBeth cross-sectional regressions conducted across 272 months with 
Shanken corrections to the intercept and slope estimate on the CAPM beta. 
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Table 23  Time series of cross-sectional regressions for the impact of tax and other variables 
on monthly returns (tax measure: book tax difference) 

 Dependent variable: excess monthly returns 

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Intercept –0.016 
(–3.806)*** 

0.0076 
(2.508)** 

–0.0108 
(–2.569)** 

–0.0155 
(–3.687)*** 

BTD – 0.0013 
(0.172) 

–0.0090 
(–1.317) 

–0.0077 
(–1.144) 

CAPM beta –0.001 
(–0.136) 

–0.0026 
(–0.566) 

0.0008 
(0.181) 

–0.0006 
(–0.135) 

B/M ratio 0.000 
(–0.739) 

– –0.0005 
(–0.666) 

–0.0007 
(–1.006) 

Log(market cap) 0.002 
(2.832)*** 

– 0.0015 
(2.350)** 

0.0018 
(2.867)*** 

Previous year’s returns 0.077 
(27.003)*** 

– 0.0731 
(26.138)*** 

0.0768 
(26.966)*** 

Idiosyncratic volatility 0.226 
(3.449)*** 

– – 0.2259 
(3.448)*** 

N 399 399 399 399 

Adjusted R2 0.176 0.056 0.170 0.180 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels respectively. Fama–MacBeth cross-sectional regressions conducted across 286 months with 
Shanken corrections to the intercept and slope estimate on the CAPM beta. 

Table 24  Time series of cross-sectional regressions for the impact of tax and other variables 
on monthly returns (tax measure: permanent book tax difference) 

 Dependent variable: excess monthly returns 

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Intercept –0.0170 
(–3.925)*** 

0.0073 
(2.347)** 

–0.0118 
(–2.796)*** 

–0.0167 
(–3.897)*** 

Perm-BTD – 0.0068 
(0.737) 

–0.0087 
(–1.068) 

–0.0061 
(–0.782) 

CAPM beta 0.0000 
(0.005) 

–0.0018 
(–0.381) 

0.0018 
(0.379) 

0.0002 
(0.053) 

B/M ratio –0.0003 
(–0.420) 

– –0.0001 
(–0.177) 

–0.0003 
(–0.474) 

Log(market cap) 0.0018 
(2.808)*** 

– 0.0014 
(2.250)** 

0.0017 
(2.779)*** 

Previous year’s returns 0.0770 
(26.408)*** 

– 0.0732 
(26.190)*** 

0.0770 
(26.543)*** 

Idiosyncratic volatility 0.2376 
(3.588)*** 

– – 0.2355 
(3.580)*** 

N 405 405 405 405 

Adjusted R2 0.176 0.057 0.170 0.180 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels respectively. Fama–MacBeth cross-sectional regressions conducted across 286 months with 
Shanken corrections to the intercept and slope estimate on the CAPM beta.  
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Table 25  Time series of cross-sectional regressions for the impact of tax and other variables 
on monthly returns (tax measure: ∆CETR) 

 Dependent variable: excess monthly returns 

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Intercept –0.0150 
(–3.589)*** 

0.0083 
(2.688)*** 

–0.0095 
(–2.278)** 

–0.0149 
(–3.551)*** 

∆CETR – 0.0003 
(0.254) 

0.0006 
(0.456) 

0.0009 
(0.725) 

CAPM beta –0.0008 
(–0.181) 

–0.0029 
(–0.635) 

0.0006 
(0.120) 

–0.0009 
(–0.200) 

B/M ratio –0.0004 
(–0.626) 

– –0.0002 
(–0.325) 

–0.0004 
(–0.598) 

Log(market cap) 0.0016 
(2.541)** 

– 0.0012 
(1.943)* 

0.0016 
(2.508)** 

Previous year’s returns 0.0786 
(27.429)*** 

– 0.0745 
(26.648)*** 

0.0785 
(27.332)*** 

Idiosyncratic volatility 0.2475 
(3.796)*** 

– – 0.2543 
(3.900)*** 

N 392 392 392 392 

Adjusted R2 0.178 0.056 0.172 0.183 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels respectively. Fama–MacBeth cross-sectional regressions conducted across 286 months with 
Shanken corrections to the intercept and slope estimate on the CAPM beta. 

Table 26  Time series of cross-sectional regressions for the impact of tax and other variables 
on monthly returns (tax measure: ∆GETR) 

 Dependent variable: excess monthly returns 

Independent variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Intercept –0.0160 
(–3.699)*** 

0.0075 
(2.395)** 

–0.0103 
(–2.412)** 

–0.0157 
(–3.635)*** 

∆GETR – 0.0010 
(0.823) 

–0.0001 
(–0.116) 

0.0003 
(0.269) 

CAPM beta –0.0002 
(–0.034) 

–0.0021 
(–0.457) 

0.0013 
(0.285) 

–0.0002 
(–0.051) 

B/M ratio –0.0002 
(–0.348) 

– –0.0001 
(–0.120) 

–0.0002 
(–0.350) 

Log(market cap) 0.0016 
(2.521)** 

– 0.0012 
(1.910)* 

0.0015 
(2.472)** 

Previous year’s returns 0.0792 
(26.698)*** 

– 0.0750 
(26.235)*** 

0.0792 
(26.564)*** 

Idiosyncratic volatility 0.2579 
(3.915)*** 

– – 0.2578 
(3.920)*** 

N 400 400 400 400 

Adjusted R2 0.178 0.056 0.172 0.182 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels respectively. Fama–MacBeth cross-sectional regressions conducted across 286 months with 
Shanken corrections to the intercept and slope estimate on the CAPM beta.  
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Table 27  Fixed effects panel regressions for the impact of tax and other variables on 
monthly returns year by year (tax measure CETR or GETR) 

Year Parameter estimate 

(t-ratio) for CETR 

Parameter estimate 

(t-ratio) for GETR 

Parameter estimate 

(t-ratio) for ∆CETR 

Parameter estimate 

(t-ratio) for ∆GETR 

1991  0.0504  (2.644)***  0.0837  (3.738)*** –0.0079 (0.525)  0.0007 (0.047) 

1992  0.0054  (0.328) –0.0186  (0.922)  0.0060 (0.554) –0.0104 (0.919) 

1993 –0.0014  (0.154)  0.0022  (0.192) –0.0122 (2.340)** –0.0070 (1.341) 

1994 –0.0123  (1.390) –0.0131  (1.284) –0.0066 (1.422) –0.0025 (0.541) 

1995  0.1941  (2.508)**  0.0194  (2.217)** –0.0004 (0.082) –0.0009 (0.208) 

1996 –0.0023  (0.313)  0.0017  (0.200)  0.0004 (0.085)  0.0003 (0.060) 

1997  0.0033  (0.421)  0.0096  (1.075)  0.0015 (0.312) –0.0055 (1.105) 

1998 –0.0073  (0.336) –0.0470  (2.010)** –0.0101 (0.778) –0.0156 (1.165) 

1999  0.0125  (1.049)  0.0167  (1.382) –0.0042 (0.597) –0.0032 (0.480) 

2000 –0.0029  (0.230)  0.0130  (0.930) –0.0051 (0.704) –0.0011 (0.153) 

2001  0.0135  (1.223) –0.0070  (0.586) –0.0078 (1.186) –0.0143 (2.056)** 

2002 –0.0119  (1.186) –0.0160  (1.409)  0.0062 (1.133)  0.0243 (3.295)*** 

2003  0.0193  (1.931)*  0.0117  (1.024)  0.0091 (1.826)*  0.0084 (1.682)* 

2004 –0.0087  (1.149) –0.0119 (1.527)  0.0012 (0.338)  0.0007 (0.199) 

2005 –0.0060  (0.851) –0.0061  (0.836) –0.0044 (1.154) –0.0040 (1.130) 

2006 –0.0103  (1.626) –0.0079  (0.999) –0.0041 (1.052)  0.0014 (0.363) 

2007 –0.0170  (1.233) –0.0043  (0.404) –0.0081 (1.587)  0.0016 (0.325) 

2008  0.0244  (1.131)  0.0141  (0.811)  0.0011 (0.130)  0.0030 (0.331) 

2009 –0.0096  (0.425)  0.0361  (1.786)*  0.0124 (1.216)  0.0066 (0.735) 

2010  0.0353  (2.734)*** –0.0050  (0.423)  0.0067(1.247) –0.0083 (1.813)* 

2011 –0.0018  (0.184) –0.0076  (0.684)  0.0035 (0.771)  0.0064 (1.522) 

2012  0.0040  (0.384)  0.0203  (1.623) –0.0024 (0.446) –0.0026 (0.502) 

2013  0.0059  (0.648) –0.0092  (0.862)  0.0058 (1.151) –0.0053 (1.110) 

2014 –0.0061  (0.648) –0.0078  (0.755)  0.0006 (0.111) –0.0037 (0.740) 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels respectively. All of the same control variables are employed as in Tables 13 to 18, including industry 
dummies, but none of their parameter estimates are presented to conserve space. 
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Table 28  Fixed effects panel regressions for the impact of tax and other variables on 
monthly returns industry by industry (tax measure CETR or GETR) 

Industry Parameter 
estimate (t-ratio) 
for CETR 

Parameter 
estimate (t-ratio) 
for GETR 

Parameter 
estimate (t-ratio) 
for ∆CETR 

Parameter 
estimate (t-ratio) 
for ∆GETR 

Oil  0.0060 (0.734)  0.0033 (0.391)  0.0019 (0.389)  0.0047 (1.032) 

Basic materials  0.0164 (1.689)*  0.0104 (0.918)  0.0037 (0.688) –0.0062 (1.150) 

Industrials  0.0029 (0.674)  0.0061 (1.251) –0.0019 (0.855)  0.0048 (1.956)* 

Consumer goods  0.0017 (0.290) –0.0039 (0.549)  0.0058 (1.887)* –0.0001 (0.020) 

Healthcare –0.0010 (0.095) –0.0056 (0.476) –0.0077 (1.071) –0.0055 (0.807) 

Consumer services  0.0016 (0.325) –0.0017 (0.300)  0.0012 (0.442)  0.0001 (0.051) 

Telecoms –0.0130 (0.543) –0.0200 (0.823) –0.0137 (1.089) –0.0027 (0.289) 

Utilities –0.0200 (0.497) –0.0468 (1.466) –0.0066 (0.274) –0.0172 (0.937) 

Financial services  0.0134 (2.102)**  0.0078 (1.233)  0.0074 (2.118)** –0.0011 (0.351) 

Technology –0.0057 (0.469) –0.0143 (1.199) –0.0161(3.064)*** –0.0119 (2.318)** 

Notes: ∆ denotes the change in the tax rate from one year to the next; absolute values of t-ratios in 
parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels respectively. All of the same 
control variables are employed as in Tables 13 to 18, including time dummies, but none of their parameter 
estimates are presented to conserve space.  
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Table 29  Random effects panel regressions of the effect of tax and other determinants on 
the CAPM beta measure of risk 

 Dependent variable: CAPM beta 

Independent 
variables 

CETR CETR5 GETR GETR5 BTD PERM-BTD 

Tax measure –0.1518 
(–4.868)*** 

–0.1409 
(3.748)*** 

–0.2171 
(5.343)*** 

–0.1605 
(3.107)*** 

0.2633 
(5.030)*** 

1.0605 
(8.079)*** 

Log(Market cap) –0.0816 
(9.111)*** 

–0.1119 
(10.983)*** 

–0.083 
(9.282)*** 

–0.1146 
(11.302)*** 

–0.0817 
(9.122)*** 

–0.083 
(9.290)*** 

Log(total assets) 0.1311 
(14.181)*** 

0.1552 
(14.445)*** 

0.1330 
(14.464)*** 

0.1588 
(14.926)*** 

0.1301 
(14.038)*** 

0.133 
(14.509)*** 

Intangible assets 0.0111 
(0.596) 

0.0271 
(1.161) 

0.0186 
(0.997) 

0.0334 
(1.431) 

0.0104 
(0.558) 

0.0317 
(1.697)* 

Fixed assets –0.2676 
(12.208)*** 

–0.3045 
(11.409)*** 

–0.2733 
(12.487)*** 

–0.3116 
(11.670)*** 

–0.2657 
(12.115)*** 

–0.2805 
(12.829)*** 

R&D expenditure 0.296 
(2.131)** 

0.2280 
(1.191) 

0.2862 
(2.063)** 

0.2209 
(1.152) 

0.2851 
(2.052)** 

0.2414 
(1.742)* 

D/E ratio –0.0014 
(–1.194) 

0.0025 
(0.780) 

–0.0014 
(1.200) 

0.0025 
(0.791) 

–0.0015 
(1.269) 

–0.0015 
(1.259) 

Leverage 0.0882 
(2.672)*** 

0.0955 
(2.482)** 

0.0918 
(2.787)*** 

0.0987 
(2.565)** 

0.0995 
(3.022)*** 

0.0944 
(2.876)*** 

ROE –0.0026 
(1.224) 

–0.0025 
(0.778) 

–0.0028 
(1.282) 

–0.0026 
(0.823) 

–0.0026 
(–1.219) 

–0.0026 
(1.202) 

ROA –0.1588 
(2.090)** 

–0.0887 
(0.986) 

–0.1417 
(1.874)* 

–0.0586 
(0.658) 

–0.2436 
(3.071)*** 

–0.1663 
(2.201)** 

B/M ratio 0.0006 
(1.063) 

0.0004 
(0.565) 

0.0006 
(1.157) 

0.0004 
(0.598) 

0.0006 
(1.067) 

0.0006 
(1.112) 

Cash holdings 0.1947 
(4.709)*** 

0.0463 
(0.876) 

0.1907 
(4.617)*** 

0.0416 
(0.787) 

0.1901 
(4.597)*** 

0.1649 
(3.987)*** 

Profit –0.0148 
(4.5611)*** 

–0.0148 
(4.215)*** 

–0.0147 
(4.530)*** 

0.0144 
(4.119)*** 

0.0146 
(4.509)*** 

–0.0133 
(4.096)*** 

Sales growth 0.0547 
(2.851)*** 

0.0290 
(1.093) 

0.0551 
(2.872)*** 

0.0294 
(1.108) 

0.0549 
(2.860)*** 

0.0536 
(2.803)*** 

Hausman test 
statistic (p-value) 

19.949 
(0.173) 

23.298 
(0.056)** 

20.062 
(0.170) 

23.101 
(0.059)** 

19.191 
(0.205) 

18.581 
(0.233) 

Industry 
dummies? 

YES YES YES YES YES YES 

N 7615 5550 7615 5550 7615 7615 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels respectively. Profit coefficients are multiplied by 1000 for ease of presentation.  
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Table 30  Random effects panel regressions of the effect of tax and other determinants on 
idiosyncratic risk 

 Dependent variable: daily standard deviation of residuals from a CAPM regression 

Independent 
variables 

CETR CETR5 GETR GETR5 BTD PERM-BTD 

Tax measure –0.0040 
(5.384)*** 

–0.0006 
(0.643) 

–0.0008 
(0.832) 

–0.0060 
(4.674)*** 

0.0091 
(7.598)*** 

0.0094 
(3.244)*** 

Log(Market 
cap) 

–0.0045 
(22.157)*** 

–0.0059 
(23.590)*** 

–0.0046 
(22.538)*** 

–0.0060 
(24.178)*** 

–0.0046 
(22.264)*** 

–0.0046 
(22.458)*** 

Log(total 
assets) 

0.0033 
(16.187)*** 

0.0048 
(17.827)*** 

0.0034 
(16.707)*** 

0.0049 
(18.635)*** 

0.0033 
(16.032)*** 

0.0034 
(16.632)*** 

Intangible 
assets 

0.0012 
(3.986)*** 

0.0016 
(2.819)*** 

0.0012 
(4.154)*** 

0.0017 
(3.020)*** 

0.0012 
(4.072)*** 

0.0013 
(4.513)*** 

Fixed assets –0.0030 
(7.350)*** 

–0.0035 
(5.263)*** 

–0.0031 
(7.619)*** 

–0.0033 
(5.128)*** 

–0.0028 
(6.944)*** 

–0.0032 
(7.770)*** 

R&D 
expenditure 

0.0121 
(4.150)*** 

0.0167 
(3.533)*** 

0.0123 
(4.222)*** 

0.0183 
(3.885)*** 

0.0119 
(4.073)*** 

0.0119 
(4.055)*** 

D/E ratio –0.0404 
(1.342) 

–0.1300 
(1.343) 

–0.0452 
(1.501) 

–0.1166 
(1.207) 

–0.0423 
(1.410) 

–0.0448 
(1.489) 

Leverage 0.0031 
(4.610)*** 

0.0048 
(5.043)*** 

0.0033 
(5.029)*** 

0.0048 
(5.127)*** 

0.0032 
(4.879)*** 

0.0033 
(4.983)*** 

ROE –0.0488 
(–0.620) 

–0.0867 
(1.056) 

–0.0492 
(0.624) 

–0.0722 
(0.883) 

–0.0357 
(0.454) 

–0.0454 
(0.576) 

ROA 0.0112 
(7.270)*** 

0.0188 
(8.399)*** 

0.0118 
(7.682)*** 

0.0201 
(9.124)*** 

0.0083 
(5.203)*** 

0.0113 
(7.331)*** 

B/M ratio 0.0134 
(0.716) 

0.0254 
(1.305) 

0.0136 
(0.726) 

0.0220 
(1.137) 

0.0105 
(0.560) 

0.0130 
(0.691) 

Cash holdings 0.0018 
(3.254)*** 

0.0021 
(1.586) 

0.0018 
(3.214)*** 

0.0021 
(1.585) 

0.0018 
(3.207)*** 

0.0016 
(2.870)*** 

Profit –0.0003 
(3.604)*** 

–0.0003 
(4.356)*** 

–0.0003 
(3.635)*** 

–0.0004 
(4.453)*** 

–0.0003 
(3.531)*** 

–0.0003 
(3.436)*** 

Sales growth –0.0003 
(4.032)*** 

–0.0004 
(0.624) 

–0.0003 
(4.093)*** 

–0.0004 
(0.627) 

–0.0003 
(3.644)*** 

–0.0003 
(3.725)*** 

Hausman test 
statistic (p-
value) 

14.731 
(0.471) 

16.802 
(0.267) 

14.519 
(0.487) 

16.877 
(0.263) 

14.297 
(0.503) 

14.072 
(0.520) 

Industry 
dummies? 

YES YES YES YES YES YES 

N 7668 5306 7668 5306 7669 7669 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% 
levels respectively. D/E ratio, ROE, B/M ratio, and profit coefficients are multiplied by 1000 for ease of 
presentation. 
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Table 31  Average abnormal returns and cumulative abnormal returns (%) for firms whose names appear in the media in a tax-related story 

 All 
firms 

Big firms Small 
firms 

Potentially 
culpable 
stories 

General 
stories 

Regional 
newspapers 

National 
newspapers 

Specialist 
financial 
newspapers 

Consumer-
facing firms 

Non-
consumer-
facing firms 

Pre-Sep 
2008 

Post-Sep 
2008 

Number of firms 270 240 30 94 176 22 219 29 99 171 100 170 

CAR(–30,–10) –0.367 

(0.597) 

–0.289 

(0.474) 

–0.987 

(0.377) 

–0.980 

(1.000) 

–0.039 

(0.050) 

–2.907 

(1.533) 

0.010 

(0.014) 

–1.284 

(0.808) 

–0.828 

(0.863) 

–0.099 

(0.125) 

–0.090 

(0.104) 

–0.529 

(0.636) 

CAR(–10,–1) –0.267 

(0.629) 

–0.038 

(0.089) 

–2.101 

(1.164) 

–0.090 

(0.131) 

–0.362 

(0.669) 

–0.215 

(0.164) 

–0.255 

(0.527) 

–0.393 

(0.358) 

–0.265 

(0.400) 

–0.268 

(0.488) 

–1.121 

(1.872)* 

0.235 

(0.410) 

AR – Day 0 –0.077 

(0.573) 

0.027 

(0.200) 

–0.905 

(1.584) 

–0.080 

(0.373) 

–0.075 

(0.440) 

0.110 

(0.265) 

–0.094 

(0.611) 

–0.091 

(0.264) 

–0.128 

(0.609) 

–0.048 

(0.274) 

–0.130 

(0.688) 

–0.097 

(0.309) 

CAR(+1,+10) 0.764 

(1.845)* 

0.688 

(1.636) 

1.403 

(0.870) 

–0.324 

(0.479) 

1.346 

(2.574)*** 

2.523 

(1.929)* 

0.633 

(1.342) 

0.423 

(0.385) 

1.116 

(1.823)* 

0.561 

(1.021) 

0.418 

(0.698) 

0.969 

(1.743)* 

CAR(+10,+30) 0.545 

(0.929) 

0.374 

(0.613) 

1.953 

(0.966) 

1.008 

(1.024) 

0.299 

(0.409) 

0.503 

(0.265) 

0.766 

(1.154) 

–1.144 

(0.709) 

–0.051 

(0.063) 

0.888 

(1.112) 

0.738 

(0.846) 

0.432 

(0.555) 

CAR(–3,+3) 0.104 

(0.293) 

0.245 

(0.697) 

–1.030 

(0.679) 

–0.020 

(0.041) 

0.172 

(0.380) 

1.760 

(1.608) 

–0.127 

(0.313) 

0.592 

(0.646) 

0.533 

(0.962) 

–0.144 

(0.314) 

–0.337 

(0.673) 

0.364 

(0.757) 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels respectively.  
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Table 32  Multiple regressions to evaluate the impact of various factors on cumulative abnormal returns around the occurrence of a tax-related news story 

 
Intercept CAPM 

beta 
Tax 
measure 

B/M ratio Log 
(market 
cap) 

Excess 
return over 
prior year 

Idiosyncratic 
volatility 

Culpability 
dummy 

Consumer-
facing 
dummy 

Specialist 
financial 
dummy 

Post-2008 
dummy 

R2 

Panel A: tax variable is CETR 

CAR(–30,–10) 
–0.054 
(1.947)* 

–0.0254 
(1.509) 

0.010 
(0.320) 

0.008 
(0.836) 

0.023 
(1.081) 

–0.002 
(0.122) 

3.220 
(4.667)*** 

–0.002 
(0.124) 

–0.004 
(0.259) 

–0.020 
(0.981) 

0.005 
(0.327) 

12.0% 

CAR(–10,–1) 
–0.038 
(1.632) 

0.0015 
(0.103) 

–0.021 
(0.782) 

0.012 
(1.541) 

0.014 
(0.742) 

0.052 
(3.215)*** 

0.017 
(0.030) 

0.010 
(0.933) 

0.019 
(1.574) 

0.004 
(0.210) 

0.005 
(0.398) 

8.9% 

AR – Day 0 
–0.018 
(2.588)** 

0.0018 
(0.415) 

0.012 
(1.443) 

–0.004 
(1.724)* 

0.011 
(2.012)** 

0.001 
(0.197) 

0.2563 
(1.451) 

0.001 
(0.098) 

0.002 
(0.566) 

0.001 
(0.069) 

0.003 
(0.844) 

5.3% 

CAR(+1,+10) 
–0.072 
(3.665)*** 

–0.0027 
(0.232) 

–0.014 
(0.613) 

–0.003 
(0.449) 

0.032 
(2.142)** 

–0.001 
(0.045) 

2.976 
(6.121)*** 

–0.013 
(1.460) 

0.010 
(0.977) 

0.001 
(0.014) 

0.016 
(1.504) 

21.3% 

CAR(+10,+30) 
–0.021 
(0.733) 

–0.0166 
(0.950) 

–0.025 
(0.727) 

0.010 
(1.038) 

–0.006 
(0.284) 

–0.072 
(3.604)*** 

2.895 
(4.016)*** 

0.016 
(1.207) 

–0.003 
(0.191) 

–0.010 
(0.448) 

0.008 
(0.529) 

21.1% 

CAR(–3,+3) 
–0.090 
(4.054)*** 

0.0096 
(0.718) 

0.005 
(0.187) 

–0.007 
(0.935) 

0.030 
(1.774)* 

0.049 
(3.256)*** 

2.130 
(3.897) 

0.002 
(0.177) 

0.025 
(2.200)** 

0.014 
(0.866) 

0.011 
(0.923) 

11.3% 

Panel B: tax variable is GETR 

CAR(–30,–10) 
–0.064 
(2.258)** 

–0.0213 
(1.325) 

0.027 
(0.723) 

0.008 
(0.793) 

0.028 
(1.349) 

–0.002 
(0.101) 

3.128 
(4.809)*** 

–0.001 
(0.085) 

–0.003 
(0.189) 

–0.020 
(1.060) 

0.002 
(0.168) 

11.8% 

CAR(–10,–1) 
–0.025 
(1.053) 

0.0009 
(0.066) 

–0.046 
(1.479) 

0.012 
(1.542) 

0.014 
(0.835) 

0.048 
(3.124)*** 

–0.2239 
(0.409) 

0.008 
(0.790) 

0.019 
(1.624) 

0.001 
(0.073) 

0.004 
(0.322) 

9.3% 

AR – Day 0 
–0.022 
(3.001)*** 

0.0024 
(0.578) 

0.020** 
(2.117) 

–0.004 
(1.749)* 

0.011 
(2.130)** 

0.001 
(0.102) 

0.2552 
(1.539) 

0.001 
(0.069) 

0.002 
(0.574) 

0.001 
(0.115) 

0.003 
(0.821) 

6.0% 

CAR(+1,+10) 
–0.060 
(2.971)*** 

–0.0050 
(0.437) 

–0.024 
(0.905) 

–0.003 
(0.446) 

0.031 
(2.131)** 

–0.001 
(0.094) 

2.828 
(6.108)*** 

–0.016 
(1.793)* 

0.008 
(0.825) 

0.002 
(0.178) 

0.014 
(1.487) 

20.3% 

CAR(+10,+30) 
–0.025 
(0.816) 

–0.0136 
(0.794) 

–0.019 
(0.482) 

0.010 
(0.974) 

0.009 
(0.401) 

–0.077 
(3.917)*** 

2.356 
(3.389)*** 

0.015 
(1.116) 

0.001 
(0.040) 

–0.023 
(1.113) 

0.002 
(0.163) 

18.8% 

CAR(–3,+3) 
–0.086 
(3.789)*** 

0.0108 
(0.846) 

–0.006 
(0.214) 

–0.007 
(0.969) 

0.033 
(2.015)** 

0.048 
(3.273)*** 

1.990 
(3.858)*** 

0.001 
(0.041) 

0.025 
(2.240)** 

0.013 
(0.837) 

0.008 
(0.704) 

10.9% 

Notes: absolute values of t-ratios in parentheses; *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels respectively. 
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Appendix: Variable definitions and Compustat Global 
mnemonics 

Fixed assetsit = property, plant and equipment divided by lagged total assets = ppentit / tait–1 

Intangible assetsit = intangible assets divided by lagged total assets = intanit / tait–1 

R&D expenditureit = R&D expenditure divided by lagged total assets= xrdit / tait–1 

D / Eit = debt to equity ratio = (dd1it +  dlttit) / market capit–1  

Return on equity, ROEit = (piit–spiit) / market cap at prior year end 

Return on assets, ROAit = piit–spiit / tait–1 

The book-to-market ratio BTM = book equity / market capitalisation at prior year end 

 = (ceqit + txditcit – pstkit) / market cap at prior year end 

Scaled cash holdings = cheit / tait–1 i.e. scaled by lagged total assets  

Cash holdings = cheitbetait is the market beta of the stock with respect to the excess monthly 

returns of the FTSE All-Share Index, over a minimum of 24 and a maximum of 60 prior months 

Profitit = piit–spiit  

Sales growthit = (salet – salet–1) / salet–1 
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